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Editorial (PT)

Caros leitores e leitoras, 

A Revista do CITAR, na sua quarta edição, prossegue 
o esforço de disseminação da investigação realizada 
nas áreas da Ciência e Tecnologia das Artes, reunindo 
artigos científicos nacionais e internacionais de relevo 
e de alta qualidade. Este quarto número apresenta 
sete artigos científicos e quatro revisões críticas, duas 
de exposições artísticas, uma de uma obra literária e 
outra de um documentário.

No campo da História da Arte poderão ler um artigo 
de José Guilherme Abreu sobre a “Sagres’ Saga – 

Monument in Landscape or Landscape as Monument” 
onde o autor pretende discutir as principais questões 
teóricas relacionadas com a concepção e a aprovação 
de projetos de escultura pública monumental. Rosário 
Salema de Carvalho e colegas examinam, por seu 
lado, o trabalho de azulejaria portuguesa presente no 
antigo Mosteiro de Santa Marta de Jesus, atualmente 
o Hospital de Santa Marta. No campo da música, Rita 
Torres e Paulo Ferreira-Lopes abordam o conceito 
dos multifónicos na guitarra clássica, sobretudo no 
que diz respeito à reprodutibilidade dos sons que 
origina e à adequação desta técnica como elemento de 
composição para guitarra amplificada. Maria Donata 
Napoli faz uma breve revisão sobre a relação cambiante 
que se estabelece entre a música e a imagem, até 
às formas de arte mais recentes. Na área da pintura, 
João do Vale propõe uma modernização da análise de 
determinadas influências artísticas a partir dos meios 
que servem como referência da análise pictórica e 
da criação de imagens. No campo das artes digitais 
e focando-se em peças com interfaces tangíveis, 
Hyunjoo Oh apresenta uma instalação interativa que 
envolve o público, construindo um ambiente imersivo 
baseado na sinergia entre a interação incorporada e 
a narrativa. Finalmente, Álvaro Seiça, introduz a ideia 
de uma função de transdutor nos campos da literatura 
electrónica e da arte digital.

Quatro revisões críticas fecham o presente número. 
Sahra Kunz propõe uma olhar mais atento ao trabalho 
de Art Spiegelman, através da sua mais recente obra 
“MetaMaus, a look inside a modern classic”; Paula 
Barriobero apresenta-nos, de forma sintética, a última 
exposição fotográfica de Ori Gersht, intitulada “This 
storm is what we call progress”; Filipe Pais descreve-
-nos a sua residência artística durante a Capital 
Europeia da Cultura Guimarães 2012; e José Carlos 
Pereira apresenta o documentário de Henrique Pereira 
“Nome de Guerra, A Viagem de Junqueiro”.

Em meu nome e em nome da equipa editorial 
desejamos-vos uma boa leitura e esperamos que 
desfrutem deste quarto número da Revista do CITAR.

Carlos Sena Caires 
Editor

Editorial (EN)

Dear readers,

Now in its fourth edition, the CITAR Journal continues 

in its effort of disseminating research in the areas of 

Science and Technology of the Arts, gathering national 

and international articles of relevance and high quality.

This fourth issue contains seven articles and four 

critical reviews, two of exhibitions, one of a literary 

work and one of a documentary.

In the field of Art History, you can read a paper by 

José Guilherme Abreu concerning “Sagres’ Saga – 

Monument in Landscape or Landscape as Monument”, 

in which the author discusses the main theoretical 

aspects relating to the conception and approval of 

monumental public sculpture projects. For her part, 

Rosário Salema de Carvalho and collegues examine 

Portuguese tile-making work at the former Monastery 

of Santa Marta de Jesus, currently the Hospital 

of Santa Marta. In the field of music, Rita Torres 

and Paulo Ferreira-Lopes broach the concept of 

multiphonics on the classical guitar, especially as far 

as the reproducibility of the sounds originated and the 

suitability of the technique as a compositional element 

in writing for amplified guitar go. Maria Donata Napoli 

conveys a brief analysis of the changing relation 

between music and image up to more recent art-

forms. In the field of painting, João do Vale proposes 

a modernisation of the analysis of certain artistic 

influences from the means that serve as references to 

the pictorial analysis and image creation. In the field of 

digital arts, and focusing on pieces featuring tangible 

interfaces, Hyunjoo Oh presents an interactive 

installation that engages the audience, constructing 

an immersive environment based on the synergy 

between embodiement and narrative. Finally, Álvaro 

Seiça introduces the idea of a transducer function in 

the fields of electronic literature and digital art.

Four critical reviews close this issue. Sahra Kunz 

proposes a more careful look at the work of Art 

Spiegelman through his recent publication 

“MetaMaus, a look inside a modern classic”; Paula 

Barriobero presents us with a summary of Ori Gersht’s 

latest photographic exhibition “This storm is what 

we call progress”; Filipe Pais describes his artistic 

residency during Guimarães 2012 - European Capital 

of Culture; and José Carlos Pereira presents the 

documentary by Henrique Pereira “Nom de Guerre: 

Junqueiro’s Journey”.

In my name and that of my team, we wish you good 

reading and hope you enjoy this fourth issue of the 

CITAR journal.

Carlos Sena Caires 

Editor
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RESUMOS (PT)

SAGRES’ SAGA. MONuMENT IN LANDSCAPE,  

OR LANDSCAPE AS MONuMENT? 

José Guilherme Abreu

Com o texto A Saga dos Concursos de Sagres – 
Monumento na Paisagem ou a Paisagem como 
Monumento, pretendemos discutir as principais 

questões teóricas relacionadas com a conceção 

e a aprovação de projetos de escultura pública 

monumental, levantadas por uma série de quatro 

concursos oficiais que foram lançados em 

Portugal, entre 1933 e 1988, com o objetivo 

de erguer um monumento aludindo ao Infante 

D. Henrique, o Navegador, no Promontório de 

Sagres, no extremo sudoeste do país. Cobrindo 

um período de mais de 50 anos, porque eles não 

alteram o seu foco temático, aqueles sucessivos 

concursos permitem-nos colocar em perspetiva 

a evolução e a involução, bem como as ruturas e 

as articulações entre os programas consecutivos, 

além dos fatores que condicionaram a escolha 

das soluções vencedoras de cada edição. Apesar 

de nenhum dos projetos ter sido construído, o 

estudo do seu longo e enigmático processo – a 
saga de Sagres – permite-nos apurar, com rigor, 

os principais problemas que envolvem a definição 

da monumentalidade celebrativa cujo modelo 

se carateriza por agregar simultaneamente a 

estatuária e a arquitetura, permitindo assim 

escrutinar as tensões e as discrepâncias ônticas, 

históricas e semânticas que se manifestam entre 

estes dois registos, como teorizámos na nossa 

tese de doutoramento, cujos fundamentos o 

presente texto, em parte, desenvolve e explica.

----------------------------------------------------------------

THE MEMORY OF A TREE; AN INTERACTIVE 

VISuAL STORYTELLING INSTALLATION 

Hyunjoo Oh 

Ao longo dos séculos, as pessoas têm combinado 

campos, levando à criação de novos domínios de 

pesquisa. Por exemplo, os artistas têm vindo a 

usar a tecnologia para ampliar o alcance do seu 

medium para expressar ideias em novas formas. 

Analogamente, a tecnologia tem influenciado a 

arte, levando-a expandir o seu alcance de aplicação.

Tanto a arte como a tecnologia continuam a instilar

inovação uma na outra. um exemplo contempo-

râneo deste processo torna-se evidente na era 

da arte interativa; este artigo aborda este tópico 

focando-se nas peças com interfaces tangíveis.

Têm existido muitas demonstrações convincentes 

que envolvem a interação tangível, de forma a 

aumentar o interesse do público através da sua 

interação incorporada. No entanto, a maioria das 

abordagens limitam-se a envolver a experiência

 imediata e temporária do utilizador ao usar 

elementos narrativos para criar o contexto do 

ambiente. Este artigo apresenta uma instalação 

interativa que envolve o público, construindo um 

ambiente imersivo baseado na sinergia entre a 

interação incorporada e a narrativa de uma forma 

mais ativa e e significante. 

Baseia-se na crença de que os interfaces tangíveis 

têm o potencial de transmitir narrativas baseadas 

de uma forma mais significativa na interação física 

e nos sentidos humanos. Fundamentalmente 

pretende fornecer mais um dos aspectos potenciais

dos interfaces tangíveis, de forma a despoletar 

discussão nesta área.

----------------------------------------------------------------

SHORT REVIEW OF THE RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN VIDEO, MuSIC, AND ART 

Maria Donata Napoli

Esta breve revisão explora a relação cambiante 

que se estabelece entre a música e a imagem, 

até às formas de arte mais recentes. Desde o 

cinema experimental do início do Séc. XX, de 

entre outras coisas relacionado com a música e 

com a tentativa de dar som à imagem fílmica, ao 

sucesso e dispersão da imagem cinematográfica 

e televisiva (com a produção de inúmeros filmes 

musicais e relacionados com a música no primeiro 

caso; com a criação de estações de televisão 

dedicadas à ‘música para ver’ no segundo), até 

à sua assimilação e processamento pelo campo 

artístico, hoje em dia o género está algo saturado 

por uma produção audiovisual sobre-produzida 

e excessiva. No entanto a arte pode, tal como no 

passado, intervir para realçar tanto a qualidade 

da música ou do aspecto visual, ou em ambos, 

em obras realmente completas, ao renovar a 

linguagem e ao elevá-la de um estatuto de sub-

cultura para uma nova e mais válida forma de arte 

‘positiva’ para novos mercados artísticos.

----------------------------------------------------------------

WARBuRG AND POLIAKOFF,  

MOVEMENT AND STYLE (A CONTRIBuTION  

TO THE CONTEMPORARY STuDY OF IMAGES 

AND PAINTINGS) 

João do Vale
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Para aqueles que se dedicam à actividade da pin-

tura é necessário possuir uma visão mais abran-

gente que possa recolher um certo número de 

referências que tendam, colectivamente, para a 

ideia de um grupo: um grupo dentro do qual as 

características das suas próprias referências, pos-

síveis mas sólidas, sejam recolhidas, e que possam 

funcionar como suporte para uma construção 

baseada no exercício secular da pintura. Esta 

fundação da pintura nas suas fontes (ou, como 

dizemos no campo artístico, nas suas ‘influências’) 

não é apenas uma desculpa por parte do pintor 

com a intenção de criar uma justificação imediata 

e uma integração da sua criação no contexto 

cultural da pintura do seu próprio tempo, algo que 

o faria começar pelo fim para justificar os meios 

(o fim sendo o consumo da sua produção pictórica 

pelo público). Também não serve ela a criação 

facilitada e autónoma de valor, com a preocupa-

ção de preestabelecer um programa secular que 

tornaria a pintura mais autêntica mas que des-

valoriza o processo real de criação pictórica que 

acompanha passo a passo qualquer produção 

pictórica, do início ao fim e que pode e deve, do 

início ao fim, incluir esse mesmo processo. 

A fundação da pintura nas suas fontes ou ‘influên-

cias’ serve, antes, para conseguir a sua integração 

num grupo de referência a partir do qual a pintura, 

qualquer pintura que tenha como objectivo o 

presente, possa e deva tomar parte. Este trabalho 

pretende propôr uma modernização da análise 

dessas influências a partir dos meios que servem 

como referência da análise pictórica e criação: as 

imagens (reproduções) e os próprios quadros.

----------------------------------------------------------------

17TH CENTuRY PATTERNED AZuLEJOS FROM 

THE MONASTERY OF SANTA MARTA, IN LISBON 

Rosário Salema de Carvalho, et al. 

Este artigo examina o trabalho de azulejaria 

portuguesa presente no antigo Mosteiro de Santa 

Marta de Jesus, atualmente o Hospital de Santa 

Marta, ainda in situ. O seu objetivo principal é de 

estudar azulejos com padrão do Séc. XVII, ex-

plorando tanto a documentação como as ideias 

e soluções criadas pelos assentadores de azulejo 

que os aplicaram. Os autores pretendem ainda 

introduzir o novo sistema de informação referente 

à inventariação de azulejos Portugueses. Denomi-

nado Az Infinitum – Sistema de Referência & In-

dexação de Azulejo, resulta de uma parceria in-

stitucional entre a Rede Temática de Estudos em 

Azulejaria, a Cerâmica João Miguel dos Santos 

Simões e o Museu Nacional do Azulejo. 

A sistematização de conhecimento proposta, e o 

seu efeito sobre a pesquisa da azulejaria portu-

guesa é demonstrada através do estudo de caso 

dos azulejos com padrão do Mosteiro de Santa 

Marta de Jesus.

----------------------------------------------------------------

MuLTIPHONICS AS A COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENT 

IN WRITING FOR AMPLIFIED GuITAR 

Rita Torres and Paulo Ferreira-Lopes

Os multifónicos na guitarra clássica estão actual-

mente a ser investigados pelos autores no que diz 

respeito à reprodutibilidade dos sons que originam, 

e à adequação desta técnica como um elemento 

de composição para a guitarra amplificada. As nos-

sas hipóteses irão ser testadas, e por esta razão 

detalhamos aqui a recolha e tratamento de dados.

----------------------------------------------------------------

THE TRANSDuCER FuNCTION: AN 

INTRODuTION TO A THEORETICAL TYPOLOGY 

IN ELECTRONIC LITERATuRE AND DIGITAL ART 

Álvaro Seiça

Neste trabalho introduzo a ideia de uma função 

de transdutor nos campos da literatura electrónica

e da arte digital. Em primeiro lugar, faço uma 

abordagem ao conceito de transdução através 

da sua história em domínios tais como a física, a 

genética, a microbiologia, a bioquímica, a fisiologia,

a psicologia, a lógica e as ciências da computação. 

Em segundo lugar, discuto a relevância de uma 

teoria de transdução em relação à vantagem de 

uma função de transdução. Migro o conceito de 

transdução para os campos da literatura electró-

nica e da arte digital, demonstrando os seus con-

textos de aplicação, e diversos processos e funções 

de transferência. Finalmente, aplico a função de 

transdução como uma tipologia teórica e um 

sistema reconhecível, destacando trabalhos artís-

ticos por R. Luke DuBois, André Sier e Scott 

Rettberg que podem ser lidos neste quadro 

de referência. Isto implica que se considere um 

conjunto de processos de transferência e de con-

versão: informação, padrões e dados entre me-

canismos, tecnologias, temas, e regras criativas e 

teóricas. Neste sentido, desenvolvo uma estrutura 

crítica que opera como método de análise e com-

preensão de subsequentes obras de arte digital.
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ABSTRACTS (EN)

SAGRES’ SAGA. MONuMENT IN LANDSCAPE,  

OR LANDSCAPE AS MONuMENT? 

José Guilherme Abreu

With the text A Saga dos Concursos de Sagres 
– Monumento na Paisagem ou a Paisagem 
como Monumento, we aim to discuss the main 

theoretical issues related to the conception and 

approval of monumental public sculpture projects, 

issues that were raised by a series of four official 

competitions launched in Portugal, in the period 

between 1933 and 1988, whose purpose was to 

raise a monument alluding to Prince Henry the 

Navigator on the Sagres Promontory, located at 

the southwest end of the country. Over a period 

of more than 50 years, as they never changed 

their theme, those successive competitions allow 

us to put the evolution and involution between 

consecutive programs in perspective, as well as 

the ruptures and articulations, besides from the 

factors that conditioned the choice of winning 

solutions in each edition. Although none of the 

projects was ever built, the study of their long 

and enigmatic course – Sagres’ saga – allows 

us to ascertain the main problems that involve 

celebratory monumentality, whose model is 

characterized for simultaneously aggregating 

statuary and architecture, allowing us to scrutinize 

the tensions and ontic discrepancies; historical and 

semantic ones that manifest themselves between 

these two registers as we have theorized in our 

doctoral thesis, whose foundations are partly 

developed and explained in this text.

----------------------------------------------------------------

THE MEMORY OF A TREE; AN INTERACTIVE 

VISuAL STORYTELLING INSTALLATION 

Hyunjoo Oh 

Over the centuries, people have combined fields, 

leading to the creation of new domains. For 

example, artists have used technology to widen 

the range of their medium to express ideas in 

new ways. Similarly, technology has leveraged art 

to expand its range of application. Both art and 

technology continue to inspire innovation in each 

other. A contemporary example of this process 

is evident in the interactive art era; this article 

covers this topic focusing on tangible interface 

pieces. There have been many compelling dem-

onstrations that involve tangible interaction to in-

crease audience interests through their embodied 

interaction. However, most existing approaches 

are limited to engaging a user’s immediate, tem-

porary experience with setting some context of 

the environment with story elements. This article 

presents an interactive installation that engages 

the audience, building an immersive environment 

based on the synergy between embodied inter-

action and storytelling in a more active and mean-

ingful way. It is based on the belief that tangible 

interfaces have the potential to convey narratives 

more meaningfully based on physical interaction 

and human senses and fundamentally aims to 

supply another potential of tangible interfaces to 

spark further discussion in this area.

----------------------------------------------------------------

SHORT REVIEW OF THE RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN VIDEO, MuSIC, AND ART 

Maria Donata Napoli

This brief review explores the evolving relation-

ship between music and image up to newer art 

forms. From the experimental cinema of the early 

20th century, among other things related to music 

and to the attempts to give sound to the film im-

age, to the success and flooding of the cinematic 

image and the television image (with the produc-

tion of countless musical and music related films 

in the first case, with the creation of TV networks 

dedicated to the ‘music to see’ in the second), up 

to their assimilation and processing in the artistic 

field, today the genre is somewhat saturated with 

overproduced and excessive audio-visual produc-

tion. However art can, as in the past, intervene to 

bring out the quality of music or the visual, or both 

in real complete works, by renewing the language 

and elevating it from a subculture level to a more 

valid, as well as ‘positive’ one for new art markets.

----------------------------------------------------------------

WARBuRG AND POLIAKOFF,  

MOVEMENT AND STYLE (A CONTRIBuTION  

TO THE CONTEMPORARY STuDY OF IMAGES 

AND PAINTINGS) 

João do Vale

It is necessary, for those who dedicate themselves 

to the activity of painting, to possess a wider view 

that can gather a certain number of references 

which tend, collectively, to an idea of a group: a 

group within which the characteristics of its own 

references are collected, possible but solid ones, 

that can function as a support for a construction 
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based on the secular exercise of painting. This 

foundation of painting in its sources (or, as we say 

in the artistic field, in its ‘influences’) is not just an 

excuse on the part of the painter with the intention 

of an immediate justification and integration of his 

creation in the cultural context of Painting in his 

own time, something which would make him start 

from the ends to justify the means (the ends being 

the consumption of his pictorial production by the 

public). Nor does it serve a facilitated autonomous 

creation of value, with the concern of pre-estab-

lishing a secular program that would make painting 

more authentic but devalues the real process of 

pictorial creation that accompanies, step by step, 

any painterly production, from the beginning to the 

end and that can and should, from the beginning to 

the end, include that very process. The foundation 

of painting on its sources or ‘influences’ serves, 

rather, to achieve its integration in a group of refer-

ence from which painting, any true painting that 

aims at the present, can and should take part. This 

work aims at an updating of the analysis of these 

influences from the means that serve as references 

to the pictorial analysis and creation: the images 

(reproductions) and the paintings themselves.

----------------------------------------------------------------

17TH CENTuRY PATTERNED AZuLEJOS FROM 

THE MONASTERY OF SANTA MARTA, IN LISBON 

Rosário Salema de Carvalho, et al. 

This article discusses Portuguese tile-making at 

the former Monastery of Santa Marta de Jesus, 

currently the Hospital of Santa Marta, still in 
situ. With the main goal of studying 17th century 

patterned tiles it explores the documentation as 

well as the ideas and solutions invented by the 

tile-layers that applied the tiles to the walls. Also, 

the authors aim to introduce the new information 

system for the portuguese azulejos’ inventory. 

Named Az Infinitum - Azulejo Indexation and 

Reference System, it results from an institutional 

partnership between Rede Temática de Estudos 

em Azulejaria and Cerâmica João Miguel dos 

Santos Simões (João Miguel dos Santos Simões 

Thematic Network on the Study of Tiles and 

Ceramics / IHA-FLuL) and the Museu Nacional 

do Azulejo (National Tile Museum). The proposed 

systematisation of knowledge, and its effect on 

the enhancement of the research of portuguese 

tiles, is demonstrated through the case study 

of the patterned tiles of the Monastery of Santa 

Marta de Jesus. 

----------------------------------------------------------------

MuLTIPHONICS AS A COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENT 

IN WRITING FOR AMPLIFIED GuITAR 

Rita Torres and Paulo Ferreira-Lopes

Multiphonics on the classical guitar is currently 

being researched by the authors concerning the 

reproducibility of the sounds originated and the 

suitability of the technique as a compositional 

element in writing for amplified guitar. 

Our hypotheses are to be tested, and for this 

reason the data collection and treatment were 

established and are detailed here.

----------------------------------------------------------------

THE TRANSDuCER FuNCTION: AN 

INTRODuCTION TO A THEORETICAL TYPOLOGY 

IN ELECTRONIC LITERATuRE AND DIGITAL ART 

Álvaro Seiça

In this essay I introduce the notion of a transducer 

function in the fields of electronic literature and 

digital art. Firstly, I survey the transduction concept 

throughout its history in such domains as physics, 

genetics, microbiology, biochemistry, physiology, 

psychology, philosophy, logic and computer science. 

Secondly, I discuss the relevance of a transduction 

theory versus the advantage of a transducer 

function. I migrate the transduction concept into 

the fields of electronic literature and digital art, 

showcasing the contexts of application, and several 

transfer processes and functions. 

Finally, I apply the transducer function as a 

theoretical typology and a recognizable system, 

highlighting artwork by R. Luke DuBois, André 

Sier and Scott Rettberg that can be read 

within this framework. Thus, it means taking 

into account a set of transfer and conversion 

processes: information, patterns and data 

among mechanisms, technologies, themes, and 

creative and theoretical guidelines. In this sense, 

I develop a critical framework that operates as 

a method for analyzing and comprehending 

further digital artwork.
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ABSTRACT

With the text Sagres’ Saga. Monument in Landscape, 

or Landscape as Monument?, we aim to discuss the 

main theoretical issues related to the conception and 

approval of monumental public sculpture projects, 

issues that were raised by a series of four official 

competitions launched in Portugal, in the period 

between 1933 and 1988, whose purpose was to raise 

a monument alluding to Prince Henry the Navigator 

on the Sagres Promontory, located at the southwest 

end of the country. Over a period of more than 50 

years, as they never changed their theme, those suc-

cessive competitions allow us to put the evolution 

and involution between consecutive programs in 

perspective, as well as the ruptures and articulations, 

besides from the factors that conditioned the choice 

of winning solutions in each edition. 

Although none of the projects was ever built, the 

study of their long and enigmatic course – Sagres’ 

Saga – allows us to ascertain the main problems that 

involve celebratory monumentality, whose model 

is characterized for simultaneously aggregating 

statuary and architecture, allowing to scrutinize 

the tensions and ontic discrepancies; historical 

and semantic ones that manifest themselves 

between these two registers as we have theorized 

in our doctoral thesis, whose foundations are partly 

developed and explained in this text. [1]

Keywords: Art History; Public Art; Statuary; 
Monumentality

1 | THE PROBLEM

It’s a well-known story. In 1933, 1936, 1954, and 1988, 

successive public competitions were launched, in 

order to fulfill the Government’s decision to raise on 

Sagres Promontory a monument to Prince Henry the 

Navigator that should simultaneously evoke Portu-

guese Nautical Discoveries.

The purpose of commemorating the discoveries in 

Sagres by means of a monument dates back to the 

nineteenth century, when Viscount Sá da Bandeira, 

Minister of Marine and Overseas in 1840, posted 

a headstone [2] on the walls of the turret built by 

Philip II in Sagres fortress, alluding to Prince Henry 

and the legendary School of Sagres, this stone be-

ing surmounted by a bas-relief by Manuel Simões 

(Figure 1), which still stands in place.

Later, at the turn of the century, moved by a nostalgic

drift, the portuguese sculptor Augusto Santo [3]  

imagined an astonishing monument to Prince Henry, 

in which his head was to be carved on the cliffs of 

the Promontorium Sacrum, “projecting streams of 
light through the eyes” (França, 1966,  p. 225).
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In 1923, the American historian Doane Robinson 

proposed the idea of displaying the effigies of the 

four American Presidents carved on the Black Hills 

of South Dakota, reflecting both Santo’s and Robin-

son’s megalomaniac projects purpose of expressing 

sublimity, by means of monumental sculpture in a 

grand and natural scenario (Figure 2). 

After World War II, this approach became inappro-

priate, and a second group of non-commemorative 

works displaying auto-referential interventions, 

emerged in distant, unidentified and abandoned 

natural scenarios, as is the case of Land Art and 

Earth Works, and even site-specific landscape 

emplacements, which although lacking any specific 

narrative meaning, look for a closer relationship with 

the environment, in order to display a more accurate 

interpretation of its character (Figure 3).

unlike monuments and memorials erected in the 

landscape for their grandeur, this second modernistic 

approach, even if monumental in scale, is no longer 

conceived as monumental, but instead as environ-
mental, as we indicate, for these artistic outdoor 

interventions are strictly formal and/or poetical 

objects or structures, lacking, at least in theory, any 

narrative and/or evocative sublimities.

Our thesis is that this second group of landscape 

interventions establishes a new paradigm, con-

cerning the relationship between artistic work 

and the natural environment, and because of this 

represents a new model for large scale artistic 

landscape related programs.

Since artistic work is now meant to be inseparable 

from its environment, we recognize here the con-

sequence of the application of the concept of cul-

tural landscape, which merges natural, human and 

artistic layers as a whole, and approaches further 

artistic interventions as one of the actions needed 

for its regeneration, beautification, sustainability, 

and profit.

These are the aims of classification tools and 

safeguard measures, such as the Council of Europe 

document known as the European Landscape 
Convention, which was signed in Florence in 2000, 

in order to establish the currently expanded con-

cept of cultural landscape, which was approved on 

February 14, 2005, by the Portuguese Government, 

thereby assuming its recommendations.

In Portugal, this mutation and sequence of models, 

though not explicit, starts with the four competi-

tions launched by the Government during the 20th 

century, with the purpose of raising a monument 

to Prince Henry, in Sagres Promontory.

In fact, the Sagres competitions are the most 

emblematic monumental, historical and environ-

mental artistic programs in Portugal, as their goal 

was not only to celebrate historical facts but also 

to display symbolic mythologies, both expected 

to reach a sublime eminence, thanks to their 

deployment in a superb environment, not only in 

geographical terms, but also in historical, symbolic 

and cultural ones.

FIGURE 3 | Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty, 1970, Rozel Point, 

utah, uSA.

FIGURE 2 | G. Borglum, Mount Rushmore Memorial, 1927-41, 

Keystone, South Dakota, uSA

FIGURE 1 | M.Simões, School of Sagres, 1840, bas-relief, marble, 

Sagres Fortress, Sagres 
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Sagres is therefore the most complete, represen-

tative and problematic transformation of a natural 

and historical monumental site becoming a cultural 

landscape in Portugal, by means of a process that 

has been carried out over the ages, to attain its peak 

with four successive official competitions, none of 

them ever built.

In saying this, we think that Sagres is a special 

case, and that its study provides reliable and clear

evidence, which needs a deeper analysis and inter-

pretation. Those two purposes were the effort and 

the aim of the doctoral thesis we presented in 2007.

2 | THE FOUR SAGRES OFFICIAL COMPETITIONS

Obviously, we cannot describe these competitions 

here [4]. Instead, we will try to find out how far the 

paradigms previously explained are reflected in the 

successive editions of the competitions, in order 

to learn the specific and sometimes misleading (if 

not paradoxical) inflections that become manifest 

through their study.

Let us then analyze the winning projects of these 

competitions, since the only sculptural “monument” 

ever erected in Sagres by the Portuguese Govern-

ment, was the headstone ordered by Viscount Sá da 

Bandeira, as we have already stated.

The first winning prize in the competition launched 

in 1933 and voted in 1935, was the project designated 

by the acronym “Spreading Faith, the Empire”, whose 

authors Carlos and Guilherme Rebello de Andrade, 

both architects and brothers, together with sculptor 

Rui Gameiro, presented a colossal image of a cross of 

Christ raised 155 meters high in the air, while leaning 

to the ocean, and pointing in the geographic direction 

of the Discoveries (Figure 4).

Erected in sublime grandeur, this project did not 

include any statue of Prince Henry, but only a bas-

-relief, alluding to the legendary Nautical School 

of Sagres, in strict compliance with the text of the 

competition’s program, whose preamble stated that 

“the monument now intended, although capitulated 
by the name and individuality of Prince Henry, aims 
to achieve and express a broader historical concept: 
the first cycle of voyages and discoveries of the 
Portuguese... It is not a mere statue of a prince, 
but the synthesis of an era.” (Dec.-lei nº 39713 de 

1 de Julho de 1954).

Analyzing the project, we see that the plans clearly 

reflect the monument in the landscape’s paradigm, 

raising above it colossally, and dynamically projecting 

itself over it, as if trying to overcome its site, em-

bodying and interpreting with particular accuracy, 

by means of its scale and iconography, the ideal of 

the “Politics of the Spirit”, established by António 

Ferro as idearium for the Portuguese New State 

artistic programs, in the same year of the Sagres 

competition.

Spreading Faith, the Empire is designed as a synthesis 

formed by a consistent and unitary block (whose 

interior previewed the inclusion of a caravel) that 

was able to gather symbolic values, iconographic 

allusions and dynamic features, succeeding in recon-

ciling the irreconcilable, in the sense that it manages 

to merge Christian symbolism with an avant-garde 
drift, slightly contaminated by futuristic imagery.

But there’s more. Although presented as a plastic 

synthesis, the magnification of the cross of Christ 

cannot be properly understood, if one ignores the 

massive use by the Nazi regime of another cross, 

which was particularly dynamic: the swastika.

Among many sorts of reasons, the execution of that 

project was not expected to be consensual, first of 

all because it could not gain the support of the so 

called “modern architects”, like Paulino Montez, who 

was a member of the evaluation board, and who 

stated that “A work of architecture cannot be slanted” 

(Almeida, 2002, p. 56).

FIGURE 4 | Andrade, Gameiro, Spreading Faith, The Empire, 

1933, model.
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Supported by the Minister of Public Works, Trans-

ports and Communications, Duarte Pacheco, archi-

tects were able to gather substantial power (Rodolfo 

1999, 101), namely in the arena of the National Union 
of Architects, where a declaration against the choice 

made by the evaluation board was approved, stating 

the disregarding of the recommendations approved 

by the architect’s previous Association, that pointed 

out that there should be two architects present in 

every evaluation board for public competitions, 

and also stating that the budget for the construction

of the winning project exceeded by far the one 

specified by the competition’s guidelines (Ribeiro, 

2002, p. 363).

Another source of criticism was launched by a set 

of forty four prestigious personalities who signed a 

document called “Representação 35”, addressed to 

Oliveira Salazar, requesting his decision to cancel the 

previous competition, in order to prevent “a huge 
artistic disaster” (Almeida, 2002, p. 225).

Representação 35, however, was not only meant to 

condemn the winning project. Instead, the text called 

for an aesthetic alternative to its main error. That 

alternative was defined as a fusion between two 

elements: the Mortuary Chapel and the Standard 
Stone, which were thought of as being the two main 

archetypes of Portuguese architecture. Those two 

models were presented in the competition by the 

projects of Porfírio Pardal Monteiro, conceived 

following the model of a Standard Stone and the 

one by Jose Cortez, conceived following the model 

of a Mortuary Chapel.

As a result of the annulment of the previous com-

petition, a new one was launched in 1936, and the 

winning team was now formed by Carlos Ramos, 

Leopoldo de Almeida and Almada Negreiros (one 

of the subscribers of Representação 35), and the 

team’s project clearly reflected the hybrid model 

advocated by Representação 35.

Despite the quality of its design and the attention 

to every detail, the now winning project (Figure 5) 

could not achieve the remarkable solution that was 

expected, and that attempt failed to create the 

required model for a Portuguese modern monu-

mentality and architecture.

As Carlos Ramos said, it was “an attempt to conjugate 
the static elements with the dynamic ones” (‘Como 

vai ser o monumento,’ 1938), but the solution was 

incongruent, because Standard Stones are associated 

with the idea of a permanent and solid basis on the 

ground, which was not consistent with the function 

of serving as a mast of a caravel moving overseas, 

which was at the same time a chapel whose naviga-

tion intended to symbolize the overseas expansion 

of the Christian faith.

Comparing the winning projects of the first and sec-

ond edition, we think that the synthesis conceived 

by brothers Rebello de Andrade is far more accom-

plished than the one presented by the team of Car-

los Ramos, since the clearance of the proportions, 

the elegance of design and thoroughness of detail 

of the second, could not hide its central mistake: 

creating a synthesis was not a matter of combining 

some suggestive forms, for its outcome instead of a 

unified synthesis would result in a composite form. 

In brief, the result was aesthetically deceptive, and 

in the press it was stated that the solution “is still 
far from what it should be” (‘Como vai ser o monu-

mento,’ 1938).

However, despite its errors, the Carlos Ramos team 

project had the merit of blocking the approval of 

Rebello de Andrade’s sublime synthesis, preventing 

it from standing on the Sacred Promontory, one 

thing that would drastically alter the silhouette and 

the character of such an exceptional place in the 

Portuguese territory, defacing it with the presence 

of a colossus that would crush it. 

So, not only did the Carlos Ramos project fail to 

erect Prince Henry’s Monument in Sagres, but it 

also failed to be adopted as the ex-libris for the 

Portuguese World Exhibition of 1940, being thrown 

FIGURE 5 | C. Ramos, L. Almeida, A. Negreiros, Project, 1936, model.
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out by Cottinelli Telmo, Leopoldo de Almeida and 

Leitão de Barro’s model for the Monument to Dis-
coveries (Figure 6).

The defeat of the project by Rebello de Andrade’s 

team was the most relevant fact of the second 

competition, and its relevance transcends the 

problem of proposing a proper celebration for the 

Portuguese Discoveries and Prince Henry, as it links 

with a much more central and decisive problem: the 

discussion (or fight?) for the (re)definition of an idea 

of monumentality.

One must be aware of the strategic relevance of 

that discussion, in a time marked by the rise of 

authoritarian, totalitarian and belligerent regimes 

in Europe, whose emergence the Spanish Civil War, 

right next door, made particularly real and concrete.

As a matter of fact, that war was also a war of 

symbols. And the symbols of greatest strategic rel-

evance were precisely those which were expected 

to be monumentalized, gathering higher prestige 

for those totalitarian regimes, and managing to 

mobilize the masses in their direction.

If understood from this point of view, the problem 

of building a monument to Prince Henry at Sagres 

Promontory gains a rather new dimension, for it 

shows us that the point there was neither a mere 

aesthetic problem, nor a problem of theory of 

architecture, nor even a problem of professional

affirmation of modern architects. All these issues 

were present, but they were engaged with each 

other by the interposition of a force field that placed 

two distinct and antagonistic ways of understanding 

the superlatives of monumentality face to face. Two 

opposed concepts of monumentality, which were 

also at war.

The first concept, vertical and monolithic, aimed 

to monumentalize the sublime, presenting the 

commemorative fact as a corollary of a superhuman 

“plan” - Heroism, Race, Divinity. The second concept, 

horizontal and multiform, aimed to monumentalize 

the form, presenting the celebration’s theme as a 

human “deed” - History, Civilization, Culture.

We can clearly see the antagonism between these 

two paradigms. On one hand the strength of the 

sublime presented by Rebello de Andrade’s proj-

ect. On the other hand, there was the power of the 

eclectic, present in Carlos Ramo’s project. The gap 

that separates both solutions was absolute, and they 

were meant to shock and neutralize each other, cre-

ating a hybrid: the Monument to Discoveries, facing 

Tagus River, in Belém. Here culminates, and halts, 

the history of Portuguese New State monumentality.

Afterwards, nothing of great relevance happened.

Nothing, except for in post-war time a third and last 

edition of the Sagres competitions cycle, during the 

Portuguese New State. Now a new attempt was 

made, intended to celebrate, in 1960, the fifth cen-

tennial of the death of Prince Henry, which according 

to documental evidence had occurred in Sagres.

Launched in 1954, during the aftermath of the 

Korean War (1950-1953), and during the repercus-

sions in Portugal of the Indian union pretensions to 

incorporate Goa, Daman and Diu into its territory, 

Sagres’s third official competition took place in 

a quite different context than the previous ones. 

First of all, because in the specific context of the 

Cold War, the Portuguese dictatorship had to stand 

before the international scene, in order to fight for 

its prerogatives of a multi-racial, multi-continental 

and single party political state, as the Portuguese 

diplomacy used to describe what, in the end, still 

remained the “Empire”.

In order to point out the specificity of this new 

FIGURE 6 | C. Telmo, L. Almeida, L. Barros, Monument to Dis-

coveries, 1939, model.
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edition, unexpectedly the decree announcing the 

opening of the competition, stated that “in this case 
restrictions are not applicable on the exercise in 
Portugal of the profession of engineer and architect, 
set out in Article 1 of Law Nº. 1991 of March 10, 1942” 

(Dec.-lei nº 39713 de 1 de Julho de 1954).

This meant that the competition would be open to 

foreign authors, and that an unprecedented oppor-

tunity was given to Portuguese artists and architects 

to create a monumental proposal, intended to be ap-

preciated at an international level, since two foreign 

architects took part in the evaluation board: Jean 

Tschumi, president of the International union of Ar-

chitects (uIA) and Giovanni Battista Ceas, president 

of the Italian section of the uIA, the former being a 

prominent modern architect whose work was affili-

ated with Le Corbusier’s ideas and aesthetics.

This competition was able to raise great support, 

both by Portuguese artists or by foreigners [5], 

taking advantage of the mobilization achieved by 

the international competition for the Monument to 
the Unknown Political Prisoner of the previous year.

Despite the obvious discrepancies due to the political 

changes in the international arena, the third edition of 

the competition did not alter its premises, as it was 

clearly made explicit in Decree-Law 39713, which 

reported that “fundamentally, what is expected of 
the monument is still the same as it was twenty years 
ago, when the first edition was launched” (Dec.-lei 

nº 39713 de 1 de Julho de 1954).

Cruelly, however, the international political evolu-

tion was not favorable to the Portuguese Regime, 

and on the eve of the closing ceremony of the 

500 years of Prince Henry’s death, “a resolution 
sponsored by twelve Afro-asiatic nations to submit 
information to the United Nations on territories 
under its administration, in order to be conferred 
autonomous government was voted in the UN 
with 45 votes against 6, with 24 abstentions and, 
finally, independence” (‘Portugal reserva,’ 1960).

Prince Henry’s Commemorations ended in the 

worst way, and the day after the uN vote in his 

closing speech held before Oliveira Salazar, next to 

Infant Henry’s tomb in the Founder’s Chapel of the 

Monastery of Batalha, Caeiro da Mata had reasons not 

to hide his dismay and nervousness, when he stated 

that “Given the great crisis of today, […] in this time 
of confusion and doubt in which, above all, looms 
the great tragedy of overseas life, Portugal, citadel of 
the Christian order, ruled by a man of genius - Sala-
zar - set its path and destiny and does not want to 

retreat [...] the winds of history blow always strong 
in Portugal’s sails.” (‘As comemorações Henriquinas,’ 

1960). The Governmental plan failed. The celebration 

of the fifth centennial of the death of Prince Henry 

failed to invert the historical changes, and so the 

Empire began to crumble.

Obviously, there was no room for the redeeming 

utopia of the Mar Novo project (Figure 7), created 

by the team consisting of architect João Andresen, 

sculptor Barata Feyo and painter Júlio Resende that 

won the 3rd competition with undeniable merit. The 

Government decided not to implement the project, 

in a meeting of the Council of Ministers, through a 

laconic Order of the Government, which appears in 

a letter from the Minister of Public Works, as follows:

At its meetings on 30 October and 9 No-
vember the main documents in this process 
were presented to the Council of Ministers, 
and it was discussed at length whether or 
not to erect the monument to Prince Henry 
in Sagres. The Government appreciated in 
its proper value the effort made by the art-
ists who participated in the competition, and 
especially those who obtained the first place 
in the classification and were admitted to the 
second proofs. If a monument to Prince of 
Sagres were to be be built it should be the 
project with the name Mar Novo. However, 
taking into account all aspects of the prob-
lem, the Council decided not to erect the 
monument, and even to discard the idea of 
building it on the promontory of Sagres. [...] 
6/12/956, a) Oliveira Salazar, (‘Monumento 
ao Infante,’ 1954).

Project Mar Novo was rejected without any reasons 

being formally and officially presented, and the is-

sue became an uncomfortable “taboo”, during the 

FIGURE 7 | J. Andresen, B.Feyo, J. Resende, Mar Novo 1956, 

model.
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Portuguese New State, and even now this matter 

still remains a kind of “enigma”.

In fact, why was the project Mar Novo not built?

In our view, this “enigma” may be clarified, if we 

consider it in parallel with the similar “enigma” in 

the competition for the Monument to the Unknown 
Political Prisoner, (1951-53), whose winning project 

would not also be built, because once it was a propa-

ganda weapon against foreign Soviet policy. As Joan 

Marter attested, “the death of Stalin in 1953, changed 
the Cold War political chess, and if before sharpened 
antagonisms, tensions and opposition could be seen, 
in the meantime the atmosphere began to change, as 
Western Governments became aware of the depth 
and scope of the anti-Stalin campaigns followed by 
the USSR.” (Abreu, 2007, p. 203), since the erection 

of such a monument could be seen as hostile to the 

Soviet regime, and therefore inhibiting the form of 

its foreign policy.

In such circumstances, the Monument to the Un-
known Political Prisoner lost its raison d’être, and the 

construction of Reg Butler’s model was finally aban-

doned in 1960, as a late consequence of the removal 

of  financial support, already decided upon in 1955.

Although we cannot speak of a war of symbols, 

we must be aware that the competition for the 

Monument to the Unknown Political Prisoner had 

an aesthetic agenda, as Joan Marter points out:

“to find a new means of expression for the public 
memorial, as well as a covert political one. In 1953, 
even before Abstract Expressionist painters were 
used as a weapon of the cold war, sculptors working 
in abstract modes (most of whom had never made 
(public sculpture) were chosen to demonstrate the 
acceptance of modernism to an embodiment of 
America’s social and political values” (Marter, 1994), 

in clear opposition to the socialist realism that domi-

nated the east, for this was also part of the bipolar 

scenario of the Cold War [6].

Although in the opposite direction of political 

and aesthetic inflexibility, something equivalent 

happened with the third competition of Sagres. 

Expected as an instrument for international pro-

nouncement of Portuguese overseas policy, once 

Portugal could not block the applications submitted 

by Nehru to the uN demanding the incorporation 

of Goa, Daman and Diu within the Indian union, in 

the eyes of Oliveira Salazar updating a new abstract 

and secular modern image of Portuguese univer-

salism by project Mar Novo, had no longer, if ever, 

any pertinence. If the international arena refused 

to pay homage to the Portuguese messianic drift, 

then the modern image was useless and should be 

discarded, in order to return to the iconography of 

the Sword and the Cross.

Salazar’s decision to carve Cottinelli Telmo’s Mon-
ument of the Discoveries in hard stone had this 

meaning: the refusal of modern monumentality was 

the corollary of the denial of the post-war world.

Now, if we compare the decision not to build the 

monument to the Unknown Political Prisoner with 

Prince Henry’s monument in Sagres, while the first 

decision had the purpose of not antagonizing the 

Soviet regime in order to pave the way for a Peaceful 
Coexistence, the second contemplated the will to 

face the international community, and to reiterate 

the determination to maintain the empire at all costs, 

including by use of military force.

Portugal was, therefore, alone. Alone, but proudly so.

With this decision, the “monument in the landscape”, 

once again would not be erected. And in Belém what 

was actually built was nothing but a simulacrum.

Moreover, it is pertinent to note that the Monument 
to Discoveries is indeed the mixture of the model 

of the standard-stone caravel by Carlos Ramos’ 

team, with the cross-pylon colossus by Rebello de 

Andrade’s team. (Figure 8) 

Although frustrated in Sagres, the attempt to impose 

that iconography was so insistent and omnipresent 

that in a recent master’s thesis by Gerbert Verheij 

(Verheij, 2012), which we argued, a picture repro-

ducing the image of the cross-pylon of Rebello de 

Andrade’s team can be seen as a symbol, on the 

float no. 33 of the commemorative cortege held in 

honor of President Óscar Carmona’s visit to Lou-

renço Marques, in 1940 (Figure 9).

With the failure to erect the Mar Novo project in 

Sagres, the natural environment of the Sacred Prom-
ontory could be preserved, preventing once again 

the use of the site as a pedestal for an evocative 

monument.

FIGURE 8 | Decomposition of the Monument to the Discoveries.
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Of course, it was now a monument of a new kind: 

a modern one! A modern monument, although an 

ambiguous one, as on one hand, it was very much 

inspired by the Synthesis of the Three Arts aesthetic 

program, but on the other, it still displayed the statu-

ary figure of a great man: Prince Henry.

First announced at the 7th International Congress 

of Modern Architecture [7]  by General Assembly 

Secretary Josep Lluis Sert [8], the primary goal of 

the Synthesis of the Three Arts program was, in his 

words, “to appoint a committee meant to gather 
examples of recent architectural achievements, 
collected by different national groups, positively 
or negatively showing the cases they consider to 
be related to this topic.” (“Actas oficiais,” 1951).

To define such a program was not an easy task, and 

in the opinion of Gregor Paulsson the monument 

should fade out its emotional impact, as he stated 

before in his testimony to the Symposium on a New 
Monumentality [9]:

Let us give the word monumentality the 

meaning of strong emotional impact, let us 

reduce its sphere and widen its content and let 

it mean the emotion in general in its artistic ex-

pression. Intimacy not monumentality should 

be the emotional goal. (Paulsson, 1948, p. 118). 

From now on, the semantic dimension should be 

focused in the artistic expression. This is, we think, 

the best definition for the Synthesis of the Three 

Arts: an aesthetic program based on plastic art emo-

tional intimacy in an auto-referential way, having the 

architectural space as a background and reference.

Rooted in a void of extra-connotations, this new 

plastic and voiceless concept of monumentality car-

ried its own denial, since in the end monumentality 

transcends its formal and/or expressive splendor, 

and intends to display the union between aesthetical 

expression and ethical value.

The rejection of narrative memories and meanings 

by the Three Arts Synthesis program denotes a kind 

of a phobia for semantic records, and in our opinion 

expresses a first pronouncement of what we usually 

call syndrome of negative monumentality, a denial 

of any theory of monumentality rooted on the 

basis of Hegel’s idealistic ascending to “Spiritual 
Unity”, and/or on the basis of Comte’s confident 

instauration of a “Positive State”.

The denial of both idealistic and positivist theories, 

was very much induced by the failure to bring politi-

cal harmony and social confidence, in fin-de-siècle 
years. Because of the Franco-Prussian war and the 

Paris Commune repression that put a dramatic end 

to the II Empire’s fake contentment, the idealistic 

or positivist belief of a continuous perfection for hu-

manity, degraded into a rhetoric and void discourse 

that the inferno of the Great War would soon confirm 

and denounce. 

Before this overturn, two paths became wide open to 

monumentality: a step forwards, and a step backwards.

The step backwards was obviously the one taken by 

totalitarian and dictatorial regimes, and the first and 

second Sagres competitions intended as we have 

seen to establish and approve that drift, but in the 

end that aim could not be achieved.

The step forwards was taken by a new eidetic concept 

of monumentality, thought in the line of transcen-

dental phenomenology, intending to connect the 

artistic realm to epoché’s suspension of judgment 

upon natural reality and mundane facticity. 

According to Eliane Escoubas, this attempt first 

occurred in modern art within the field of modernist 

painting, by the hand of Braque and Picasso, as the 

author explains:

Thus stated, the question might suggest that 

the time of “Braque-Picasso” (that is to say 

the five or six years which mark the birth of 

cubism) is just one example, among others, 

of a pictorial epoché always repeated, at a 

price of “variations” throughout the history 

of painting. (Escoubas, 1991, p. 195)

In order to understand the history of modern sculp-

ture from this point of view, it is necessary to find the 

equivalent “sculptural gesture” to Picasso-Braque’s 

“pictorial epoché”. That is, to find the “sculptural 
epoché” that opened the way to modern sculpture.

This equivalent gesture, we may find in Brancusi’s 

reduction of forms and volumes back to their es-

sential meaning: a new eidetic investigation lead 

FIGURE 9 | Allegorical pageant float. no 33, o Colono e o Império.
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in a very different way, comparing to the previous 

idealistic-classical or positivist-naturalist models.

This founding moment was achieved by the sculp-

tural series The Kiss, whose original version, called 

Craiova’s, dating back to 1908, appeared in clear 

opposition to the sculptural group Le Baiser carved 

by Rodin, between 1888 and 1898. 

While in Rodin’s version the lovers emerge from 

the rock, in Brancusi’s the lovers constitute the very 

block. With Brancusi’s Kiss, sculpture became free 

from the reference to natural form, while not nec-

essarily discarding its rememorative meaning, as in 

1910 a new version of the Kiss was implanted on the 

grave of Tania Rachevskaïa, at the Montparnasse 

cemetery in Paris, recovering in a most peculiar way 

the monumental reference to memory.

The step to recover monumental scale was also taken 

by Brancusi, in 1938, with the erection of the monu-

mental site of Târgu Jiu, in Romania, dedicated to 

the memory of the local resistance against the Ger-

man Imperial Army during the Great War, displaying 

monumental scale also in a most peculiar way.

With this monumental set formed by the Table of 
Silence, the Gate of the Kiss, the Heroes’ Alameda 
and the Endless Column, Brancusi presented a me-

morial which reproduces no images or descriptions 

of facts, focusing its purpose only on the very act of 

remembrance, conceiving itself as a transcendental 

and secular “Via Crucis”, whose “Stations” were the 

elements mentioned above.

From its structural point of view, the Brancusian 

monumental model is characterized negatively, by 

the refusal of naturalist figuration (statues), and posi-

tively by the pursuit of both formal, spatial and tem-

poral essences (eidos), sculpture becoming a total 

formal, spatial, temporal and emotional experience 

(body and conscience), rather than a mere occupa-

tion of space (object and site), echoing Heidegger’s 

ontology, as noted here:

Sculptural creations are bodies. Their mass, 
coming from various materials, is configured 
in different ways. The configuration takes 
place as a delimitation inward and a limit 
outward. Here comes into play, space. Occu-
pied by sculptural creation, it is characterized 
as closed volume, emptied and empty (Hei-

degger, 1990, p. 47).

Considering sculpture as a specific creation of empty 

space, rather than a mere occupation of space, won-

dering about the etymology of the word space, Hei-

degger replies that the word, space, “speaks about 
making space. This is, to retrain, cleaning the woods” 

(Heidegger, 1990, p. 53), and explains that “We have 
to learn to recognize that the very things are places, 
and that they do not belong to a place” (Heidegger, 

1990, p. 57).

The understanding of space as an ontological con-

cept where things are like places, is the discovery 

– the retraining – of a spatial quality that manifests 

itself, aesthetically, in Brancusi’s monumental for-

mula at Târgu Jiu, as a transcendental experience, 

i.e. as a lived connection between the place and the 

self, which includes, at one time, perceptual and 

meditative accents provided by the contact with 

the sculptural forms and with the effects induced 

by the presence and the meaning of these elements, 

whose titles help to make clear.

Mediated by architectural space and plastic language, 

Brancusi’s transcendental monumentality, however, 

was certain to ensure a convenient and unambigu-

ous apologetic reading, since it could not boost the 

sublime or enhance Power, the Nation, the Regime, 

or even arouse the public, as the plans to demolish 

Endless Column, in 1950, during Stalinist era, prove.

This inability to serve as a proper commemorative 

device was something similar to project Mar Novo, 
and its somewhat strange “winning defeat” started 

a weird era in the field of sculptural monuments in 

Portugal, establishing an impasse in terms of the 

monumental formula. Although few, new compe-

titions for erecting monuments were launched in 

Portugal, but since those contests were won by 

teams that presented projects that didn’t reiterate 

the official canon of statuary, they were systemati-

cally annulled. 

This was particularly the case of projects that 

search for a relationship with landscape, such as 

the project for the Monument to Caulkers [10], au-

thored by Álvaro Siza, Alcino Soutinho, Alberto 

Amaral and Lagoa Henriques (Figure 10), which 

won the competition held in 1958-59 by ESBAP and 

Oporto’s delegation of the Executive Committee for 

the Commemoration of the Fifth Centenary of the 

Death of Prince Henry. 

Conceived under a contemporary design, the execu-

tion of the Monument to Caulkers was once again 

canceled “by higher authority”. 

The same happened with the project of architect 

Francisco da Conceição Silva, sculptor Jorge Vieira 

(Figure 11) and others, for the plastic valorization of 
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the massive mooring of the bridge over the Tagus [11]. 

If executed, this project was conceived in a broader 

spatial structure, which in fact regarded the riverbank 

as a waterfront, refusing, as jokingly said José-Au-

gusto França, to solve the desired plastic valorization 

“as fixing appliqués on the wall” (França, 1964, p. 49).

In fact, this official interference in the results of com-

petitions and the disrespect of the artistic merit of 

monumental public sculpture projects represented 

a serious blockade of the natural evolution of public 

art projects that nowadays can still be noted.

Only some marginal works, such as Spring Rhythms, 

by Arlindo Rocha, 1961, Valença (Figure 12); Hand, 

by José Aurélio, 1966, Óbidos (Figure 13); Sculpture 
at the Beach of Troia, by Fernando Conduto, 1969, 

Troia (Figure 14); Monument to the South Atlantic 
Air Crossing, by Laranjeira Santos, 1972, in Lisbon 

(Figure 15); and D. Sebastião, by João Cutileiro, 

1973, Lagos (Figure 16), managed to mark public 

space with alternatives to the anachronism of the

statuary canon [12].

FIGURE 11 | C. Silva, J. Vieira, Mooring of the bridge over the 

Tagus, 1966, project.

FIGURE 10 | A Siza, L. Henriques, L Cunha, Monument to Caulk-

ers, 1959, 

FIGURE 12 | A. Rocha, Spring Rhythms, 1961

FIGURE 13 | J. Aurélio, Hand, 1966, Óbidos.

FIGURE 14 | F. Conduto, Troia, 1969.
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Some of the works mentioned before, were thought 

of as plastic art work, embodying no allusive content. 

Others, however, were charged with critical meaning, 

and therefore were thought to be on the fringes of 

monumental intentionality, approaching the idea of 

counter-monumentality, as happened with the Hand, 

in Óbidos [13] and D. Sebastião, in Lagos. 

Because of this blockade, only in 1976, shortly after 

the implantation of the democratic regime, we may 

find a formula that released monumentality from 

the limbo of negativity in which it had been en-

closed, succeeding to establish a coherent model, 

by means of merging ethical, aesthetical, social 

and topographic elements, in a quite symbiotic 

and polyphonic way, on the basis of a program to 

celebrate the memory of the intrepid General Hum-

berto Delgado, whose initiative was proposed by a 

group of rural inhabitants of the community of Cela 

Velha: a little unknown village of the municipality of 

Alcobaça, near Nazaré, where Humberto Delgado 

used to spend his summer holydays, in an ancient 

local farm belonging to his wife’s family.

Jointly designed by sculptor José Aurélio and ar-

chitect Artur Rocha under the title of Monument 

to the Fearless General [14] (Figure 17), the work 

establishes a close link with the surrounding coun-

tryside, and marks the transition to a symbiotic 

understanding of the concept of monument and 

place, being conceived as poly nuclear installa-

tion, setting two poles: the civic nucleus, located 

in Praça General Humberto Delgado (Figure 18), 

and the landscape nucleus, situated on the above 

hill, in front of the square.

The Monument to the Fearless General emerges as

an outstanding achievement that had no imme-

diate continuity, as the fourth edition of Sagres 

competitions clearly illustrates, showing the 

misunderstandings and paradoxes of monumen-

tality, when thought of in an architectural and 

equivocal basis.

FIGURE 15 | L. Santos, Air Crossing , 1972.

FIGURE 17 | J. Aurélio, Monument to the Fearless General, 1976, 

landscape site, Cela Velha.

FIGURE 18 | J. Aurélio, Monument to the Fearless General, 1976, 

civic site, Cela Velha.

FIGURE 16 | J. Cutileiro, D Sebastião, 1973, Lagos.
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We refer now to the competition of ideas for 

the development of Sagres Fortress [15], jointly 

launched by the Portuguese Institute of Cultural 
Heritage (IPPC) and the National Commissionfor 
the Commemoration of Portuguese Discoveries 

(CNCDP), in 1988, its Guide Lines and Program 

being prepared, on the basis of a report overseen 

by an Inter-ministerial Working Group, which in 

despite of its technical (or technocratic?) ob-

jectivity, was not able to overcome the negative 

anathema that still hung over Sagres’ monumen-

tality. Impressive indeed, was the passage that 

mentioned the purpose of building a monument 

of great dignity in Sagres, as the erection of a 

statue. (Abreu, 2007, p. 675).

Not even the competition program of 1933 was so 

prescriptive and restrictive in its determinations!

Ranked in first place, the project of architect João 

Carreira (Figure 19) proposed a modernizing in-

tervention, which introduced appreciable changes 

in the height and volume of the built areas of the 

pre-existing buildings, ignoring the official New 

State restoration campaign, held in the late fifties. 

(Monumento de Sagres, 1960).

Beyond these and other very much questionable 

aspects that we cannot address here, the project 

included a monumental structure that would trigger 

a long and bitter controversy.

Called Route of the Discoverers (Figure 20), this 

structure was formed by a straight line 230 me-

ters long and 8 meters wide, enclosed by 6 meter 

high walls, and preceded by 8 meters of side 

square antechamber, whose floor was a mirror 

of water, crossed by a bridge that served as a 

passage. On the walls of the antechamber, in the 

east and west flanks, there were two fountains 

that “allegorically intended to symbolize Adven-
ture and Endowment” (Carreira, 1990), being the 

safeguards of the Route of the Discoverers built 

by a double wall of concrete on the outside, and 

limestone on the inside, so that the latter should 

be carved in order to evoke “the permanence 
of the spirit of the navigators and their journeys 
which together are known as the Portuguese Dis-
coveries” (Carreira, 1990).

using a symbolic function, João Carreira’s project 

transcended the directives of the Charter of Ath-

ens. However, erasing the image left by the restora-

tion campaigns of the late 50’s, he disrespected the 

commendations of the Charter of Venice, propos-

ing an intervention very much hostile and intolerant 

at this level.

In heritage terms, João Carreira’s project was merci-

less in its dialogue with New State restoration cam-

paign, “deleting or distorting its marks, and convert-
ing Corrente zato a unique and uniform image: the 
image of modern architecture” (Abreu, 2007, p. 684).

However, the mistakes of the project weren’t con-

fined to the Route of the Discoverers. In contrast, 

they arise from the very notion of monument, as the 

project’s specifications clearly show:

Making a monument today is not essentially 

much different than making monuments in 

other times. The evocative symbolism, the 

surprise by position and volume, a certain 

FIGURE 19 | J. Carreira, Ideas Competition for the valorization of 

Sagres Fortress, 1988.

FIGURE 20| J. Carreira, Route of the Discoverers, 1988, project.
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intentional detachment provoked by impos-

ing to the site, are questions that have always 

existed, causing controversy about its design 

and concept, so that the concept of a monu-

ment had not radically changed, in the end. 

Nowadays, or in the Past.

Having assumed this tradition of an inde-

pendent and foreign object, placed on the 

promontory, this long construction becomes 

interiorized by the story it shows, but keeps 

the symbolic link with the outside, the sky 

opened, the sea horizon to the bottom, and 

the alignment with an axis of Rose-of-Winds 

(SSW) (Carreira, cited in Abreu, 2007, p. 685).

The passage is clearly revealing. Although written 

in the late eighties, João Carreira still conceived 

this project within the paradigm of the monument 

perched on the landscape, representing a setback 

in relation to the Monument to the Fearless General.
For that reason, the Route of the Discoverers was 

barred on its sides, divorced from the landscape, 

with the purpose of creating a screen to illustrate 

a “story”.

Very much different from the monumental paths 

of Dani Karavan’s work, such as the Axe Majeur of 
Cergy-Pontoise (1980-86), whose route three thou-

sand meters long presents no narrative elements, 

and still keeps its own meaning, as it is not a linear 

and monotonous path, but a route between different 

spaces and environments, conceived as a journey 

of discovery of the very landscape, and not being 

apart from it.

Fortunately, the Route of the Discoverers was not 

built, and once again the Promontory could resist the 

human passion to affix his mark in odd environments 

and landscapes as a sign of prevailing upon them.

Sagres became a museum, but, paradoxically, Sagres 

appears now washed out and standardized, covered 

with insipid and monotonous official design signage, 

offering exhibition spaces, shops and restaurants, as 

any other heritage site in the world. 

Curiously, although banned by successive competi-

tions, the most extraordinary detail is that sculp-

ture after all is not absent from Sagres, as strange 

specimens of modern sculpture of local production, 

suddenly appear next to the Temporary Exhibition 
Gallery, without it being clear which criteria, if any, 

was used in the placement of such pieces.

One shows its title: Adamastor. Another is Tethys. 

But the set also includes a head, casually left on the 

ground. Although displaying no title, his ascetic and 

hieratic profile covered with his grand hat transfig-

ured in coral type waves, shows us that after all the 

ghost of Prince Henry still floats over the Promon-
torium Sacrum (Figure 21).

ENDNOTES

[1] This text is a condensation of some of the argu-

ments present in our PhD thesis, Abreu, J. G., (2007) 

Escultura Pública e Monumentalidade em Portugal 
(1948-1998). Estudo Transdisciplinar de História 
da Arte e Fenomenologia Genética, Faculdade de 

Ciências Sociais e Humanas, universidade Nova de 

Lisboa, Lisboa. The full text is available online. uRL: 

http://dspace.universia.net/handle/2024/931.

[2] Text on the headstone: “Monument consecrated 
to eternity. Great Infant D. Henrique, son of the King 
of Portugal D. João I, having discovered the unknown 
lands of West Africa and thus opened the way by the 
African circumnavigation to the most distant parts of 
the Orient, established here, at his coast, the palace 
of his habitation, the famous school of cosmogra-
phy, the astronomic observatory and the shipyards, 
maintaining and promoting, and expanding all this 
until his death, with admirable effort and constancy, 
for great utility of the Kingdom, of the Letters, of 
Religion and all human effort. This great Prince died 
after having arrived with his navigations at the 8º of 
northern latitude, and having discovered and popu-
lated with Portuguese people many Atlantic islands, 
on the 13th November 1840.
Mary II Queen of Portugal and Algarve, ordered that 
this monument be raised to the memory of the noble 
Prince of her blood, on the 379th year of his death, 
being Minister of Marine and Overseas Viscount Sá 
da Bandeira.”

[3] Augusto Santo (1868-1907) Sculptor of Gaia. Pre-

maturely dead, he is author of a quite reduced produc-

FIGURE 21 | Author unknown, untitled, Sagres Fortress, Sagres.
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tion but with recognized artistic value, where stands 

the bronze Ishmael, 1889, on display at the MNSR.

[4] A study of these competitions was elaborated 

by Pedro Vieira de Almeida, in Os Concursos de 
Sagres – A ‘Representação 35’. Condicionantes e 
Consequências, PhD in Architecture, universidade 

de Valladolid, 1998, Valladolid.

[5] The number of entries totalled 45, being 22 teams 

formed by nationals and 23 teams by foreigners.

[6] Joan Marter in the above study defends the the-

sis that the competition organised by the Institute of 

Contemporary Arts (ICA) London received funding 

support from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 

as explained in our PhD thesis.

[7] Held in Bergamo, between 22 and 31 July 1949.

[8] Josep Lluis Sert, with Siegfried Giedion and Fer-

nand Léger, was one of the authors of the manifest 

Nine Points on Monumentality (1943).

[9] The Symposium In Search of a New Monumen-
tality was organised by the The Architectural Review, 

in 1948.

[10] For more detailed information about this con-

test, see: ABREu, J. G., (2007) Escultura Pública e 
Monumentalidade em Portugal (1948-1998), …pp. 

211-366.

[11] For more detailed information about this contest, 

see: ABREu, J. G., (2007), Escultura Pública e Monu-

mentalidade em Portugal (1948-1998), …pp. 516-546.

[12] By statuary canon we understand the model of 

“monumental statuary” established after the conse-

cration of the statue of João Gonçalves Zarco, by 

sculptor Francisco Franco, under the iconography 

reference to the panels of S. Vicente de Fora.

[13] It should be noted that the Hand of Óbidos was 

a commission from the local Council to José Aurélio 

to erect a monument to the heroes of Angola. The 

sculptor has cleverly solved the problem by drawing 

a hand which appears at the same time as a dove, 

thus referring not to war but to peace, something 

that defines it, covertly, as a counter-monument.

[14] For more detailed information about this con-

test, see: ABREu, J. G., (2007), Escultura Pública e 
Monumentalidade em Portugal (1948-1998), …pp. 

587-608.

[15] For more detailed information about this con-

test, see: ABREu, J. G., (2007), Escultura Pública e 
Monumentalidade em Portugal (1948-1998), …pp. 

665-763.
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ABSTRACT

Over the centuries, people have combined fields, 

leading to the creation of new domains. For ex-

ample, artists have used technology to widen the 

range of their medium to express ideas in new 

ways. Similarly, technology has leveraged art to 

expand its range of application. Both art and tech-

nology continue to inspire innovation in each other. 

A contemporary example of this process is evi-

dent in the interactive art era; this article covers 

this topic focusing on tangible interface pieces. 

There have been many compelling demonstrations 

that involve tangible interaction to increase audi-

ence interests through their embodied interaction. 

However, most existing approaches are limited to 

engaging a user’s immediate, temporary experi-

ence with setting some context of the environ-

ment with story elements. This article presents an 

interactive installation that engages the audience, 

building an immersive environment based on the 

synergy between embodied interaction and sto-

rytelling in a more active and meaningful way. It is 

based on the belief that tangible interfaces have 

the potential to convey narratives more meaning-

fully based on physical interaction and human 

senses and fundamentally aims to supply another 

potential of tangible interfaces to spark further 

discussion in this area.

Keywords: Interactive Art; Tangible interfaces;
Embodied Interaction; Interactive Narrative; 
Computer/Digital Art; 

1 | INTRODUCTION

Tangible interaction has been inspired by many dif-

ferent disciplines, and accordingly, it acknowledges 

a wide range of theoretical and practical contribu-

tions. This article argues that tangible interfaces can 

intensify audience immersion and explores how in-

teractive non-linear storytelling can leverage this 

potential. The paper is structured as follows: the next 

section reviews theoretical background and related 

work focusing on an historical review of interactive 

art installations, which served to inspire the current 

paper; following this is a description of an interac-

tive visual storytelling installation, ‘The Memory of 

a Tree’. The core focus of this prototype is on the 

design of the content, which intends to provide its 

audience with a novel experience through combining 

interactive visual narrative with embodied interaction 

and tangible structure. The piece also provides an 

opportunity for participants to communicate with 

one another by interacting with the prototype, and 

impacting the visual stories simultaneously. Overall, 

it aims to create an artistic experience that bridges 

the ‘virtual’ and ‘real’ worlds within its immersive 

environment.
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2 | BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

As tangible interfaces embody both cyberspace 

and physical structures, they need to provide the 

connection between these different spaces. I believe 

that by experiencing digital computation via tan-

gible interaction, the audience can be engaged with 

higher immersion; tangible systems will support a 

stronger connection to storytelling than traditional 

screen-based systems, which will help to bridge the 

gap between the physical world and cyberspace 

within the field of multimedia storytelling (Mazalek, 

Davenport, & Ishii, 2002). Accordingly, tangible 

interaction offers the potential to strengthen an 

experience with the designed concept through the 

immersive nature of the environment, and partic-

ularly, it can present several levels of meaning at 

one moment (Shaer, 2009). Moreover, experimental 

studies have demonstrated that physical mobility 

can increase user creativity and suggest that less 

constraining interaction styles are likely to help us-

ers think and communicate (Klemmer, Hartmann, & 

Takayama, 2006). In other words, physical interac-

tions were highlighted as a powerful mechanism to 

increase the level of engagement and modify the 

way that people engage with a particular experi-

ence (Bianchi-Berthouze, Whan, & Patel, 2007). 

Supported by such aspects, tangible interaction 

has increasingly extended its boundary.

Storytelling is a fundamental part of human nature 

that spans many centuries of evolving practice. How 

we present and share stories has developed rapidly 

from its origins in the physical environment (such as 

around campfires and on the stage) to the printed 

page and more recently to movie, television and 

computer screens (Mazalek, & Davenport, 2003). 

Besides this general trend, the use of tangible 

elements for storytelling also has a long history. 

Indeed, from the theatre stage to daily inter-per-

sonal conversations, people use objects as tools to 

improve communication by posing, gesturing and 

describing the story with and around the objects.

The idea that traditional storytelling mostly in-

corporates responses from its audience, combin-

ing interactivity with storytelling is far from new. 

Indeed, interactive storytelling, which involves not 

only advances in interactive technologies, but also 

new modes of media content production has been 

a long-term endeavor to build more immersive 

environments for the audience (Cavazza, Lugrin, 

Pizzi, & Charles, 2007). Considering ‘immersion’ 

is a metaphorical term derived from the physical 

experience of being submerged in water, people 

enjoy the movement out of the familiar world, the 

feeling of alertness that comes from being in a new 

place, and the delight that comes from learning to 

move within it. Relying on the enjoyment of immer-

sion likened to ‘digital swimming’ as a participatory 

activity (Murray, 1997), the reason why interactive 

storytelling, which allows people’s participation, can 

bring such amusement can be more persuasive. 

In the field of interactive art, Christa Sommerer 

and Laurent Mignonneau exhibited ‘Interactive 

Plant Growing’ (1993), which became one of the 

milestones in this area. It invited the audience to 

get close to the installed plants and enabled the 

digital interaction to show a fascinating and magi-

cal scene on the projected wall by touching the 

plants (Stocker, Sommerer, & Mignonneau, 2009). 

Masaki Fujihata (www.fujihata.jp) also presented a 

pioneering piece, ‘Beyond Pages’ (1995), an inter-

active book that connected digital contents on the 

screen to physical environments. It explored the 

potential of new interfaces allowing the audience to 

trigger feedback in the real world. Furthermore, in 

1999, when ‘Text Rain’ (1999) was shown by Romy 

Archituv and Camille utterback (www.camilleut-

terback.com), it extended the idea about involving 

participants as a part of the installation where 

people used their body (the physical elements), to 

lift and play with falling letters on the projection 

screen (the cyberspace). Following this thread, 

Scott Snibbe (www.snibbe.com) involved partici-

pants’ shadows as part of the installation for ‘Deep 

Walls’ (2002). The installation recorded people’s 

shadows viewed within one of sixteen small rectan-

gular cupboards, looping indefinitely. As more 

art pieces embrace interactive technology as 

an expressive medium, the scope and space for 

bridging between the concept and interaction 

have evolved in diverse ways. Golan Levin (www.

flong.com) and Zachary Lieberman (thesystemis.

com) with Ars Electronica Futurelab (www.aec.at) 

developed ‘Interactive Bar Tables’ (2004) where 

digital organisms reacted to the participant’s touch 

or objects on the table. It successfully formed the 

cyberspace as another immersive live space and it 

increased people’s immersion by active participa-

tions in relation to digital creatures. Yunsil Heo and 

Hyunwoo Bang (www.everyware.kr) also created 

such a digital live environment, ‘Oasis’ (2008), a 

surface covered with black sand which turns into a 

pool full of life when participants move sand away. 

In this way, diverse experiments have been con-

ducted to explore how interaction techniques can 

be designed to be more intuitive, and how the 

boundary between the digital contents and the 

real world can be more natural in the context of 

one another. However, despite the distinguished 
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literature cited above, most pieces involved sto-

rytelling more as a context setting to involve 

embodied interaction within the designed theme 

reasonably. In this paper, the potential of a tangi-

ble interface to support an interactive storytelling 

system in a more active and meaningful way will 

be demonstrated. 

3 | PROTOTYPE:  THE MEMORY OF A TREE

Tangible and embodied interaction (TEI) is an es-

tablished field of research and design practice that 

focuses on the implications and new possibilities 

for interacting with computational objects within 

the physical world (Horneoker, 2001). The prototype 

introduced in this article has been developed to ex-

plore mechanisms for leading audience members 

not only to experience storytelling through the digi-

tal contents on the screen visually but also to enable 

communication with each other by interacting with 

the physical structure. To achieve this, the system 

is based on the concept of relating and connecting

the digital contents of the cyberspace to a real world 

element, represented by a tree branch. Figure 1

shows the final prototype device. 

3.1 CONCEPT

Tangible interfaces offer both direct familiarity and 

a set of common metaphors that can be leveraged 

for interaction (Klemmer et al., 2006). In this instal-

lation, the branch is installed to play the role of the 

mediator between cyberspace and the physical real-

ity as a part of the physical installation. Through the 

branch, which exists as a familiar object in our daily 

lives, audience members will approach the installa-

tion with curiosity. Participants place their hands on 

the handprints depicted at the top of the structure 

and look at the digital contents on the screen visual-

ized through the shadow animation of the tree, and 

imagine its lifetime in a poetic mood.

3.2 INTERACTIVE VISuAL NARRATIVE

When inactive, the installation features one dead 

(physical) branch and its (digital) shadow. When 

participants place their hands on each of the four 

zones at the top of the installation an animated story 

is displayed in the same shadow style as the tree.

The four stories can be watched separately or, if 

multiple hands touch the sensors simultaneously, 

they overlap one another according to the times 

and durations of the hand contact. 

The initial inspiration of this work is the artist’s 

personal memory of holding hands with her grand-

mother who was suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, 

which leads the memories of the patient to emerge 

in seemingly random patterns. While holding hands, 

the artist’s grandmother kept sharing her disor-

ganized subconscious thoughts, which provided a 

window through which to imagine her life despite 

its fragmented sequence. This experience strongly 

influenced the initial concept instantiated in this 

prototype. The shadow of the tree is intended to 

represent the subconscious memory of the tree and 

through activating and watching the four different 

chapters of the story, the participants and specta-

tors can imagine the life of the dead branch, the 

object that exists in physical reality.

In this prototype, the four stories that can be trig-

gered show a girl reading a book under the tree, the 

lifetime of the tree from the its growth until its leaves 

fall, a pair of birds meeting each other on the tree and 

flying away and a group of children around the tree.

As multiple sensors can be activated at once, it also 

allows various scenes to be played concurrently, 

such as the girl reading a book under the growing 

tree or a pair of birds flying together while the 

children play around the tree. Accordingly, the in-

FIGURE 1 | Display of The Memory of a Tree.

FIGURE 2 | Participants take a look at the digital con-

tents while putting their hands on the top of the display 

to control the story.
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stallation allows participant members to cooperate 

with each other to simultaneously activate chapters 

of the story at once in order to overlay narratives. 

This process enables the participants to experience 

a unified and connected feeling not only with the 

installation (via the physical contact it requires) but 

also with the other participants who collaborate to 

generate their experience together.

Furthermore, as each story progresses over time, 

activation of the different sensors at various times 

will cause the narrative to unfold differently. Even 

if the same sequences are activated, for instance, 

the girl reading a book under the tree and the life-

time of the tree, the girl could be reading the book 

under the growing tree or amid the falling leaves. 

In this way, the participants may repeatedly engage 

with the installation in order to experience the full 

diversity of these subtly different moods.

3.3 SYSTEM CONFIGuRATION

The entire system is designed for the audience to 

be actively engaged in the experience in a poetic 

mood rather than having them appreciate the tech-

nology passively by highlighting the sensing and 

interaction system. Consequently, the technical as-

pects are concealed in order to have the audience 

focus on the visual narrative, which is shown on 

the LCD screen. To accomplish that connection, an 

LCD monitor displays the digital contents masked 

with a wood frame and four infra-red reflectance 

sensors were placed underneath the handprints 

located on the top of the prototype. Inside the base 

of the prototype are a computer and an Arduino 

(www.arduino.cc) board that captures information 

from the sensors and transmits it to the computer. 

This information is received and the digital contents 

are displayed via a custom program written in the 

open source programming language, Processing 

(www.processing.org). The goal of positioning the 

handprints directly above the infrared reflectance 

sensors (which detect when people touch the hand-

prints) was to visually indicate how to operate the 

system in order to minimize the need to provide 

explicit instructions or training.

3.4 FuTuRE WORK

Some comments received from participants sug-

gested that the installation may provide the digital 

contents not in one fixed angle, but in more var-

ied angles. This feedback gave the opportunity 

to consider rebuilding the cyberspace as a 3D 

world for future work. By rendering the shadow 

effect live as the output of 3D modeling, it would 

be possible to display a range of different shad-

ows, originating from different light-sources and 

viewing angles - for example, depending on where 

the participant is standing. The value of this idea 

would also allow us to involve larger numbers of 

participants standing at various angles if a larger 

version of the prototype is made, intended for 

display in a public space.

Furthermore, creating different versions of the in-

stallation with the same footage would demonstrate 

the effectiveness of implementing multiple interac-

tive options as a way to merge interactive narra-

tive contents with tangible interfaces. For instance, 

comparing the duration that participants stay at 

the piece or contrasting their reactions when only 

one chapter of the story is available against when 

several chapters are visible may provide insight into 

how increased levels of interactivity can impact the 

participants’ and spectators’ levels of immersion.

FIGURE 4 | The system map of the installation.

FIGURE 3 | Each story can be triggered by four diferent 

sensors and can overlap.
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4 | CONCLUSION

Tangible interfaces give physical form to digital 

content and this supports enhancing levels of 

immersion. This article asserts that empowering 

audiences to explore interactive contents with 

embodied interaction through tangible interfaces 

and such environmental aspects strengthen both 

participants’ and spectators’ experience of the art 

piece. Its potential has broadened possible appli-

cation areas and storytelling can be described as 

part of its compelling domain.

This article has presented one prototype, an inter-

active installation of a visual narrative entitled ‘The 

Memory of a Tree’. The system is an experimental 

approach to using tangible interaction as a visual 

storytelling tool for artistic expression. It focused 

on how physical structure with embodiment can 

contribute to engagement with interactive storytell-

ing in a more meaningful and active way. The piece 

was developed based on background research 

indicating that creating immersive environments 

supported by tangible interaction and interactive 

storytelling engages and immerses the audience. 

I hope this prototype and research can offer one 

case study in this thread to facilitate future discus-

sions on the synergy between tangible interfaces 

with embodied interaction and interactive visual 

storytelling, impacting the interactive art field.
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ABSTRACT

This brief review explores the evolving relationship 

between music and image up to newer art forms.

From the experimental cinema of the early 20th

century, among other things related to music and 

to the attempts to give sound to the film image, to 

the success and flooding of the cinematic image and 

the television image (with the production of count-

less musical and music related films in the first case, 

with the creation of TV networks dedicated to the 

‘music to see’ in the second), up to their assimilation 

and processing in the artistic field, today the genre 

is somewhat saturated with overproduced and ex-

cessive audio-visual production. However art can, 

as in the past, intervene to bring out the quality of 

music or the visual, or both in real complete works, 

by renewing the language and elevating it from a 

subculture level to a more valid, as well as ‘positive’ 

one for new art markets.

Keywords: Arts; Video Art; Music; Music Video; 
Cinema; Television.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Visual arts and music have a very strong relation-

ship and, quickly checking all the short forms of 

cinema similar to the latest audiovisual forms, can 

actually take us back to the idea of the Wagnerian 

Gesamtkunstwerk, a total work capable of combin-

ing music, literature and visual arts in a synaestheti-

cally effective synthesis but whose origins can be 

traced to the theatrical performances of ancient 

Greece in which there was a convergence of poetry, 

drama, music, dance and visual arts (Liggeri, 2007).

For example, the musical metaphors of Wassily 

Kandinsky date back to the early 20th; Kandinsky 

worked on the relationship between sounds and 

colors, both components of the same instrument 

which can produce feelings and emotions in the 

viewer/listener. Equally representative were all ex-

periments designed to ‘give voice’ to the films [1], 

from noise-makers to live music, from Bakelite discs 

(Vitaphone, 1925) on which only noises and sounds 

were recorded (‘Don Juan’ by Alan Crosland, 1926) 

to the same disks with short dialogues and songs 

(‘The Jazz Singer’ by the same Crosland, 1927), up 

to the first entirely sound films (‘Lights of New York’ 

by Bryan Foy, 1928) (Briggs & Burke, 2002).

2 | EARLY ARTISTIC RESEARCH AND MUSICAL 
ENTERTAINMENT

As it often happens in the context of artistic re-

search experimental guidelines are set on which 

the subsequent creative and technological devel-

opment is founded. The combination of images 
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and sound is also the basis of other first audio-

visual productions, innovative for their time, like 

those by Paul Terry (‘Dinner Time’, 1928) or Walt 

Disney (‘Steamboat Willie’, 1928), as well as those 

made by many avant-garde artists in the early 

twentieth century, based on real ‘visual scores’ 

(for example ‘Ballet Mécanique’ by Fernand Léger, 

1924; ‘Diagonal Symphony’ by Viking Eggeling, 

1924; ‘Rhythmus 21’, 1921, and ‘Rhythm 23’, 1923, 

by Hans Richter); it is not a coincidence that they 

are named considering clear musical references 

(Fagone, 1989; Lawder, 1983; Taiuti, 1996, 2001).

The rapid progress of sound technology cor-

responded, by the end of the Twenties and the 

Thirties, to the enormous success of musical films, 

derived from their stage version; moreover, the larg-

est public consensus for musical entertainment, 

proposed by radio networks and amplified by the 

spread of jukeboxes during the Forties, led to the 

emergence of new formats and additional tools, 

such as the soundies (short promotional musical 

films) viewable in the video-jukebox Panoram, in the 

united States. After the Second World War, similar 

tools were created in France (Scopitone) and Italy 

(Cinebox) (Liggeri, 2007). The soundies were thus 

the ancestors of music videos, characterized by a 

rather simple structure and derived from theatrical 

or studio performances, with the artists singing a 

song with the possible presence of other musicians 

or dancers.

3 | THE SIXTIES

The great success of musical entertainment, with the 

spread of television, led to the progressive reduc-

tion in size (up to miniaturization) of radio equip-

ment intended for a younger audience, as to the 

new portability feature [2]. It also led to the trans-

migration of radio formats to the screen, where they 

multiplied in various examples of music-related pro-

grammes for adult audiences or for young people, 

often based on record sales charts. The spread and 

success of such programmes and, simultaneously, 

the unique consensus achieved by various artists 

of the Anglophone music scene, led up to the prac-

tice of making pre-recorded performances, similar 

to the function of Soundies, in order to obviate the 

impossibility of having the guests actually present 

in the studio.

These pre-recorded performances at first were 

strictly limited to the performance of the songs, and 

gradually got better regarding the compositional, 

conceptual and technical/technological points of 

view, reaching creative solutions of exceptional origi-

nality and creating artistically autonomous audiovi-

sual productions destined to have a sequel.

In this way we soon reached a high standard of quali-

ty. This is what happened, for example, to the Beatles 

in the 60s: responding to the many commitments 

and to global success, they used the audiovisual 

medium to make direct promotion, not necessarily 

having to be present during television appearances. 

‘A Hard Day’s Night’ by Richard Lester was made 

in 1964: it was not just a video but a feature film, 

recorded in the form of a mockumentary [3] to pro-

mote the album of the same title; in 1966, Michael 

Lindsey-Hogg directed two promotional videos for 

‘Paperback Writer’ and ‘Rain’, the eleventh single 

and its B-side, in which he used measured editing, 

soft focus and tight shots.

The year 1966 was quite prolific and interesting from 

the point of view of innovation, in terms of screen-

play and editing. In the same year, in fact, the pro-

motional video of D. A. Pennebaker for the song 

‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ by Bob Dylan and 

the promotional video for ‘Dead End Street’ by the 

Kinks were recorded. In the first case, the video is 

a portion of a longer film, called ‘Don’t Look Back’ 

[4], in which Dylan, shot in full figure, makes a true 

artistic performance of showing the lyrics written 

on boards that are flipped as the song plays, while, 

behind him, Allen Ginsberg, oblivious to the cam-

era, speaks with the musician Bob Neuwirth. ‘Dead 

End Street’ was structured as a short grotesque-

comedy film with a screenplay that portrayed the 

band as gravediggers who came to collect the dead, 

with various inserts of archival images of the Great 

Depression. The use of ‘expressive editing’, the simi-

larity to the first silent comedy films and the choice 

of grotesque characters [5] caused the censorship 

of the film by British television executives because 

it was considered in bad taste.

The following years were marked by the tragedy of 

war in Vietnam and social protests, with evident ef-

fects even in some videos. Created for promotional 

purposes, after evolving in ever more complex and 

sophisticated forms, these short films became the 

instrument to spread messages, to express opinions 

or feelings about small or large events in the whole 

world, to criticize positions or choices made on an 

opportunistic basis.

The video directed by Peter Goldman in 1967 for 

‘Strawberry Fields’ by the Beatles lost the ‘clean look’ 

and the lightness of previous scripts, gaining an in-

duced dramatic power through the use of lights and 

color, multiple layers, angles and inverted shots, as 
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well as the symbolism of the text, that returned in an 

amplified manner, so to speak, the charm of the song.

In the same year, Procol Harum recorded two dif-

ferent videos for the song ‘A Whiter Shade of Pale’. 

The first version, directed by Jo Durden-Smith, al-

ternated images of ruins, the band on stage and 

sequences of the war in Vietnam. It was banned 

from generalist television because of its harsh criti-

cism of the u.S. administration; the second version, 

similar in some scenes and settings, was devoid of 

the Vietnam footage, and presented the band, in a 

group or individually, moving towards the camera 

or in poses that accentuated the sense of depth. 

In this case, however, certain accentuated angles 

seem also to suggest a lack of stability and loss of 

balance, while the use of soft focus, among other 

things similar to the more recent Anton Corbijn vid-

eo, made for Depeche Mode (‘useless, ‘1997), may 

suggest a limited or less objective view of reality.

Remaining on the subject, in the promotional video 

made in 1968 for The Doors’ single, ‘The unknown 

Soldier’, Ray Manzarek and Jim Morrison were still 

using a series of archival images of the Vietnam War 

and the celebrations at the end of it, alternating to 

sequences in which, simulating an execution, Jim 

Morrison was sacrificed to the country, as a contem-

porary Saint Sebastian, with a distinct expressive and 

highly symbolic power.

In 1969, the Beatles further innovated the genre with 

a new feature film directed by George Dunning: ‘The 

Yellow Submarine’. Besides achieving a great suc-

cess, it was critically praised [6] for having promoted 

animation to the level of an artistic technique. The 

band did not appear until the end of the film, main-

ly replaced by their cartoon versions; the design 

matched simple comic-derived shapes, which had 

to be easily understood by a mixed audience, with 

shapes and colors characteristic of the ‘60s.

Its popularity, as well as of other promotional films, 

led many artists to use this audiovisual format and, 

during the seventies, there were several examples 

of feature films, narrative, documentary, or rocku-

mentary, bound to be a great and continued pub-

lic and critical success: in 1970 the documentary 

‘Woodstock’ by Michael Wadleigh (edited, amongst 

others, by Martin Scorsese) was released, based on 

the festival held the previous year and was presented 

at the most important international film festivals and 

even awarded with the Academy Award for Best 

Documentary; in 1972 ‘Live at Pompeii’ by Pink Floyd 

was released, a documentary created by Adrian 

Maben partially filmed inside the Roman amphithe-

ater in Pompeii, without a real audience; then, in 

1975, came ‘The Rocky Horror Picture Show’, a rock 

musical directed by Jim Sharman and written by 

Richard O’Brien, a cult film due to its aesthetic and 

music quality, but also for proposing, in an original 

mixture of formats loved by the general public and 

in an almost grotesque way, controversial issues such 

as transsexuality.

The practice of making short films to promote music 

was finally confirmed in the mid-seventies, thanks 

to the success of a short film made with electronic 

equipment: ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’, directed by Bruce 

Gowers at the end of 1975 for the original song by 

Queen, was filmed and edited in a very short time, 

creating some visual effects directly during the 

shooting, through the use of lenses and of a video 

mixer. This first major electronic video translated the 

very special musical effects using image, different 

visual constructions for the various musical sections 

into which it is possible to divide the piece: the use 

of backlighting and spot lights for the initial ‘a cap-

pella’ section, the live performance for the melodic 

and intimate section with the guitar solo that tracks 

the transition to the next opera section, in which you 

return to the use of lights and echo and prismatic 

effects to highlight the relevant parts of the music, 

before returning to the live performance during the 

rock section and then to the final melodic, with a 

finale which sees again the particular use of lights 

and the overlaid image of a gong, whose sound also 

marks the end of the musical part.

4 | TV DISCOVERS MUSIC AND VIDEOS 

The tendency to use this sort of audiovisual form, 

from this time onwards, grew further, so it did not 

diminish over the next decade during which it was 

indeed amplified by the spread of ‘music to see’ 

even on television. Liggeri states that ‘the needs of 

scopes for a growing music industry...changed the 

fate of music videos [7]’, and moreover that ‘the 

spark flashes in the uK…[8].’ where radio and televi-

sion ‘divided’ the musical genres, creating new for-

mats intended for a wider audience that, in the case 

of television, is mainly composed of young people 

appreciating the audiovisual evolution of rock, new 

wave or pop (Liggeri, 2007).  As we have seen, 

until the late sixties it was mainly cinema, through 

musicals, rockumentary or musicarelli [9], which 

responded to the desire to ‘see’ the music and the 

performers, but with the ultimate entry and success 

of television, it was asked to satisfy this desire. In 

the wake of successful programs, such as ‘Top of 

the Pops’ (aired on BBC from 1964), ‘Night Flight’ 

(aired on uSA Network from 1981) or ‘Discoring’ 
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(aired on RAI from 1977), the first television station 

completely dedicated to music videos, MTV [10], 

was born in America in 1981: from this moment on, 

the creation of music videos was essential to the 

existence of the songs and fundamental to make 

promotions. Of course, to gain visibility within such 

a heavy rotation, videos needed to improve in terms 

of quality and technical innovation, as well as in 

originality of scripts; so there was a rapid evolution 

of visual language on the basis of an experimental 

field that placed very few limits to the creativity of 

the artists involved.

The new decade opened with what would have 

become the final consecration of the marriage be-

tween music and image.

On August 1, 1981, MTV began its regular broadcasts 

across the uSA, with a first promo which mentioned 

the moon landing but in which, instead of the u.S. 

flag, the flag of the new TV ‘enterprise’ was planted 

on the lunar surface. The first video aired on this sta-

tion was ‘Video Killed the Radio Star’ (directed by 

Russell Mulcahy) containing a fitting meaning in its 

lyrics, which was originally released in 1979 by the 

Buggles, but was specially revived and restored to 

success two years later.

It would be difficult at this point to identify all ex-

amples of interesting music videos from the stand-

point of technique, narrative structure or the over-

all originality and creativity; we will consider, then, 

only those music videos or those authors who have 

implemented an exchange between languages, 

in some cases using their style for a commercial 

operation, albeit creative, in other cases giving pre-

cedence to the visual part over the musical product. 

Furthermore, considering the technological aspect, 

we must take into account the ongoing spread of 

recording and editing equipment that brought a 

growing number of artists and professionals to 

approach the new language, in some cases using 

the new tools along with more sophisticated and 

expensive film production tools, and in any case, 

giving a strong impulse to the use of new tech-

niques and effects allowed by the new equipment.

Examples can be seen in videos made by H. R. 

Giger for ‘Backfired’ and ‘Now I know you know’ 

by Debbie Harry in 1981, where it is possible to rec-

ognize the unmistakable style of the Swiss artist 

and, in addition, mainly in the first case, the elec-

tronic effects of the typical video mixer also used 

by television networks. That same year, but with a 

distinctively different structure, Yoko Ono made the 

video ‘Walking on Thin Ice’ for her own song; she 

had the lead role in the video that is also a kind of 

visual memory of her relationship with John Lennon 

[11], with lot of inserted images that can be read as 

symbolic of the difficulty to continue to live without 

getting stuck in the past.

Meanwhile, from the structural innovation point of 

view, if up to this point the progress had involved 

mainly the technical or strictly visual and symbolic 

aspects, in late 1981 and in the early months of the 

following year, videos appeared in which, contrary 

to what happened previously, the performer in part 

or entirely disappeared. Of these, ‘The Chaffeur’ by 

Duran Duran, directed by Ian Emes, made an obvi-

ous homage to the photography of Helmut Newton 

in a video that is a short masterpiece.

On February 24, 1982, the category ‘Video of the 

Year’ was first added to the Grammy Awards for 

the music industry and the first winner was Michael 

Nesmith, former member of the Monkees, for his 

collection ‘Elephant Parts’, a kind of ‘container pro-

gram’ directed by William Dear within which were 

located both music videos and comedy sketches 

with a result at times grotesque. In the same year, 

Joseph Beuys decided to make a song and a video, 

‘Sonne Statt Regen’, which parodied the music and 

show business world, but more subtly deploring 

international politics as in the pun intended in the 

title [12].

In May 1982, Pink Floyd released a new feature film 

based on the album of the same name released in 

1979. ‘The Wall’, directed by Alan Parker and written 

by Roger Waters with a vaguely biographical basis, 

alternated narrative parts and animated sequences 

designed by the British illustrator Gerald Scarfe, 

with a surreal and visionary result that characterized 

and made it a cult film.

As one can imagine, the people most interested 

in testing their skills in this new language were 

film directors. Some of the produced videos were 

meant to make history in the genre, both because 

of the budget involved in the making (‘Thriller’ by 

Michael Jackson, directed by John Landis in 1984) 

and the recognizable stylistic forms of some short 

films (‘Broken English’ by Marianne Faithfull in 1980, 

‘Psychic Rally in Heaven’ by Throbbing Gristle in 1981 

or ‘Touch The Radio Dance’ by The Language in 1983, 

amongst others, directed by Derek Jarman; ‘Relax’ 

by Frankie Goes to Hollywood in 1984, directed by 

Brian De Palma). This relationship between cinema 

and music videos is continued further, consider-

ing the work of many directors such as Antonioni 

[13], Scorsese [14], Godard [15], Lynch [16],
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Aronofsky [17], Assayas [18], Besson [19], Taylor-

Wood [20], Van Sant [21], von Trier [22], Wenders 

[23], Wertmuller [24] or Burton [25] amongst 

others. Today the opposite is happening more 

frequently: at a time when it is certainly more 

difficult to create something original that can 

somehow be noticed in the mare magnum of music 

videos, no more to be watched in heavy rotation 

but to be sought out online, it often happens that 

music video directors, after having found their role 

and after becoming specialized and identified with 

a particular style that makes them recognizable 

to the public, move towards classic filmmaking, 

sometimes with surprising results. This is the case, 

for example, of Julien Temple [26], director of 

dozens of music videos from the late seventies 

to the present day, but at the same time also 

the author of feature films, some of which are 

music related, such as ‘Glastonbury’ (2006), ‘Joe 

Strummer: The Future is unwritten’ (2007), ‘The 

Sex Pistols: There’ll Always Be an England’ (2008) 

or the well known ‘Absolute Beginners’ (1986). This 

is also the case, more recently, of Michel Gondry, 

visionary author of ‘Eternal Sunshine of a Spotless 

Mind’ (2004) or ‘The Science of Sleep’ (2006), 

amongst others, but also director of many music 

videos recognizable for real inventions often based 

on visual perceptual illusions or sync editing.

4.1 ART AND MuSIC VIDEOS

In the eighties, the incursions of visual artists into 

the world of music videos were also extremely im-

portant, both for the desire to use a new and chal-

lenging language to improve even their own artistic 

path, and for the curiosity to work for a customer, 

while maintaining a stylistic consistency or com-

pletely subordinating to the task (Taiuti, 1996). We 

already noticed the first trend through the experi-

ence of Beuys with the video ‘Sonne Statt Regen’ 

but, in a different way, it is also what Andy Warhol 

was aiming for since the late seventies, making real 

television programs [27] structured like Interview 

magazine, that is, based on interviews and reports 

about photographers, designers, artists, writers 

and, of course, stars of the show business (Senaldi, 

2009). In this case, Warhol discovered in the video 

image, more than in the cinematographic one, the 

possibility of repeating frame by frame the same 

treatment of his ‘screen-printed myths’, with no am-

bition to improve the content of television itself, 

but conforming to it, creating a striking mimicry 

between its and his own contents. As part of the 

show ‘Andy Warhol’s TV’, in 1982 Warhol made his 

first music video [28] for the song ‘Secret Spy’ by 

Walter Steding, and continued in subsequent years; 

in 1984 and in 1986 he directed, along with Don 

Munroe, the videos, respectively, for ‘Hello Again’ 

by the Cars and ‘Misfit’ by Curiosity Killed the Cat, 

appearing briefly while making citations (the film 

‘Kiss’ in the first case) and clear references (the 

video ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ in the second) 

to other videos (Hanhardt, 2000; Taiuti, 1996).

It should not be overlooked, within the decade, 

the video made by Nam June Paik for Ryuichi 

Sakamoto, ‘Replica’ in 1984. Paik was not new to 

work integrating music and video, even having de-

buted in the art world with an exhibition held in 

Wuppertal in March 1963, entitled ‘Exposition of 

Music - Electronic Television’, in which he used mag-

netically distorted TV screens, pianos and various 

mechanical sound objects; later, in the seventies, 

he became known for his collaboration with cellist 

Charlotte Moorman with whom he created numer-

ous performances with the joint use of video and 

music (Madesani, 2002). ‘Replica’ is both a perfect 

example of the video electronic image typical of the 

eighties, so very distinctive of some television pro-

grammes intended for younger or science-loving 

audiences, and also an example of the typical ar-

tistic experimentation that, since the early decades 

of film history, brought several levels of overlapping 

images, with almost hypnotic results.

An artist less involved than Paik in the use of new 

technologies, although inextricably linked to con-

temporary culture and street art, was Keith Haring. 

He was also attracted by the fascination of the mu-

sic video for its pop essence. In 1986, therefore, 

he created the video for ‘I’m not perfect (but I’m 

perfect for you)’ by Grace Jones with whom he had 

already worked two years earlier on a photo shoot 

by Robert Mapplethorpe; the video, as well as re-

ferring the same photo shoot by showing the tribal 

body of Grace Jones and her final transformation 

into a goddess, included the participation of various 

artists of the New York art scene of those years, 

including Andy Warhol himself (Liggeri, 2007).

A considerable artistry, somewhat comparable to 

that of the aforementioned Derek Jarman, is visible 

in the videos directed by Nick Egan from the mid-

eighties to the present. Egan ‘dirties’ pictures as if 

he works on a canvas, creating overlaps and inserts 

in typical punk and post-punk style that makes the 

video a natural collage of associations, mental pro-

jections and suggestions. This is the case, for ex-

ample, of the videos made for Sonic Youth, ‘Youth 

Against the Machine’ and ‘Sugar Kane’, between 1992 

and 1993, in which pop imagery, politics, artistic influ-

ences and musical quotations are perfectly blended.
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Concerning  photography and its representatives, 

in 1988 the video ‘Lunettes Noires’ was made by 

Pierre&Gilles for LNA: while resembling many 

music videos of the decade, it echoed many of 

the characteristics of the photographic images 

of the two French artists, including the roman-

tic and showy atmosphere. Besides, in 1986 the 

well-known photographer Bettina Rheims created 

a video, ‘Voyage Voyage’, for the French singer 

Desireless, considering it a promotional video but 

also a brief narrative form, as already highlighted 

by titles. Another famous American photographer, 

Herb Ritts, created various music videos in the late 

eighties and early twenty-first century (‘Cherish’ 

by Madonna, 1989; ‘Love Will Never Do’ by Janet 

Jackson, 1990; ‘In the Closet’ by Michael Jackson, 

1992; ‘Telling Stories’ by Tracy Chapman, 2000; 

‘underneath your Clothes’ by Shakira, 2002, and 

others) all distinctively marked by photography, 

often in black and white, with a very clean image 

and attention to detail and the portrait in the classic 

tradition of fashion photography. The same con-

sideration can be made about another great artist 

of international photography, Bruce Weber, author 

of several music videos mainly for the Pet Shop 

Boys (‘Being Boring’, 1990; ‘Se a Vida e’, 1996; ‘I 

Get Along’, 2002) (Liggeri, 2007).

Equally obvious in the video made in 1996 by 

Spencer Tunik for ‘Come Inside’ by Orbit, is the link 

between stylistic choices in the video itself and the 

imagination of the artist as in his photographs. As 

one can see in many music videos, here the band 

is performing the song in an urban location, but 

isolated from it by a sort of large semi-transparent 

capsule; the same type of material ‘protects’ or ‘iso-

lates’ the naked bodies of women and men from 

the external environment throughout the city. The 

same artistic coherence is also found in a video 

produced by Alessandro Amaducci in 1996 for the 

song ‘Tribe’ by Sadist, fitted with highly symbolic 

images in a sync and expressive editing, alternating 

with shots of the band performing live.

The colorful and ‘pop-Baroque’ world of David 

LaChapelle breaks into several video works made 

since the mid-nineties, in some cases totally over-

whelming the performers and the background (‘Not 

If You Were the Last Junkie on Earth’ by Dandy 

Warhols, 1997; ‘This Train Don’t Stop There Anymore’ 

by Elton John, 2001; ‘Rich Girl’ by Gwen Stefani, 

2004; ‘Someone Saved My Life Tonight’ by Elton 

John, 2006), in other cases making inserts in ‘more 

normal’ construction sets (‘Sugar Cane’ by Space 

Monkeys, 1997) or sometimes perfectly blended with 

the already unique aesthetic of certain musicians 

(‘Natural Blues’ by Moby, 2000) (Peverini, 2002).

In 2002 even the well-known street artist Banksy had 

made a video for the song ‘Kik Off’ by Blak Twang. 

This is a video in the classical form of rap videos 

that sees the political activism of Banksy integrated 

with a text in which the football metaphor becomes 

social protest. The reverse path is, however, the one 

of Chris Cunningham, who started making music 

videos in the early nineties and is now considered 

one of the most important and influential film and 

video makers around; more recently he joined the 

art world creating video installations that have been 

presented during shows and exhibitions at the Royal 

Academy of Arts, at the Venice Biennale in 2001 and 

in various galleries.

More recently, other young contemporary artists 

have made music videos, but often, compared to 

the frantic quest for originality that has occurred 

in the nineties, working on a more conceptual level. 

This is the case, for example, of the video ‘Theme for 

Yellow Kudra’ by Economy Wolf, directed in 2006 

by the young German artist Max Hattler: here, on a 

background which is nearly unchanged from begin-

ning to end, a young man strikes ‘poses’ imitating 

the behavior and movements of the players on the 

football field. To emphasize the artistic value of the 

video, Hattler also made a short film, a few years 

after, named ‘Your Highness’ (2010), based on a 

re-edition of the same sequences and presented 

at major international film festivals and museums.

From this example it is possible to note that in re-

cent years, in an age where it is extremely easy for 

a band to realize or to make a promotional video 

and it is just as easy to spread through the new 

channels of communication, a particular association 

between those who make art and those producing 

sophisticated music could emerge. In this regard, 

another relevant young video artist and film maker 

is Maria Arena, author of a video for Mario Biondi’s 

‘This Is What You Are’ (2006), composed mostly 

of close shots and details that re-create the atmo-

sphere of certain jazz clubs, or a video series created 

in collaboration with the group The Dining Rooms. 

Another example can be found in the video ‘Strum’ 

by the Swedish experimental group Folie, created 

in 2006 by Swedish artist Anders Weberg, which 

merges highly conceptual and artistic references of 

images with an electronic and almost hypnotic song.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

McLuhan masterfully described in the tetrads the 

cycle experienced by each innovation when it be-

comes obsolete and is supplanted by something 
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new (McLuhan, 2002). At this point, it is usually 

art that gives new life and new possibilities of ex-

pression to instruments otherwise destined to be 

abandoned. In the relationship between images and 

music there has always been, as we have seen, the 

intervention of the art world to propose new and 

creative ways to open a new imaginary: it happened 

in the field of cinema with the animation and edits 

proposed by avant-garde artists; it happened in 

the sixties with the videos and the video installa-

tions that were originated by metabolizing the TV 

image; it happened again since the eighties with 

the success of the video-music that opened a field 

for experimentation and almost without limits, in 

which all the equipment originally intended for the 

TV screens could be re-used (Schum, 1970). From 

the late nineties to the present, as mentioned, there 

has been a proliferation of examples of music vid-

eos, proliferation which made it almost impossible 

to see everything that it is produced by virtue of 

lower costs for both music production and video 

and, today, almost irrelevant costs for distributing.

In this situation, again, it is art that brings out the 

quality, in terms of added value coming from the 

music or the visual, with the result that, today, the 

most interesting music videos are real works of art 

and also influential forms in contemporary culture, 

sometimes even included in private art collections 

and museums [29].

ENDNOTES

[1] Even before the official birth of cinema with the 

projection of the first Lumière Brothers’ short films 

(1895), Thomas Edison, who was the extraordinary 

inventor of both the kinetoscope and the phono-

graph, conducted several experiments along with 

William Dickson, his collaborator and inventor of the 

first celluloid film, simultaneously recording images 

and sounds with the so-called kinetophono. Of the 

various test films, one has been recently re-discov-

ered and is known as the Dickson Experimental 

Sound Film, dating from the end of 1894. In the same 

years, Charles-Émile Reynaud added a soundtrack 

to his animated images, obtained by combining 

magic lantern and praxinoscope.

[2] Since the mid-fifties onwards, we witnessed the 

spread of smaller radio equipment, thanks to the 

new transistor technology, to reach the huge success 

of the first Sony Walkman in 1979 and its subsequent 

variations and more contemporary multi-function 

digital players.

[3] In mockumentary style, in fact, ‘A Hard Day’s 

Night’ depicts the typical life of the band in a rather 

short period of time, busy with rehearsals, concerts, 

trips, flights from fans and various misadventures.

[4] Pennebaker followed Dylan during his uK tour 

in 1965, then making the film ‘Don’t Look Back’ from 

which, the following year, was extrapolated the por-

tion used as a promotional video for the song. In the 

film there are two more sequences similar to that 

used for ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’, with the 

same setting and characters, but one shot in a park, 

the other on the roof of a building.

[5] For example, the role of the widow was played by 

the singer, Ray Davies, with results similar to those 

achieved, at least two decades later, by the Italians 

Daniele Ciprì and Franco Maresco in their ‘Cinico 

TV’ series, broadcasted by RAI (Ciprì and Maresco, 

1992; Sossai, 2002).

[6] ‘The Yellow Submarine’ received various awards 

including a special award from the New York Film 

Critics Circle in 1968.

[7] ‘Sono le esigenze di spazi di un mercato dis-

cografico in espansione a cambiare … le sorti del 

clip.’, in Liggeri, Domenico, ‘Musica per i nostri occhi’ 

(Liggeri, 2007, p. 146).

[8] ‘La scintilla scocca in Gran Bretagna …’, ibidem.

[9] The term refers to a genre of films made in Italy 

in the fifties and sixties, having famous local sing-

ers to play main roles, often in the interpretation 

of themselves or of very simple and stereotyped 

characters.

[10] Followed, in 1982, by the first Italian televi-

sion also dedicated to music and music videos, 

Videomusic.

[11] Among other things, the song was the last on 

which they worked together before Lennon was 

killed.

[12] ‘Sonne Statt Regen’ literally means ‘the sun after 

the rain’ but, having ‘Regen’ a pronunciation similar 

to ‘Reagan’, the then President of the united States, 

could allude to a moment of silence/peace after the 

storm.

[13] ‘Fotoromanza’ by Gianna Nannini, 1984.

[14] ‘Further on up the Road’ by Eric Clapton, 1976; 

‘Bad’ by Michael Jackson, 1987; ‘Somewhere Down 

the Crazy River’ by Robbie Robertson, 1988.
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[15] ‘Plus Haute (Oh!)’ by France Gall, 1996.

[16] ‘Wicked Game’ by Chris Isaak, 1990; ‘unfinished 

Sympathy’ by Massive Attack, 1991, among others.

[17] ‘πr2’ by Clint Mansell, 1999.

[18] ‘Schengen’ by Raphaël, 2006.

[19] ‘Pull Marine’ by Isabelle Adjani, 1984; ‘Black Out’ 

by Richard Berry, 1985; ‘Love Profusion’ by Madonna, 

2004, among others.

[20] ‘I Want Love’ by Elton John, 2001; ‘Turn the 

Lights Out When You Leave’ by Elton John, 2005.

[21] ‘Fame ‘90’ by David Bowie, 1990; ‘Creep’ by 

Stone Temple Pilots e ‘Just Keep Me Moving’ by 

K.D. Lang, 1993; ‘Desecration Smile’ by Red Hot Chili 

Peppers, 2007, among others.

[22] ‘I’ve Seen It All’ by Björk, 2000.

[23] ‘Night and Day’ by u2, 1990; ‘Souljacker part 1’ 

by Eels, 2002; ‘Living in a Hiding Place’ by Idlewild, 

2002, among others.

[24] ‘Day After day’ by Julian Lennon, 1998.

[25] ‘Where’d You Go?’ by Mighty Mighty Bosstones, 

1991; ‘Bones’ by Killers, 2006.

[26] ‘My Way’ by Sid Vicious, 1979; ‘Stray Cat 

Strut’ by Stray Cats, 1981; ‘The Meaning of Love’ by 

Depeche Mode, 1982, and others, up till ‘Mary’ by 

Scissor Sisters, 2005.

[27] ‘Fashion’, ‘Andy Warhol’s TV’ and ‘Andy Warhol’s 

Fifteen Minutes’, respectively broadcasted in 1979-

80, 1980-82 and 1985-87.

[28] Andy Warhol always signed his videos along 

with Don Munroe, who is often credited as the of-

ficial director.

[29] For example, the New York MOMA has a col-

lection of music videos, such as Chris Cunningham’s 

music video for Björk’s ‘All is Full of Love’.
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ABSTRACT

It is necessary, for those who dedicate themselves 

to the activity of painting, to possess a wider view 

that can gather a certain number of references 

which tend, collectively, to an idea of a group: a 

group within which the characteristics of its own 

references are collected, possible but solid ones, 

that can function as a support for a construction 

based on the secular exercise of painting. This 

foundation of painting in its sources (or, as we say 

in the artistic field, in its ‘influences’) is not just an 

excuse on the part of the painter with the intention 

of an immediate justification and integration of 

his creation in the cultural context of Painting in 

his own time, something which would make him 

start from the ends to justify the means (the ends 

being the consumption of his pictorial production 

by the public). Nor does it serve a facilitated 

autonomous creation of value, with the concern 

of pre-establishing a secular program that would 

make painting more authentic but devalues the 

real process of pictorial creation that accompanies, 

step by step, any painterly production, from the 

beginning to the end and that can and should, from 

the beginning to the end, include that very process. 

The foundation of painting on its sources or 

‘influences’ serves, rather, to achieve its integration 

in a group of reference from which painting, any 

true painting that aims at the present, can and 

should take part. This work aims at an updating 

of the analysis of these influences from the means 

which serve as references to the pictorial analysis 

and creation: the images (reproductions) and the 

paintings themselves.

Keywords: Movement; Style; Images; Paintings; 

1 | INTRODUCTION

That group where painting aims to be included 

in is, in spite of its incursion in the contemporary, 

the group of art history, of all art history. And it is 

undeniable that one of the tasks that art history 

proposes in its program is the production of refer-

ences. But any painting that wants to be contem-

porary, cannot deny that art history, although it 

can partially establish and justify the present (and 

presence) of painting, does not do so completely. 

Art history does not offer, beforehand, the relation 

that painting establishes with the contemporary: 

a thing that only art and the artist, in the fullness 

of the process and in the activity of painting, can 

discover. From which it results that it would be 

wrong to want to integrate painting in art history. 

We would only be copying models instead of pro-

ducing them. We should, rather, integrate art his-
tory in painting (the one that wants to belong to 

the present times), giving it mobility, movement.
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In this way, from the integration of art history in 

painting, results: 1 - a foundation on the references 

that give solidity and stimulus to the work (a stim-

ulus which results very much from the dual relation 

that is established between similarity and difference 

in relation to its sources); 2 - a legitimate appropria-

tion of a set of composition rules and secular tech-

niques which can legitimize painting and present 

it in its contemporary time (assuming, in practice, 

this tradition of rules and techniques or assimilating it 

first in order to be free from it and constructing some-

thing new afterwards; 3 - a net of references (where 

some submit to the others) which integrates, directly, 

the course of art history in painting and canonizes 

it in a present time which emerges from tradition. 

From this results the observation of the impor-

tance of art history to contemporary painting: the 

analysis of art history, of all art history (a totality 

which can never be truly reached but to which, 

ideally, it is aimed at), of its movements, of its 

styles, of its values and of its social implications, 

serves its constant location and relocation in the 

modernity of the present times. These operations 

of placement of art history in current times are ab-

solutely necessary so that these times can (still) 

maintain something profoundly vital and organic 

(in painting and outside of it).

Therefore, in an attempt to answer the issues stated 

above, we will try to describe an up-to-date vision 

(not in debt of idealistic or refraining visions which 

are frequently associated with values from the past 

as an attempt to copy those values and not recov-

ering or regenerating them) of art history which is 

distributed over two different approaches: the first, 

the approach of an art historian of his motive of 

study, the second, the vision of a modern painter 

of art history and its result in pictorial production.

However, by designating modernity here, we are, 

basically, bringing the discussion of a moment of 

art history towards the present. We are doing ex-

actly what the painter should do with the present 

times: to integrate them in his own painting. In this 

way, just as both of them, the historian and the artist, 

tried to transpose to their own visions the char-

acteristics of the time in which they lived (giving 

back to it the revitalization of its past), so we also 

envision here the contribution of some ideas to the 

updating of artistic studies. And given the fact that 

most of the times this study of references is made 

in relation to images and, in the case of painting, 

stems from the direct observation of paintings, and 

that both images and paintings have in common 

their presentation on a two-dimensional plane, we 

will here establish a simple parallel between images 

and paintings. In this way, when speaking of images 

we could just as well be speaking about the real 

presence of paintings and vice-versa.

All of this happens for a reason. No one will deny 

that today images of all kinds proliferate without 

limit showing us, at the same time, the best and 

the worst of our times. And not being able to avoid 

the intrusion of that quantity of images coming 

inwardly through the eyes, not being able to simply 

eliminate them, we conclude that it is important to 

know how to deal with them. Fundamentally, to 

learn how to deal with chaos. And not being ide-

alists, both the art historian as well as the painter, 

which are here introduced, dealt with that chaos in a 

different way: rather than imposing on it an ideology, 

they integrated it in a new summoning vision, 

comprehensive and embracing. In the case of Aby 

Warburg (1866-1929), it is a vision of movement. 
In the case of Poliakoff (1906-1969), it is one of 

style. But movement and style are not apart, but 

rather they mix themselves, inseparably. We can 

find style in the former as well as movement in 

the latter. It is this association that we intend to 

discuss here [1]. 

2 | MOVEMENT: ABY WARBURG

This time of ours is, after all, a receptacle time in 

which lives the totality of all times transmitted by 

the profusion of images representative of those 

times and also a time in which we live our own 

lives. And it carries with it a higher reason or 

a demand which, basically, and starting from a 

perspective of a dynamic contradiction (which 

eliminates the main idea of a dialectics because, 

after all, both the traditional opposite terms on 

which dialectics is based are now in a state of

fusion), starting from the main exercise of the ob-

servation of life and, therefore, from living itself: a 

demand to destroy all linear sense of causality. 

Because, maybe, our time does not believe in the 

notion of finality of its future. The idea that anything 

that emerges, from wherever it comes, is a cause 

of something, namely the event which will follow it 

(an idea that comprehends the present as a cause 

of the future); this idea does not seem to be a part 

of our present times anymore. It seems that not 

even the temporal limits that determine the con-

temporary are definitely established (by any sys-

tem of moral values or any scientific practice) nor 

is the future still something which is presented

to us beforehand as something that we are certain 

our present time predicts, solves, and sustains. What 

happens is that, presently, the continuous line 
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between past, present and future has fragment-

ed, which results in an absolute randomness of 

moments: past and future pass without discretion 

through the present inhabiting it in a floating and 

unordered way. From this process (or anti-process), 

Fredric Jameson has already given us a lucid vision 

by comparing it to the mental process of schizo-

phrenia: ‘When the relations of the signifying chain 

break, then we have schizophrenia in the way of a 

babbling of distinct and unrelated significance. (...) 

If we are incapable of unifying the past, the present 

and the future of the phrase, then we are, similar-

ly, incapable of unifying the past, the present and 

the future of our own biographical experience or 

psychic life. With the break of the chain of signifi-

cance, the schizophrenic is reduced to an experi-

ence of pure material significance or, in other words, 

to a series of pure and unrelated presences in time’ 
(Jameson, 2008, p.26).

To Aby Warburg, who suffered from a schizophrenia 

which led to several internments, this idea of several 

presences was contained in his vision of art history 

and the recovery from his sickness had to do with 

the possible articulation between those several 

presences comprehending an idea of movement. 

However, these presences in which the images 

transmitted were interpreted from a general context 

of significance or from a psychology ‘of the pen-

dular movement between the position of causes 
as images and its position as signs’ (Gombrich as 

cited in Agamben, 2006, p. 116). Warburg projected, 

at the final phase of his disease, to build a platform 

where he could, most justly, study this ‘pendulous 

movement of images’ and, by recovering, in some 

way, a lost chain of significance by the aid of im-

ages, he could heal himself of his disease. This 

platform (called Mnemosyne) consisted of numer-

ous panels where reproductions of art objects 

were permanently fixed, removed, grouped or 

changed amongst themselves by means of ‘laws 

of good neighbourhood’ [2] (Figure 1) and intend-

ed to ‘tell an art history without words’ as well as 

‘set art history in motion’ (Didi-Huberman as cited 

in Michaud, 2004, p. 10). He arrived, therefore, 

at the definition of the concept of Pathosformel 
applied to art history [3] . Warburg was well aware 

of the danger of fragmentation of the chain of 

significance by which men guide themselves. 

Therefore, we can read in a text of his that ‘the 

whole humanity is schizophrenic’. This sentence 

is not, however, a definitive one. Integrated in the 

process of the Pathosformel, it would be possible 

to rehabilitate art history and to revive it through 

its images and, in this pathological process, to 

rehabilitate humanity in the figures of the artist or 

the art historian, in the sense of a healing (through 

the observation of images, not only at their surface 

(form) but also in their depth (content). Therefore, 

he continues in the same statement: ‘(...) from an 

ontogenetic point of view, it is possible, maybe, 

to describe a type of reaction to images of the 

memory as primitive and former, even if continuing 

to live on the margin. In a later stage memory does 

not provoke an immediate and practical reflection 

any longer (...), but the images of the memory 

are, then, consciously organized in images and 

signs. Between these two states a type of reaction 

to the impressions comes to take place which 

we can define as the symbolic force of thought’ 

(Warburg as cited in Agamben, 20006, p.116). This 

symbolic force, or what Agamben calls a ‘pure 

historical matter’, presents itself through the eyes 

of Warburg as a regenerative force that crosses life 

and the images (mnemonic or not) that compose 

it: the ‘life as energy’ (Ferreti, 1989, p.27) which 

exhales from images (or which crosses through 

them) is, therefore, a composing energy, a force 

which composes the sight and which (in)forms it 

(composing, after all, the art objects or the images 

we obtain from them).

In this way, Agamben tells us that ‘the attitude of 

artists facing images inherited from tradition was 

FIGURE 1 | Mnemosyne, 1923-29.
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not thinkable, to Warburg, in terms of aesthetical 

choice nor of neutral reception: it was more of a 

mortal or vital confrontation, according to the case, 

with the terrible energies those images contained in 

themselves and which had in themselves the pos-

sibility of making man return to sterile submissive-

ness or guide him on the path to regeneration and 

knowledge. This was true not only to artists (...), but 

also to the historian and to the wise’. These should, 

then, absorb the undulatory movement of ‘trans-

mission and survival’ (transmission et survie) [4].

However, the idea of vital force does not adjust 

to the method of the purely aesthetical art history 

which observes form in detriment of content or 

of styles in detriment of culture. Warburg thinks a 

new art history, alive and comprehended as a sin-

gle movement towards the whole [5]. This single 

movement should feed, at the same time, life (as an 

energetic entity) and art history, in a mutual meas-

ure which could make art history overflow towards 

life or life pour into art history: ‘(...) all his life he 

will retain a frank repulsion for an “aestheticizing 

art history” and for a purely formal consideration 

about the image (...) and a concept such as the 

Pathos-formel (sic) one, which makes it impossible

to part form from content (Figure 2) because it

indicates an indissoluble intrinsic nature of an 
emotive load and an iconographic formula, shows 

that his thought cannot be interpreted in moulds 

of recognizable oppositions such as form/content 

or history of styles/history of culture. That which is 

most proper to him in his scientific attitude is more 

than a new way to make art history; it is a tension 

towards overcoming the limits of art history itself 

(...)’ (Agamben, 2006, p.114)

Following an ‘art history told exclusively from its 

images’ (Warburg), we can verify that, if to the 

image we do not usually subscribe its commentary 

it is because the image has something which substi-

tutes it. Instead of appending to form (in photogra-

phy, painting, etc.) a comment, Warburg opted to let 

the proper power of images speak for itself. Which 

means that images have, in themselves, a power of 

significance and of reference that individualizes them 

as much as it makes them relate between themselves 

which resulted, to Warburg, on a constant read-

justment of each image in relation to its neigh-

bouring images: the image was truly in movement.

The symbolic power of the image survives, then, 

in the unity between form and content and each 

image, by possessing its own symbolic power, has 

also the ability of attraction or proposes a constant 

reflux back to itself: because an image, by existing 

in a state of tension in which content arises through 

form is, most exactly, an image in movement and 

an image with depth (from where content arises). 

In the article we have been quoting, Giorgio Agam-

ben calls our attention to a book by Richard Semon 

called Mneme (1908) of which Warburg owned a 

copy, where the author treats memory as energy: 

‘memory is not a property of consciousness, but the 

quality which distinguishes life from organic matter. 

It is the capacity to react to a certain event during a 

certain time; which means the form of conservation 

and transmission of energy, unknown to the phys-

ical world’. Therefore, Agamben tells us that ‘the 

symbol and the image have the same function as

in Semon (...): in them are crystallized an energetic 

load and an emotional experience that has an in-

heritance transmitted by social memory (...). That is 

why Warburg speaks frequently of dynamograms, 
transmitted to artists in a state of maximal tension 

(...)’ (Agamben, 2006, p.111). It is this tension which 

makes problematic the placement of an image in-

side a group or, simply, near another image. It is, 

likewise, what makes an art history as history of 

styles or of forms problematic. And it is what makes 

especially problematic an idea of causality applied as 

a linear art history. Because what is captured from 

the image is not its place in a chain of causes and 

effects, but the extreme tension which attracts us 

and makes the image relate, first of all, with itself 

and then with its neighbouring image.

Warburg was well aware of this: ‘the inadequate 

categories borrowed from an evolutionary theory 

have impeded art history from having those mate-

rials available to the ”historical psychology of hu-

man expression” which, after all, is still to be written’ 

(Warburg as cited in Michaud, 2004, p. 31). Further-

more, the references to the idea of cause devoid of 

any linear union are recurrent in Warburg: ‘the ar-

tistic activity, when it represents the human figure 

is, first of all, the causality reproducing once more 

FIGURE 2 | ‘Content and Form’: 1 - Form; 2 - Content; 3 - 

Mnemonic wave.
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the surface of things themselves’ [6] (Figure 3). This 

means that causality is something undulatory which 

is on the inside of things and then arises on its sur-

faces in a permanent circular movement (Agamben, 

2006, p.116). The ‘Science without name’, researched 

by Warburg is, as he says in a note of 1929, an ‘ico-

nology of the interval’ (Agamben, 2004, p.116). The 

interval is the detail where everything happens and 

‘God hides in details’ (Warburg).

3 | STYLE: POLIAKOFF

We should follow, then, the idea of the ‘iconology 

of the interval’ and compare it to the pictorial 

production in a clear intention of enquiring if the 

constant of the interval is verified. This constant, 

if existent, could give place, then, to a legitimate 

practice: the practice and use in painting of 

images of reference which can be a base for it and 

influence it. We have already drawn the movement 

which relates the images between themselves 

(undulatory) as well as the movement that inhabits 

each particular image (circular). The problem here 

proposed leads us, now, to question the relation 

between two distinct objects: images and paintings. 

In the case of Poliakoff, who also built a Mnemosyne 

(Figure 4), this relation is given in a pure mobility 

which is set between images and paintings. Strongly 

influenced by ancient and modern painting, it is 

from the direct observation of paintings, ancient 

FIGURE 4 | The Mnemosyne on the wall of Poliakoff’s apartment.

and modern, but also from the reproductions 

(images) of paintings that Poliakoff takes his 

reference: it is in that permanent comparison that he 

puts his pictorial memory in practise and it is from 

that comparison that he integrates art history in 
painting. If in Warburg the ‘iconology of the interval’ 

generates movement between images, in Poliakoff, 

it generates a style, which definition we can find in 

Meyer Schapiro: ‘For the one who makes a synthetic 

history of culture, or for the philosopher of history, 

style is a manifestation of culture as a whole; it is the 

visible sign of its unity’ (Schapiro, Meyer, 1999, p.36).

This notion is adequate for the pictorial thought 

of Poliakoff which reflected the whole of his own 

pictorial memory, a whole he searched for in his art: 

‘we can find in art a richness that will be without 

boundaries’ or ‘the abstract is a chain of thoughts: 

the isolated thought ceases to be abstract’ (Mar-

chiori, 1976, p. 18). We can see then, in these 

observations, something of the ‘mnemonic wave’ 

which Warburg spoke about. With the difference 

that in Poliakoff, the thought, in its relational 

form (in the ‘iconology of the interval’ that allows it to 

relate images), holds with its practical capacity, 

with the use of the composition, as a practical result 

from those relations, in a style (abstract) of its own.

What Meyer Schapiro presents as ‘style’ (‘the mani-

festation of culture as a whole’), is observable in the 

works of Poliakoff where is posited the total mem-

ory of culture as well as the contemporary view on 

culture. In his Mnemosyne, Poliakoff placed images 

of such different times which went from prehistory 

to Matisse’s collages and saw in abstract art, justly, 

an effective means of abridging art history and to in-

tegrate it in his painting, updating it in this way: ‘(...) 

properly recognizing his debts towards his sources, 

FIGURE 3 | The mnemonic wave.
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towards the past, Poliakoff was formed in an era fer-

tile in teachings to a man which aimed at broadening 

his culture, but which continued, without dispersion, 

researches started by Kandinsky and the Delaunays’ 

(Marchiori, 1976, p.18). Poliakoff recognized the event 

of modern art as a privileged vehicle of expression 

of his own time. And in it he saw the possibility of

integrating art history. The ‘iconology of the interval’ 

was, for Poliakoff, the direct observation of a tem-
poral interval between two different images: one, 

the ancient ‘influence’, the other, its new abstract

interpretation.

This takes us directly to an analysis of one of Po-

liakoff’s paintings and of what it can contain of 

this interval. The painter was very influenced by 

Giotto’s frescoes which he saw again in 1969 at Pad-

ua and of which he had already included an image, 

‘Joachim’s dream’, in his Mnemosyne. Juxtapos-

ing the image of Giotto’s fresco and a painting 

by Poliakoff of the same year, we can develop a 

comparative analysis between the image and the 

painting and better understand their common 

composition (Figures 5 and 6).

The lines traced in white over Giotto’s image are the 

same traced in black over Poliakoff’s painting (the 

same drawing is repeated in each figure) and aims at 

capturing the general lines of composition which are, 

after all, common to the image and to the painting. 

By comparing the two figures, we will observe that 

there are areas that are repeated in both compo-

sitions: the internal curve of the rocks in Giotto’s 

fresco is repeated in the painting by means of an 

extreme simplification (an abstraction) in the pur-

ple shape of Poliakoff’s painting, for instance. And 

also the composition’s tendency towards verticality 

is common to both of them, which reveals a rep-

etition of areas and shapes of reference for the 

composition in both figures. It is the composition 

of the interval, a pure relation between the image 

and the painting.

4 | CONCLUSION

We hope to have contributed in this introductory 

way to the updating of the intrinsic value of images 

and paintings. Painting can and must contain, in 

itself, art history (which is learned from images and 

paintings), which legitimizes it. However, the obser-

vation of images, even from an historical perspec-

tive, can lead to several interpretations. Just as Mar-

tin Kemp states, ‘if an individual image is seen inside 

several classificatory categories, it can really look 

different in higher or lesser degree’ (Kemp, 1997, 

FIGURE 6 | ‘Composition 1969’ by Poliakoff.

FIGURE 5 | ‘Joachim’s dream’ (detail) by Giotto, 1305-6.
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p.11). With this in mind we must conclude that in 

the interpretation of the image, we should rely on 

a relativity that is appropriate to it and which results 

from the diversity of interpretations that time yields 

on it. But also, in this relativity, we find the opposite 

of a dogmatic attitude: we find an opening, which 

contributes more to its constant process of integra-

tion in the present times. And we find that through 

the movement of interpretation and the style of ex-

ecution it is possible to renew pictorial production 

in a renewal as indispensable as effective.

ENDNOTES

[1] It is convenient to refer to what we here pro-

pose to discuss, beginning, also, with the idea that 

movement and style belong, as a characteristic 

which portrays it, to the modern times, embracing 

all the Modern Age from the Renaissance to the 

current days. As it can most clearly be observed 

in art, it is movement and style which preside over 

the creative action and which base art in an activ-

ity that recreates the time in which art places it-

self. Imposed or chosen, the union of movement 

and style seems to be the characteristic that bonds 

our time, something in which things are now im-

mersed (not only images or paintings but also the 

objects themselves), and something from which 

results a new vision, a new perception and a new 

placement in the world. 

[2] Warburg did with images what he was used to 

do with the books of his large library: ‘The law that 

guided him was the one of “good neighbourhood” 

according to which the solution of his problem was 

contained not in the book he was searching for, 

but rather in the one next to it. This way he made 

from his library a sort of labyrinthic image of him-

self, from which the power of fascination was enor-

mous’, (Agamben, 2006, p. 110)

[3] The concept of Pathos is connected with the 

idea of excess as well as of mobility. Pathosformel is 
best translated as ‘Formula of pathos’. For a relation 

between the ideas of Pathos and of Pathology, cf. 

Didi-Huberman’s introduction in Michaud, (2004).

[4] ‘We should learn to see Burckhardt and 

Nietzsche as capturers of mnemonic waves. (...) 

Both of them are very sensitive seismographs, 

from which the foundations tremble when they 

must receive or transmit the waves’, Warburg in 

Agamben, (2006, p.115). Thus we can see how much 

Warburg associates the idea of knowledge with the 

idea of incarnation of a vital energy or symbolic 

force associated to the image of undulation  

[5 For the concept of whole or unity in Warburg’s 

thought, cf. the chapter ‘The Aesthetics of Empathy’ 

in Ferreti, (1989).

[6] About the centrifugal direction of the image, cf. 

Didi-Huberman (int.) in Michaud, 2004, p.13. About 

the circulatory movement in Warburg, cf. Agamben, 

2004, pp.118-20.
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ABSTRACT

This article discusses Portuguese tile-making at the 

former Monastery of Santa Marta de Jesus, current-

ly the Hospital of Santa Marta, still in situ. With the 

main goal of studying 17th century patterned tiles it 

explores the documentation as well as the ideas and 

solutions invented by the tile-layers that applied the 

tiles to the walls. Also, the authors aim to introduce 

the new information system for the Portuguese 

azulejos’ inventory. Named Az Infinitum - Azulejo 

Indexation and Reference System, it results from an 

institutional partnership between Rede Temática 

de Estudos em Azulejaria and Cerâmica João 

Miguel dos Santos Simões (João Miguel dos Santos 

Simões Thematic Network on the Study of Tiles and 

Ceramics / IHA-FLuL) and the Museu Nacional do 

Azulejo (National Tile Museum).

The proposed systematisation of knowledge, and 

its effect on the enhancement of the research of 

Portuguese tiles, is demonstrated through the case 

study of the patterned tiles of the Monastery of 

Santa Marta de Jesus.

Keywords : Azulejo (Tile); Patterned tiles; 
Cataloguing; Inventory; New technologies.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The Monastery of Santa Marta de Jesus, currently the 

Hospital of Santa Marta, preserves in situ a wide range 

of tiles [1] displaying the different trends followed by 

Portuguese tiles during its five centuries of history 

(Ancião, 2010; Ataíde, 1975; Léon, 1984; Meco, 

1984; Monteiro, 1999; Simões, 1971, 1979; Veloso & 

Almasqué, 1996). The patterned tiles, a main feature 

of 17th century production, are located in the primitive 

church and in the lower-choir, as well as in two other 

areas in the cloister’s west wing. Figurative tiles, the 

other trend of Portuguese tiles, were used at Santa 

Marta in two large late 17th century compositions, 

representing scenes from the life of Saint Clare. These 

two blue-and-white compositions are attributed to 

Gabriel del Barco [1648 - c. 1700] and are currently 

located in the convent’s main entrance.

Another highlight are the tiles entirely covering the 

walls of the Chapter House, the current auditorium, 

featuring iconography relating to Saint Clare, Saint 

Francis of Assisi and Saint Theresa, through various 

levels of reading. They were produced during the 

Grande Produção Joanina (King John V’s Great 

Production), an artistic period in the second quarter 

of the 18th century. In another part of the Monastery, 

the famous altar devoted to Nossa Senhora da 

Salvação (Our Lady of Salvation), dated from the 

second half of the same century can be found. 

In the cloister, the 18th century compositions featuring 

vases with flowers, usually called albarradas, on 

the ground floor, were complemented by cut-out 

borders produced in 1906, some of which were 

signed by Victoria Pereira [1877-1952]. On the top 

floor, the tiles dated from 1906-1907 were produced 

by the Viúva Lamego Factory.

This article focuses on the patterned compositions 

within Santa Marta, the importance of the figurative 

tiles notwithstanding, due to the variety and richness 

of examples that still can be seen in many areas of 

the old monastery (Figure 1).

Through the analysis of the remaining tiles and 

documentation, this article aims to raise issues 

related to the integration of the tiles within the 

architecture, and to underscore the wealth of 

solutions designed by the tile-layers. In this context, 

its goal is to connect this data to the history of 

Portuguese tiles, including the working processes 

of painters and tile-layers and patronage systems. 

This study was based on the hospital tiles’ inventory 

as well as on the ‘cataloguing of Portuguese pat-

terned tiles’ project, both articulated in Az Infinitum 

– Azulejo Indexation and Reference System, available 

online at http://redeazulejo.fl.ul.pt/pesquisa-az.

Throughout this article, the project’s objectives 

and methodologies are made explicit, with the 

aim of opening a discussion about the importance 

of databases as tools for research in art history 

in the digital age. The afore-mentioned project, 

developed by the authors, results from an institutional 

partnership between the João Miguel dos Santos 

Simões Thematic Network on the Study of Tiles and 

Ceramics and the National Tile Museum.

2 | THE MONASTERY OF SANTA MARTA DE JESUS 
IN THE  17TH CENTURY 

The Hospital of Santa Marta has its origins in 1569. It 

was built for deprived noble women in the wake of 

the plague that devastated Lisbon that same year 

(Ancião, 2010; Ataíde, 1975; “História dos Conventos.” 

1974; Pereira, 1927; Saraiva, 1948; Serrão, 1977). The 

foundation of a female monastery for urban Poor 

Clares (second order) in that same place was au-

FIGURE 1 | Chapel or cloister corner with 17th century 

pattern tiles, an altar frontal and a panel representing 

Saint Anthony, the Poor.
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thorized in 1577 by Pope Gregory XIII. The building’s 

construction began after 1583 with a design by archi-

tect Nicolau de Frias [? -1610], who was responsible 

for the architectural works until 1602 (Serrão, 1977, 

p. 159). 

From 1616 to 1638, Pedro Nunes Tinoco [act. 1604-

1641] was the architect responsible for building the 

rest of the nave and side chapels of the church, a 

work that had to be adapted to the pre-existent main 

chapel and cloister. From 1641 onwards, and after 

Pedro Nunes Tinoco’s death, his son, João Nunes 

Tinoco [? -1690], became the architect responsible 

for the monastery, although his contribution was 

mostly of functional and maintenance works (Serrão, 

1977, pp. 160-163).

Between 1701 and 1705 the architect João Antunes 

undertook a new refurbishment campaign that 

included the reconstruction of the cloister, which 

was in ruins, a fountain and a new dormitory 

(Serrão, 1977, pp. 165-166). Despite these works, 

the first references about tiles in the monastery 

dated from the period of Pedro Nunes Tinoco. 

The tiles, which covered a much wider surface 

of the church, were applied over several years, 

certainly between the first and third quarter of 

the 17th century. The walls of the main chapel were 

partially covered in 1638 and it is possible that in 

the following year, the whole nave had polychrome 

patterned tiles. The nave chapels were almost 

entirely covered with tiles, each had distinct 

patterns with a tile-laying chronology that dated 

back to the mid and second half of the 17th century, 

following the placement of identically designed 

headstones, which suggest a common pattern.

On the other hand, a tile-made cross integrated 

in the patterned tiles that covered the walls of the 

former lower-choir, features the year 1692. It was, 

probably, a late use of these kinds of tiles, but no 

extant documentation confirms it. 

Since the corners of the cloister do not feature 

any additional chronological reference, it is likely 

that at least one of the corners received the tiles 

previously removed from the church (Ancião, 2010, 

p. 78; Ataíde, 1975, p. 103; Simões, 1971, pp. 120-

121). The larger chapel was refurbished with an altar 

front and a figurative panel. However, the remaining 

patterned tiles may be a part of an original 17th 

century covering, perhaps a part of  Pedro Nunes 

Tinoco’s initial work.

Known documentation demonstrates that, in 1638, 

the tile-laying in this church stopped, certainly due 

to financial difficulties of the Poor Clares. The main 

chapel and choir walls were only partially covered, 

probably with a ‘Marvila pattern’, of which only a 

small part has survived, on the right side of the wall 

in the main chapel (see Figure 2).

In that same year, on the 8th March, a contract was 

signed between the Sisterhood of Nossa Senhora 

da Natividade, located in the first chapel on the left 

side, and the nuns of Santa Marta, in which they 

offered the chapel in exchange for the conclusion 

of the tile-laying in the church, to be financed by the 

Sisterhood (Convento de Santa Marta 182, IV/F/165 

(4), 89-3, 89-4). The document noted that the work 

should be completed with the same application 

method and patterned tiles on both sides of the 

main chapel, as well as on the upper area of the 

choir wall. The amount to be paid was around three 

hundred thousand réis (old currency) and the work 

was to be completed within a year.

There is no documentation regarding the conclusion 

of these works, nor regarding the meeting of 

deadlines. However, a description dating from 1707 

reveals that the church was covered with old tiles 

from the chapel arch towards the inside, as well as 

FIGURE 2 | The church’s main chapel with 17th century 

tiles only on the right wall. 
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solution for the choir, using patterned tiles, could also 

be justified by the fact that the church was already 

well covered with patterned tiles, so a solution of 

continuity could appear to be a coherent choice.

3 | PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF THE TILES

The tile-layer, a marginal figure often forgotten in the 

history of Portuguese tile making, played in fact, a 

central role in the process of any ceramic commission. 

He worked as a sort of general coordinator, intervening 

in all the stages of the work, from the articulation 

of the commission with the patron until the tile-

laying process, managed by him (Câmara, 2005, pp. 

235-283; Carvalho, 2012; Correia, 1918, pp. 167-178; 

Mangucci, 2003, pp. 135-141; Simões, 1979, p.7; Simões, 

1999, pp. 81-101; Simões, 2002, pp. 176-187).

As is the case with painters or potters, the names 

of these masters are unknown today, and only their 

works, whose impact is still remarkable, remains 

to this day.  As we have stated, the Monastery of 

Santa Marta is an exception, as we know at least two 

tile-layers that applied patterned tiles in the church 

and the lower-choir, Domingos Pinto and Manuel da 

Costa, respectively. In the case of the church, little 

remains of the pattern applied in the main chapel 

and nave. It is impossible to know whether the same 

master worked on the tiling of each chapel, whose 

chronology is different or if it was the work of several 

others. Despite of having been created over several 

decades, and being the result of commissions distinct 

from each other, we are surely in the presence of a 

programme with common guidelines safeguarding 

the visual unity of the temple. This may be the reason 

why a variety of patterns and frames stand out, and 

why the diversity of wall-covering solution displays, 

in several chapels, similar techniques.

In the chapel of Cristóvão Fernandes da Rocha, on 

the left side, the tile-layer chose to use a white frieze 

in the recesses of the tombstone frame in order to 

simulate the stonework and facilitate the implemen-

tation of the tile frame (in Portuguese cercaduras 

C-17-00139) [2] (see Figure 3).

In the chapel of Dona Joana Pereira and in the 

chapel of Dona Margarida da Silva, there is an 

interesting solution filling the space between the 

tombstone’s stonework and the interconnecting 

passages located immediately below. The area was 

too small to apply two entire overlaid tile strands. 

So, the tile-layer overlapped two frames (C-17-

00137 and C-17-00076), by cutting the edges in 

order to join the tile strands thereby suggesting a 

bar (borders formed by two or three juxtaposed or 

from the upper part of the arches of the other chapels 

upwards. Even the entablement was tiled (“História 

dos Conventos…,” 1974, p. 368). This document 

underscores that, in addition to the aforementioned 

tiles, the walls of the nave also exhibited ceramic 

covering. It is equally interesting to note that, in 

the first decade of the 18th century, polychrome 

patterned tiles were considered ‘old tiles’, and were 

thus considered apart from figurative blue and white 

compositions, more prevalent at that time.

Indeed, in the mid-18th century, this figurative trend 

was applied on the nave of the church, with blue and 

white panels featuring images of saints between the 

arches of the chapels.  unfortunately, it is impossible 

to determine if these tiles replaced patterned panels, 

or even when or if the patterned tiles of the nave 

were removed. 

It is likely that Domingos Pinto was the tile-layer in 

charge of the commission paid for by the Nossa 

Senhora da Natividade Sisterhood (Our Lady of the 

Nativity), as he was present at the time the contract 

was signed (Serrão, 1987, pp. 22-23).  Furthermore, he 

was the same tile-layer who applied the tiles in the up-

per and lower confessionals, around 1654 (Convento 

de Santa Marta 182, IV/F/165 (5), 90-7, cited in Serrão, 

1977, p. 163; Léon, 1993, p. 163).  About Domingos 

Pinto it is known that on the 29th October 1632 he 

was mentioned in a statement of discharge that Inês 

de Baiona signed with several craftsmen to carry out 

refurbishments on her properties (Cartório Notarial de 

Lisboa 11, Livro de Notas 198, 50-52v cited in Serrão, 

1984-1988, p. 95). It is possible that he was the same 

craftsman who, with Jerónimo Fernandes applied the 

wall coverings in the Misericórdia Church, in Oporto, 

in 1629-30 (Basto, 1964, p. 271; Vitorino, 1925).

For the lower-choir’s decorative work of 1692, 

payments were made to Miguel dos Santos and 

Lourenço Nunes in that same year,  for the painting 

of the ceiling (Convento de Santa Marta 203, IV/G/50 

(1), 188-120 cited in Serrão, 1977, p. 28), and to Manuel 

da Costa, tile-layer, for his tile-laying (Convento 

de Santa Marta 203, IV/G/50 (1), 188-119 cited in 

Serrão, 1977, p. 28; Léon, 1993, p. 163). The latter 

received ninety-three thousand, five hundred and 

fifteen réis for tiles, lime, sand and for his labour. 

The year of 1692 sets a timeline for implementing 

this kind of blue-outline patterned tiles, very modern 

when compared to what was then practised in the 

workshops of Lisbon. Equally anachronic as far as 

pattern is concerned, yet consistent with the year 

1692 painted on its base, is the cross with a skull 

located on the top wall of the lower-choir. Its purple 

contour was a common feature of the period. This 
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overlaid tile strands) (see Figure 4).

On the right side of the Church of Santa Marta, two 

chapels use the same frame (C-17-00071) although 

the solutions are different. In the Chapel of Estevão 

Curado Florim the frame was equally applied to 

suggest a bar, while in the chapel of Gaspar Vieira 

de Araújo, the frame was used together with a frieze 

(F-17-00050). This same frieze was applied around 

a small niche and the pattern (P-17-00251) used in 

the walls of the chapel was faceted to be adapted 

to the curved surface inside the niche (see Figure 5).

Another niche, located in the Chapel of the 

Brotherhood of Glorioso Santo António (Glorious 

St. Anthony) has a different kind of bordering due 

to the removal of the wider edge of the frame with 

Greek motifs (C-17-00138), thus simulating a frieze 

(see Figure 6). In the walls, this element is applied 

with the frame, a similar solution to that used in 

the previously mentioned chapel of Gaspar Vieira 

FIGURE 4 | Chapel of Dona Joana Pereira. Detail of the 

frames used as a bar.

de Araújo.

In the lower-choir the tile arrangement reveals the 

interplay between tile patterns and architectural 

features as devised by the tile-layer. A pattern of 

four-lobed motifs (P-17-00602) bordered by a bar 

decorated with vegetal curling (B-17-00105) is on 

the walls above the wood panels. The arches of 

the vaults present a pattern of flowered motifs 

FIGURE 6 | Chapel of the Brotherhood of Glorioso Santo 

António. Detail of the niche with a frieze.

FIGURE 3 | Chapel of Cristóvão Fernandes da Rocha. 

Detail of the frames and of the white frieze used with the 

tombstone.

FIGURE 5 | Chapel of Gaspar Vieira de Araújo. Detail of 

the niche with a frieze and, in the interior, with the same 

pattern of the walls.
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(P-17-00311) delimited by a frame (C-17-00140)

(Figure 7). Between these two levels, and accen-

tuating the stone corbels, a frame known as ’egg-

and-dart’ (C-17-00141) was applied.

This sequence is interrupted by the central windows 

of the back wall, where a different pattern is used, 

delimited by frame C-17-00140, at times interrupted 

perhaps because of a later work.

Another particular feature of these tiles is the com-

bination of patterns of different modules, a less 

common method of tile application. The pattern 

of larger dimensions (P-17-00602, with 6x6 tiles) 

was applied in the lower area of the walls, where 

the pattern of smaller dimensions (P-17-00311, with 

2x2 tiles) covers the arches of the vaults (Figure 8).

One of the reasons behind this choice may be 

the P-17-00602 module dimensions. With six tile 

strands in height it corresponds exactly to the space 

available, thus replicating itself only horizontally.

In the chapel, or cloister corner, subject of several 

works, it is important to highlight the connection 

between tiles and architecture, in particular the re-

lationship between the stone and the monochrome 

white tiles, simulating an entablement that runs 

throughout the area.

4 | THE INVENTORY PROCESS 

In November of 2009, the João Miguel dos Santos 

Simões Thematic Network on the Study of Tiles and 

Ceramics, through the History of Art Institute of the 

university of Lisbon (Faculty of Letters) signed a 

collaboration protocol with the Centro Hospitalar 

de Lisboa Central (CHLC) (Lisbon Hospital Centre) 

which aims, among other aspects, to record and take 

an inventory of the CHLC’s tiles, which includes the 

Hospital of São José, the Hospital of Santa Marta 

and the Hospital of Santo António dos Capuchos. 

This work, which began in 2009 at the Hospital of 

São José, continued in the Hospital of Santa Marta 

during the year 2010. The Network researchers were 

responsible for the entire in situ inventory, which 

included a photographic record, measurements, 

indications about the condition of conservation and 

the description of each composition. This process 

has also been complemented with historical, artistic, 

iconographic, documental and bibliographical 

references, among others. This was followed by 

further inventory processes, during which certain 

areas were studied in connection with other subjects, 

such as Biology, History of Science, etc.

The data uncovered was subsequently inserted 

into the information system specifically adapted 

to the inventory of in situ tiles – Az Infinitum - 

Azulejo Indexation and Reference System [3]. 

This system is accessible online through five 

interrelated main areas that structure it: (1) in 
situ, (2) iconography, (3) patterns, (4) authorships 

FIGURE 7 | Arches of the vaults in the lower-choir.

FIGURE 8 | Pattern P-17-00311 with 2x2 tiles used on the 

arches of the vaults in the lower-choir and pattern P-17-

00602 with 6x6 tiles used on the walls.
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and (5) bibliography. The patterns area results 

directly from the ongoing project ‘cataloguing of 

Portuguese patterned tiles’. The construction of a 

tool for cataloguing patterns (which also includes 

bars, frames, friezes, corners), with the purpose 

of studying the entire corpus of Portuguese tiles, 

including and reviewing the records of Santos 

Simões (Simões, 1971) regarding 17th century tiles, 

which now benefit from new technologies, is being 

undertaken by this inventory group since 2010.

The Hospital of Santa Marta, which preserves a 

wide variety of 17th century tile patterns in situ, 

constituted a privileged case study to develop and 

test the system’s patterns section.

The cataloguing consists of a unique recognition of 

each pattern and its characterization, identifying the 

locations where they can be found through the in situ 

area. Each pattern corresponds to an item record 

with a set of fields, which include authorship, chro-

nology, colours, production and visual rhythms. This 

systematization may in the near future result in new 

possibilities of research, concerning manufacturing 

chronologies and application, for example.

Other fundamental and cross-influence fields are the 

’description’, which includes detailed analysis of the 

motifs, pointing out the differences between similar 

patterns, and the images database. The last one 

consists of digitally manipulated type-images that 

simulate each pattern assembly and its application 

on an extended surface. This approach, which 

combines text and image to detect formal and 

chromatic differences, leads to the identification 

of new patterns.

In the Hospital of Santa Marta’s inventory, the 

chronology of the patterns studied led us to 

review the only pattern catalogue ever made in 

Portugal, carried out by Santos Simões. We chose 

to maintain some of his proposals but, at the same 

time, introduced some innovative possibilities.  With 

the work undertaken by Simões as a starting point, 

we uploaded data regarding the pattern areas of 

17th century tiles into the system. Naturally, this 

presented both advantages and disadvantages: 

on one hand we began from a pre-existing base 

which needed to be adjusted, on the other hand, 

Simões’ research allowed us to attain an easier and 

more immediate  grasp of the challenges faced and 

allowed for a faster resolution of some of these 

issues. The idea of extending this cataloguing to 

patterned tiles of other periods required us to 

keep the catalogue numbers already assigned 

by Santos Simões for the 17th century adding two 

more digits to each number, as well as adding the 

century designation in order to allow an immediate 

chronological reading.  However, the differences 

detected between patterns led to an almost 

immediate identification of new patterns and thus 

to the use of new inventory numbers, starting with 

P-17-01001.

This pattern, known as ’corncob’ or ‘pine nut’ (in 

Portuguese maçaroca), the first of the ‘new’ list, was 

used in the chapels of the Church of the Monastery 

of Santa Marta and reapplied in other places within 

the Monastery (Figure 9). It differs formally from the 

eighteen patterns illustrated by Simões (1971, pp. 

42-43), mainly in the different proportion between 

its fusiform centre and the oblong shapes that 

surround it.

Similarly, the largest pattern ever produced in 

Lisbon’s ceramics, identified by Santos Simões as 

P-999, and designated by this researcher as ‘Marvila’ 

(Simões, 1971, p. 124) as it was located in a church 

with the same name in Santarém (Figure 10), was 

also used in the church of Santa Marta, and was now 

reclassified as P-17-00999.

However, some formal differences eventually dem-

onstrated that this was a ’new’ ’Marvila’ pattern, and 

it was catalogued as P-17-01018 (Figure 11). In addi-

tion to some of the details present in the main ele-

ments, the major difference is in a rectangle which 

serves as a linking element. In the original ’Marvila’ 

pattern this element is monochrome white, while in 

Santa Marta it is filled with yellow curling foliage.

FIGURE 9 | The ‘corncob’ pattern P-17-01001.
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issue whenever a pattern demonstrated having 

more than one centre. Thus, the option taken in 

the current catalogue was not to choose one main 

centre but instead to process all centres graphically 

and textually, without a hierarchy. For example the 

pattern P-17-00311, applied to the arches of the 

vaults and on the back wall of Santa Marta’s lower-

choir, was represented in  Santos Simões’ catalogue 

with just one centre. In the current inventory it is 

featured with two centres of equal importance.

In another example, the blue and white frames iden-

tified by Santos Simões as C-59 are also applied 

on the same wall. Here, however, they are applied 

in a multi-coloured version. This colour variant ne-

cessitated a new inventory number in the current 

catalogue: C-17-00140 (Figure 12).

Therefore, the catalogue emphasizes the observer’s 

point of view, simulating, as already mentioned, 

the assembly of modules and their repetition on 

extended surfaces. 

5 | FINAL NOTES

The project ‘cataloguing of Portuguese patterned 

tiles’, which has as a case study the patterned tiles 

in the former Monastery of Santa Marta, analysed 

throughout this article, is part of a wider system called 

Az Infinitum - Azulejo Indexation and Reference 

System (http://redeazulejo.fl.ul.pt/pesquisa-az). This 

tool, which allows for an efficient data management 

regarding Portuguese tiles, whether made in Portugal 

or applied in the Portuguese territory, articulates five 

main subject areas.

The in situ area, which refers to tiles still viewable 

on site in their original locations, is organized 

hierarchically, from general to particular, i.e., building 

/ place / tiles walls coverings. The iconography 

subject area provides a detailed description of 

each figurative composition, in articulation with 

the classification system for cultural content 
Iconclass (www.iconclass.org). The area patterns 

subject area presents a catalogue of patterns, bars, 

frames, friezes and corners. The authorship subject 

area incorporates biographies of authors related 

to the making of the item in question, including 

painters, potters, tile-layers, factories or ceramists. 

The concept of centres of rotation, used by Santos 

Simões, regards the existence of a main centre, and 

was discarded. Simões illustrated the pattern mod-

ules with drawings by Emilio Guerra de Oliveira, 

colouring only the minimum element of repetition. 

The idea was perhaps to focus the notion of pattern 

construction as seen from the tile-layers’ point of 

view. In addition to the difficulties in viewing the 

pattern repetition effect, this option demanded the 

existence of a centre of rotation. This became an 

FIGURE 11 | The ‘Marvila’ pattern P-17-01018, used on the 

main chapel of the Monastery of Santa Marta.

FIGURE 12 | Frame C-17-00140.

FIGURE 10 | The ‘Marvila’ pattern P-17-00999, found on 

Church of Marvila, in Santarém.
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And the bibliography subject area lists a number 

of annotated references of interest in the field of 

Portuguese tiles.

All these subjects are cross-referenced, allowing for 

different possibilities of browsing and searching, 

creating a network of relationships from any given 

entry point.

Taking advantage of the new technologies for 

research in History of Art, unavailable to those who 

came before us, such as Santos Simões, this tool 

allows us to systematize knowledge of Portuguese 

tiles and to provide this information to the scientific 

community as well as to the general public.

Az Infinitum, in progress since 2010 and constantly 

updated, intends to be a gathering place of 

information and research that, in the near future and 

with the collaboration of the scientific community, 

may bring new perspectives on the history of 

Portuguese azulejos.
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ENDNOTES

[1] The Portuguese word Azulejo does not merely 

mean tile, but rather a concept and a tradition of 

laying ceramic wall coverings in Portugal, and is 

therefore completely original. However, for better 

reading, the authors chose to translate the word 

azulejo, reverting to the original word whenever the 

importance of the concept demands it.

[2] In Portugal tile borders are distinguished by 

shape and by mode of application. A bar is a type 

of tile border formed by two or three juxtaposing or 

overlaid tile strands. A frame is a type of tile border 

formed by a tile strand. A frieze is a type of tile bor-

der formed by a tile strand featuring a third, or half 

of a tile. At the beginning and end of these forms 

we can also find end tiles or corners (Simões 1971; 

Mântua and Henriques and Campos 2007).

[3] Developed by Sistemas do Futuro, Multimédia 

Gestão e Arte, Lda.
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ABSTRACT

The technique of multiphonics on the classical 

guitar is currently being researched by the authors 

concerning the reproducibility of the sounds 

originated and the suitability of the technique as 

a compositional element in writing for amplified 

guitar. Our hypotheses are to be tested, and for 

this reason some criteria for the data collection 

and treatment have been established and are 

detailed here.

Keywords: Multiphonics; Extended techniques; 
Guitar; Guitar Multiphonics; Amplified guitar; Virtual 
fret; Compositional element.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Although popular for some time in wind instru-

ments, in string instruments the technique of mul-

tiphonics has remained in the shadow as a tool for 

composers and performers. Regarding the clas-

sical guitar, on which this research focuses, few 

composers have requested this technique in their 

pieces. This is perhaps due to an unawareness of 

multiphonics’ executability on this instrument or 

too little enthusiasm for it. This situation could be 

explained by, on the one hand, a lack of relevant 

information, and on the other, the fact that the 

sound fades away, is not controllable after the at-

tack, and has a weak projection — a scenario not 

present in wind and bowed-string instruments. 

In addition, composers are not always aware that 

amplifying multiphonics’ sounds reveals their rich-

ness to the audience.

The aim of our research is to supply composers with 

relevant information on classical guitar multiphonics 

and thus contribute to establishing the technique as 

common vocabulary in writing for guitar, especially 

for amplified guitar. The second part of the paper 

presents the criteria for the data collection and the 

data treatment in testing  the research hypotheses. 

This is preceded by a summary of the first part of 

the paper (Torres & Ferreira-Lopes, 2012, in press).

2 | MULTIPHONICS ON THE GUITAR

String multiphonics is ‘a technique which, by lightly 

touching the excited string, in respect to mode 

number unsystematically damps out some its 

v.ms. [vibrational modes]’ (Torres & Ferreira-Lopes, 

2012, p. 74). This gives rise to (almost) harmonic 

complex tones [1] with a spectrum that facilitates 

the perception of multiple pitches (ibid.).

On the guitar, the executability of multiphonics 

depends on the touch location and sometimes on 

the touch pressure (ibid.). There are three kinds of 

touch locations: 
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A. Those at which only harmonics is execut-

able, since the vibrational modes (v.ms., sg. 

v.m.) with nodes surrounding the location 

are always damped out by the touching 

[finger];

B. Those at which harmonics or multiphonics 

is executable, depending on the touch pres-

sure, because it is possible to damp out, with 

a higher pressure, the v.ms. with nodes sur-

rounding the location; 

C. Those at which only multiphonics is exe-

cutable, due to the impossibility of damping 

certain v.ms. with nodes surrounding the lo-

cation. (ibid., pp. 74-75)

With the guitar, the sounds originated by mul-

tiphonics have a bell-like character. This is due to 

the inharmonicity of the higher partials, a phenom-

enon common to all instruments that ‘ring (and 

decay away) in response to an impulsive stimulus’ 

(Benade, 1990, p. 62), for which the string’s stiff-

ness is responsible (ibid, p. 134).

3 | CONTEXT

To our knowledge, the present paper is the first to 

tackle the subject of classical guitar multiphonics 

since Schneider (1985, pp. 135-138). For this author, 

on each of the lower three wound bass strings there 

are 14 locations at which multiphonics can be execut-

ed (giving rise to nine different sounds, since some 

are the symmetrical counterpart of five others).

Regarding artistic literature, to our knowledge, fewer 

than 20 pieces have been written for/with guitar 

asking (explicitly or implicitly) for multiphonics. 

Some composers let the guitarist choose the touch 

location freely (Bland as cited in Schneider 1985, 

p. 136 [2]; Oehring, 2000; Rădulescu, 1985; Rak, 

1985). They are thus presumably not interested 

in the content of the sounds. This is also the case 

of Rojko (1984) whom interests the sounds as 

transitions between the lower harmonics [3]. Other 

composers ask for the touching to take place 

at specific locations, some writing the resulting 

pitches in parentheses (Blondeau, 1999, 2000, 

2005; Pisati, 1990; Sor, n.d.]) [4] or for specific 

sounds, notated in a second stave [5]. The content 

of the sounds is then of interest to these composers 

either due to their color, or their harmonic features. 

Some composers are aware that room acoustics 

might pose a problem in the perception of the low-

level components of the multiphonics’ sounds, and 

recognize the necessity of amplification [6]. 

The amplification of low-level sounds [7] goes 

back to 1960 with John Cage’s Cartridge Music 

(Emmerson 2007, p. 127), four years before Karlheinz 

Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie I. The latter presents 

a particular case as the microphone is used as an 

instrument, changing the color of the captured 

sounds by picking them up from different directions 

and at different distances (Stockhausen, 1989, pp. 

76-87). This was also Stockhausen’s aim when, in 

Der Jahreslauf (1977), the players are asked to move 

in front of the microphones (Stockhausen, 1996, p. 

100). In Luigi Nono’s Das atmende Klarsein (1981),

the distance of the bass flute to the microphone 

also varies since the player is asked to play wind 

sounds very near the microphone. One or two extra 

microphones are then used along the flute in order 

to stabilize its normal sound (Haller, 1995, pp. 120-121).

4 | RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Schneider’s locations for the execution of mul-

tiphonics (Schneider, 1985, 136) are just a few of 

the many possibilities. Some of the revisions in 

existing compositions show that it is not always 

easy to come up with an orientation reference for 

the visual situation of the touch location when this 

does not take place at a fret [8]. This may lead 

to reproducibility problems. How is reproducibility

of the sounds originated by multiphonics best 

achieved? After examining the degrees of uncer-

tainty in situating a location (Torres & Ferreira-

Lopes, 2012, pp. 77-78) the following hypothesis 

was formulated:

Hypothesis 1: when executing multiphonics at 

a location not situated at a fret, for the same 

touching and excitation conditions, a high degree 

of reproducibility of the sounds... is achieved when 

the location is situated between consecutive frets 

and there is easy orientation reference to both 

of these, since this diminishes the uncertainty in 

[visually] situating the location. (ibid., p. 78) 

The composer and the guitarist could then rely on 

such locations to give rise to reproducible sounds. 

None of the pieces of the reviewed literature 

have been scored for amplified guitar, thereby it 

can be assumed that amplification of the sounds 

has not been explored [9]. Does the technique 

of multiphonics lend itself as a compositional 

element in writing for amplified guitar? 

When writing for the amplified instrument, it is

important to introduce a sufficient amount of

novelty regarding the type and content of the 

sounds in order to have enough distance from 
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the non-amplified instrument (ibid., p. 78). The 

low level of multiphonics’ sounds or of some of 

their components should guarantee that this req-

uisite is fulfilled when the technique is used with 

the amplified guitar, since sounds/components 

are made available that otherwise would not 

reach the audience. The loudness balance of the 

components of an amplified multiphonics’ sound 

depends on the position of the microphone since 

its frequencies are radiated by each part of the 

guitar with different intensities (ibid., pp. 78-79). 

This led us to formulate the second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: multiphonics lends itsef as a com-

positional element in writing for amplified guitar 

when there is close microphone-placement (de-

pending the positioning along the guitar on the 

sound originated), since this introduces novelty 

by making … the sounds’ lower level components 

[audible]. (ibid., p. 79) 

The richness of the sounds, otherwise only heard 

by the guitarist, would then be revealed to the 

audience, and connotation with the non-amplified 

sounds avoided.

5 | METHODOLOGY

To test the above-mentioned hypotheses, each of 

the lower three wound bass strings lightly touched 

at established locations will be recorded. With the 

classical guitar, multiphonics work much better on 

these strings (Schneider, 1985, p. 136). The winding 

allows a decrease of thickness by increasing the

linear density ‘without adding much stiffness’ 

(Benade, 1990, p. 344). They therefore offer less 

resistance to bending, which allows the higher modes 

to vibrate easier than in the non-wound strings.

The recorded data shall be treated, the treated 

data interpreted and evaluated, and the results 

implemented in new pieces for/with guitar or 

amplified guitar by the authors and by invited 

composers. These are to be thus informed of the 

acoustical phenomenon and the content of the 

sounds that arise by executing multiphonics at the 

established locations. As such, the scientific results 

shall be translated into musical ones. Also, the 

compilation of catalogues of the sounds according 

to different criteria shall be pursued. 

The implementations will be tested in a public con-

cert with various guitarists. Testing is then to be 

evaluated through inquiries made to the compos-

ers, the guitarists and the public. The confirmation 

the results of the test will be aimed by repeating 

the concert program in another room with other 

amplification hardware.

Below, the criteria for the data collection and treat-

ment of the testing of the research hypotheses are 

explained.

5.1 SAMPLE

The applicability of the results is in pieces for/

with guitar or amplified guitar. It is not the be-

havior of a particular guitarist or guitar that is to 

be researched but of guitarists in general (each 

with their own physiognomy and set of idiosyn-

crasies) and their guitars. It was decided then to 

collect recordings of more than one take by more 

than one guitarist on his/her guitar. The greater 

the number of guitarists/guitars researched the 

lesser the error when generalizing to a larger 

population. Nevertheless, a convenience sample 

is to be used — the number and kind of elements 

will be subject to the availability of professional 

or semi-professional guitarists living in the city 

where, and on the days when, the recordings are 

to take place. 

5.2 PREDICTING THE PITCH CONTENT FOR EACH 

LOCATION

The touching of the string is to take place at the 

frets and at virtual frets (v.fs., sg. v.f.)—locations 

on the portions of the string between consecutive 

frets. In each of these string lengths, the v.fs. are 

equidistant, which allows for good orientation 

reference to both frets. Ideally, the same subdivision 

should be applied to all spaces — this aids the 

internalization of the locations by the guitarist 

and thus, in the long term, the integration of the 

technique in the guitar’s idiom. However, due to 

the gradual diminishing size of the space between 

frets it was decided to use different subdivisions in 

the lower and in the upper spaces. This allows for 

a greater number of locations at the lower spaces 

to be researched. 

Five equally spaced v.fs. between each fret up to 

fret VII, and three from fret VII to fret XIX were 

established. The space between frets VII and VIII 

was chosen for the change in the subdivision 

because, at this space, it gives rise to v.fs., which 

are the same distance from each other as those 

between the nut and fret I do. Figure 1 schematizes 

the subdivision procedure and depicts the 

nomenclature for the virtual frets. 
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is thus considered, in this prediction, the distance 

from which a v.m. is always damped out. Type 

A is then kind A of section 2 and types B and C 

should correspond approximately to kinds B, and 

C, respectively. In the locations of the latter types, 

their predicted pitch content is constituted by the 

partials originated by the lowest v.ms. sharing each 

node distanced to the location less than 20% of 

those v.ms.’ loop lengths. 

An idea of which techniques are executable at each 

location and which v.ms. should be damped out can 

thus be made. Also, knowing the relative distances 

of the nodes to the locations, a correlation between 

these distances and the partials’ relative-loudness 

results can be pursued. This would allow the 

determination of the partial content at established 

locations of the kind outlined in the first hypothesis.

5.3 TOuCH PRESSuRE AND DuRATION

A reference pressure is needed regarding the 

touching of the string. This was chosen based on 

the premise that, when the nodes have a relative 

distance to the touch location of 20% or more, the 

v.ms. are always damped out (see 5.2). However, this  

might not be the case for v.m. 1 when the pressure is 

very light. The reference touch pressure will be then 

the lowest pressure with which the fundamental is 

not perceived when touching at the location, to 

which a node of v.m. 1 has a relative distance of 20% 

(on the nut side this takes place at v.f. IV-). This is a 

subjective reference, for which small variations may 

occur, not only with each guitarist but also with 

each of their executions. It is assumed that these 

do not affect the loudness balance of the pitches 

(for the same excitation conditions).

using a light pressure helps reduce the surface 

area of the finger pad touching the string, and thus 

5.3 PREDICTING THE PITCH CONTENT FOR EACH 

LOCATION

This prediction takes into account all partials up to 

partial  39 — this is highest audible partial on string 

6 of Taylor’s guitar (Taylor, 1978, p. 32). For each 

location, all nodes nearer to that location than to 

any other were determined and hereafter consid-

ered as belonging to the location [10]. V.m. 39’s 

closest node to the nut belongs to v.f. 0.5 (halfway 

between the nut and fret I). This was then the first 

v.f. from the nut considered for the execution of 

multiphonics. Three location types arise: 

A. Those with just one node, being the next 

closest node at a distance of over 20% of the loop 

length of the lowest v.m. sharing that node. . For 

example, fret XII with v.m. 2 as the lowest sharing 

its node;

B. Those to which the next closest node has a 

distance to the location of 10%, or higher, of the 

loop length of the lowest v.m. sharing that node, 

and have:

• only one node, being a v.m. with a number 

between 2 and 8 the lowest one sharing that 

node, for example, v.m. 5 at v.f. IV-;

•  multiple nodes: one like the one in the pre-

vious case and the others with v.ms. with 

number around 30 as the lowest ones shar-

ing them. For example v.f. XV- with v.ms. 

7 and 33 as the lowest sharing its nodes. 

Figure 2, represents the v.fs. and the nodal 

points of the string between frets XIV and 

XV, allowing us to visualize this example; 

C. Those with multiple nodes, being the next clos-

est node at a distance of less than 10% of the loop 

length of the lowest v.m. sharing that node. For 

example, v.f. XIV+, visualizable in Figure 2, which 

has v.ms. 16, 25 and 34 as the lowest sharing its 

nodes, and v.ms. 7 and 9 as the lowest sharing the 

two next closest nodes.

The locations V, VII, XII, and XIX are of type A. At 

these locations only harmonics are executable. A 

distance of  20% of a v.m.’s loop length (relative 

distance), of its nearest node to the touch location 

FIGURE 1 | Virtual frets between frets, and their nomen-

clature (N is the fret number). a) from the nut to fret VII; 

b) from fret VII to the last fret. 

FIGURE 2 | Virtual frets (v.fs.; solid lines) and nodes 

of the string up to vibrational mode 39 (dashed lines) 

between frets XIV and XV. Above, in roman numerals: 

frets/v.fs. nomenclature; below, in Arabic numerals: 

number of the lowest v.m. at each node.
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damping, especially of the modes with smaller 

loops, since a greater percentage of the loop length 

is covered by the finger pad. 

The higher the excitation strength of a v.m. and 

the greater its node’s relative distance to the touch 

location, the more its decay duration is affected by 

a longer touching after the excitation of the string, 

since more energy is transferred to the touching 

surface. The touch duration shall then take place 

during the excitation and be as brief as possible 

afterwards in order to minimize the influence of 

this parameter in the relative loudness results. The 

decay of the partials is then maximized, which is 

important in the case of the higher partials, since 

these have shorter decays (Meyer, 1985, pp. 9-10) 

— touching as briefly as possible avoids their early 

damping out.

5.4 EXCITATION OF THE STRING

Avoiding the suppression of v.ms. when exciting 

the string, and enhancing them is to be pursued. 

Results tend then to be achieved in which all 

possible partials (for a touch location and pressure) 

are present in the sound and with maximized 

intensity. From these results, the guitarist can alter 

the loudness balance of the pitches by varying the 

excitation parameters. The following parameters 

play a role in the degree of excitation of the v.ms. 

of the string:

The following parameters play a role in the degree 

of excitation of the v.ms. of the string:

• the fractional distance along the string of 

the excitation location (Taylor, 1978, pp. 20-

25) — v.ms. that have a node at the location 

are not excited [11].

• the width of the exciter (ibid., pp. 25-26) — 

v.ms. with a loop length up to the width of 

the exciter are not excited.

The excitation of the string is then to take place 

near the bridge to pursue the excitation of all v.ms. 

[12]. Moreover the nail — the narrowest of the 

traditional exciters (the other being the finger pad)  

shall be used.

Although the sound of a guitar has its origin in the 

vibration of the strings, it is essentially radiated 

by its body. The sound radiated by the string is, 

in comparison, very weak. This is because ‘firstly, 

it has a relatively small surface area, and therefore 

cannot produce a large disturbance of the air. 

Secondly, any compression wave coming from 

one side of the string is effectively cancelled by 

a wave of rarefaction from the other’ (ibid., p. 

33) [13] because diffraction takes place, since 

the string’s diameter is very small compared with 

the wavelength of the vibration. The higher the 

frequency, the more successful its radiation by the 

string (Meinel, 1991, p. 62), for which only the higher 

partials are directly radiated by the string (ibid., p. 

58). The guitar body has a large enough surface 

to move a sufficient amount of air and to disallow 

a movement of the air molecules ‘either sideways 

or into the region of negative pressure underneath 

the top plate. Thus, the only direction in which the 

stimulated air molecules can move is directly away 

from the instrument.’ (Bader, 2005, p. 34).

When exciting the string, the following parameters, 

which play a role in the degree of excitation of the 

v.ms. of the soundboard, should also be taken into 

account: 

•  the manner in which the string is released 

and the density of the plucker (Taylor, 1978, 

pp. 26-27; Meyer, 1985, p. 15) — the more 

gradual the release of the string is, the less ex-

cited the higher v.ms. of the soundboard are. 

This is because a gradual release smoothens 

the edges of the waveform of the impulses 

that travel along the string and exert force on 

the bridge. This effect is enhanced by a less 

dense plucker. 

•  the direction and magnitude of the string’s 

displacement on release (ibid., pp. 38-41, 

pp. 48-51) — the lower partials tend to be 

enhanced by an apoyando stroke and the 

higher by a greater displacement of the 

string. The apoyando stroke tends to give 

rise to vibrations with a stronger compo-

nent perpendicular to the soundboard. It is 

this component that drives the soundboard 

directly and favors the lower frequencies 

[14]. The parallel component drives it indi-

rectly by producing a very slight rocking of 

the bridge, which may become significant 

at higher frequencies (Fletcher & Rossing, 

1991, p. 208). Since there is ‘a limit to the 

amplitude of the perpendicular compo-

nent which may be imparted without caus-

ing fret-rattle... different amplitudes of the 

parallel component may be imparted along 

with the maximum downward component, 

and the direction of the string will vary ac-

cordingly’ (Taylor, 1978, p. 50).

The string is to be plucked with an apoyando stroke 

in order to compensate for the lesser excitation of 

the lower v.ms. due to plucking near the bridge 

(and thus nearer to a node than to an antinode). 

The stroke shall be played forte to aid the excitation 
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of the higher v.ms. of the soundboard. Being a 

less common articulation request, it shall not be 

requested to release the string in any specific 

manner. A gradual release is then expected. The 

density of the nail is not controllable.

5.5 AMPLIFICATION

Condenser microphones shall be used, due to their 

‘extremely high quality output, and… the relative 

accuracy and strength of their very high frequency 

response’ (Stark, 1996, p. 84) and also because 

these microphones most accurately reproduce 

impulsive sounds (Meinel, 1991, p. 61). Due to the low 

level of the sounds or of some of their components, 

the higher the sensitivity, the better.

In order to study the variation of the loudness 

balance of the partials with microphone placement, 

the sounds are to be recorded simultaneously at 

different positions. The comparison requires the 

same model of an omnidirectional microphone, 

since when acoustic labyrinths are present (the case 

of directional microphones) ‘coloration of the sound 

is rather more likely’ (Rumsey and McCormick, 

2002, p. 66) and at short distances the proximity 

effect is felt (ibid., p. 59). In a concert situation, 

directional microphones are preferable, and these 

are to be used parallel to the omnidirectional ones 

in order to compare possible changes. 

The parts of the guitar in front of which the 

microphones shall be positioned and at which they 

should aim, are standard in microphone placement 

and close-placement procedure (Albrecht, 2010, p. 

50; Bartlett, 1981, p. 729; Owsinski, 2009, p. 190). 

The distances of the microphones to the guitar shall 

be as close as possible after ensuring that there is 

enough space around the guitarist so that possible 

bumping into the microphone is not a stress factor, 

and the proximity effect is minimized (Owsinski 

2009, p. 188). Additionally, a miniature microphone 

is to be used, attached to the body of the guitar 

where it causes no inconvenience to the guitarist.

5.7 ANALYSIS

Due to the quantity of recorded sounds, an analysis 

tool that allows batch processing will be used. 

Each sound is to be subjected to partial tracking 

analysis up to 39 partials (see 5.2). For each touch 

location, the reproducibility of the sounds and the 

availability of the components with lower level are 

to be determined with the analysis results from: 1. 

a time segment situated as early as possible after 

the initial transient, in order to detect as many 

higher partials as possible. With the guitar, the 

initial transient lasts approximately 50 ms (Bader, 

2005, p. 134) [15] and this value is to be used 

as a reference to establish the initial time of the 

segment; 2. a time segment situated 300 ms after 

the attack. up to this moment the soundboard 

is the radiator with the highest spectral centroid 

(ibid., p. 153) and it was decided to determine 

the loudness balance of the pitches in a second 

segment free from this influence.

The duration of the time segments will be the 

minimal appropriate duration— that of the window 

size. This is to be the same for the recordings of 

the three strings, and its calculation based on the 

frequency of the lowest string when approximately 

a half-tone lower. This takes into account a possible 

negative deviation, either due to detuning, or to 

a longer initial transient — a characteristic of the 

lower partials (Meyer, 1985, p. 11).

A minimum duration of the partials relative to 

the duration of the time segments is to be set. 

This takes into account the possibility that their 

detection ends before the end of the segment, due 

to a quicker damping caused by a longer touch 

duration. The value for the minimum duration 

shall be based on the extrapolated value (from 

values of Hartman (1998, p. 319)) of the tone-pitch 

threshold (the shortest duration for which a tone 

burst sounds mainly like a tone) of the frequency 

used for the calculation of the window size.

6 | CONCLUSION

This research-in-progress sheds light on a technique 

that: to our knowledge, was first and last tackled

almost 30 years ago; on which there is a lack of rele-

vant information; and of whose executability on the 

guitar composers are not always aware. Supporting 

the results our hypotheses, composers could rely 

on an approach for the execution of multiphon-

ics that gives rise to reproducible sounds, and on 

the technique as a suitable compositional element 

in writing for amplified guitar. Our research would 

then contribute to the establishing of multiphon-

ics as common vocabulary in writing for guitar and

amplified guitar.
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ENDNOTES

[1] ‘Harmonic complex tones are composites of at 

least two sinusoidal components whose frequencies 

are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency’ 

(Schneider & Wengenroth, 2009, p. 315).

[2] W. Bland. Untitled Composition in Three 
Sections [for flute and guitar, 1975]. unpublished 

manuscript.

[3] u. Rojko. E-mail correspondence (German) with 

the authors. December 4, 2011.

[4] And the unpublished manuscripts: S. Hayden. 

Axe[s] [for solo guitar, 1997, rev. 2008-2009]; L. 

N. Liao. p.53 [for solo guitar, 2008] and Imamusi 
[for viola, guitar, baritone saxophone and piano, 

2008] and Le train de la vie I — Doris [for guitar and 

electronics, 2010]; and R. Torres. Cyrano-Szenen 
[for solo guitar, 2004].

[5] As is the case of the unpublished manuscripts: 

R. Nasissf. Silhuetas de uma dança imaginária [for 

guitar quartet, 2009-2010]; and R. Pfeifer. Die 
illegale Ausübung der Astronomie [for solo guitar, 

2002]. 

[6] Nassif, op. cit., directions for study and 

performance, p. 1; u. Rojko, E-mail correspondence 

(German) with the authors. January 4, 2012. 

[7] Named by Emmerson of projection: ‘Projection 

is the bringing to perceptual foreground or focus of 

relatively lower amplitude sounds (or constituent 

components of sounds)’ (Emmerson, 2007, p. 127) 

but also ‘the additional placing of sounds into 

space’ (ibid., p. 129).

[8] The term fret is usually indifferently used for the 

metal strips on the neck and for the space between 

them, being the latter numbered after the number 

of the strip between the finger and the saddle. Here 

the term is exclusively used for the strips.

[9] When using tape, the instruments are often 

amplified. It cannot be excluded then the possibility 

that in such pieces, the composers took the 

amplification into account in their compositional 

approach. 

[10] The calculations were made using the 

theoretical distances of the frets to the nut. The 

real distances of the nodes to the frets/v.fs. will 

differ slightly from the calculated due to string 

compensation: either the string is slightly longer 

(Fletcher & Rossing, 1991, p. 228) or the frets 

are shifted to the nut (Jahnel, 1996, p. 152) to 

compensate the change in tension in fingering of 

fretted notes.

[11] ‘Since all strings have stiffness and imperfections 

and all plectra have finite width, it is much more 

realistic to say that the partials with nodes at 

the plucking position will be suppressed, not 

completely absent’ (Schneider, 1985, pp. 17-18).

[12] The first node of v.m. 39 is distanced ca. 1.5 cm 

from the saddle.

[13] This is called acoustic short circuit (Bader, 

2005, p. 33).

[14] Experiments by Richardson requested by 

Taylor show that at frequencies below 1500 Hz 

‘considerable higher sound intensities are produced 

by perpendicular than by parallel plucking’ (Taylor, 

1978, p. 40). Above that frequency value ‘there 

seems to be no consistent difference between the 

two directions of plucking’ (ibid., p. 41).

[15] Given that the string has to overcome the 

resistance of the touching, the initial transient in 

this case is probably longer.
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ABSTRACT

In this essay I introduce the notion of a transducer 

function in the fields of electronic literature and 

digital art. Firstly, I survey the transduction concept 

throughout its history in such domains as physics,

genetics, microbiology, biochemistry, physiology, 

psychology, philosophy, logic and computer sci-

ence. Secondly, I discuss the relevance of a trans-

duction theory versus the advantage of a trans-

ducer function. I migrate the transduction concept

into the fields of electronic literature and digital 

art, showcasing the contexts of application, and 

several transfer processes and functions. Finally, 

I apply the transducer function as a theoretical 

typology and a recognizable system, highlighting 

artwork by R. Luke DuBois, André Sier and Scott 

Rettberg that can be read within this framework. 

Thus, it means taking into account a set of transfer

and conversion processes: information, patterns 

and data among mechanisms, technologies, the-

mes, and creative and theoretical guidelines. In this 

sense, I develop a critical framework that operates 

as a method for analyzing and comprehending 

further digital artwork.

Keywords: Transduction; Transducer Function; 
Electronic Literature; Digital Art; Zeitgeber; Data 
Mining and Visualization; Digital Installation; Net.Art; 
Digital Kinetic Poetry 

1 | INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT OF TRANS-
DUCTION

The transduction theory is based on an analogy 

derived from the concept of transducer. The trans-

ducer is a device or element (concept of physics) 

that transforms one type of energy into another, 

e.g., wind energy into electrical energy or electrical 

energy into acoustic energy. The transducer acts 

between both electrical physical quantities and 

non-electrical physical quantities, such as sound 

or light, symbolizing a mediator and a converter. 

Since the 1940s, the concept of transduction has 

been applied to physics, genetics, microbiology, 

biochemistry, physiology, psychology, philosophy, 

logic and computer science. In the field of physics, 

as I said, transduction is a process which compris-

es the transfer and conversion of one type of ener-

gy or physical quantity into another. This property 

depends on measurement and conversion tools 

known as transducers. The transducer is thus:

A device that converts one form of energy 
into another form of energy. In most cases, 
it consists of converting electrical energy 
into a mechanical displacement or convert-
ing a non-electrical physical quantity such 
as sound, temperature, pressure, velocity, or 
light, into electrical quantity. With the use of 
electronic instrumentation, transducers can 
be used to measure, modify and improve 
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the current state of technology in indus-
trial applications.[...] Today, transducers are 
also widely used in telemetry (transmission 
of quantified data at distance). (Lavareda & 
Martins, 2004)

Thereby, the definition by Lavareda and Martins 

follows the statement by Robert G. Seippel (1988). 

We may find examples of these energy conver-

sions in devices such as, for example, antennas, dy-

namos, batteries, electric sensors, electric motors, 

light generators, heating pumps, photodiodes, mi-

crophones, thermometers, transistors, watermills, 

windmills and, of course, wind generators, as well 

as ultrasonic transducers and digital transducers. 

This diversity of transducers also occurs in the di-

versity of approaches and applications of the con-

cept of transduction.

In the fields of genetics and microbiology, follow-

ing the theories by Joshua Lederberg and Norton 

Zinder, generalized transduction is a phenomenon 

which consists in transferring genetic material (a 

DNA segment) from one cell to another, for example,

in the case of a virus, phage or bacteriophage that 

carries transducer particles from a host cell into a 

recipient cell. The primary bacteria identified in the 

paper by Lederberg and Zinder (1952), Salmonella 
typhimurium, has led the authors to formulate a 

new term: ‘The mechanism of genetic exchange 

found in these experiments differs from sexual 

recombination in E. coli in many respects so as 

to warrant a new descriptive term, transduction.’ 

(679). Similarly, in biochemistry, the signal trans-

duction is based on the transfer and conversion of 

a signal from one cell to another, having been in-

troduced by Ludger Rensing (1972) and continued 

to be applied by several authors, such as Ogata, 

Matsunaga, and Sato (1990). In physiology, it cor-

responds to the transformation of a stimulus into 

another, with different forms.

In the field of psychology, Jean Piaget (1945) 

introduced the concept of transduction in the 

cognitive representation of children. During 

childhood, the child tends to reason by using an 

inference method that transfers the characteris-

tics of the individual to the collective, from the 

part to the whole, generalizing from the exam-

ples of a particular case. According to Piaget, 

this phenomenon of transduction is similar to the 

imagery that one witnesses during a dream. In 

the field of philosophy, Gilbert Simondon (1989) 

defined transduction as the operating process, 

which transfers a physical, biological, mental 

or social activity, from one location to another, 

framing it in his broader theory of individuation.

In the field of logic and computer science (machine 

learning), Vladimir Vapnik (1995) inserted the concept 

of transduction, having been developing research with 

transducer algorithms. According to Gammerman,

 Vovk, and Vapnik (1998, p. 5), transduction means 

‘inference from particular to particular’. 

Accepting this constant of transfer and conversion 

that embodies the concept and theory of trans-

duction as default to all disciplines, we may then 

migrate it into the fields of literature and art.

2 | TRANSDUCTION THEORY OR TRANSDUCER 
FUNCTION?

As we have seen, the transducer technically and 

symbolically assumes itself as a mediator and a 

converter. In this sense, rather than make a general 

theory in the scope of literature and art, it is 

important to note that one finds transduction in 

digital artworks as an aesthetic and formal process, 

or as a technical process, i.e. as a function. In this 

section, I analyze the reasons that led me to the 

composition of the transducer function.

2.1 APPLICATION CONTEXTS

Any theoretical domain, as Katherine Hayles 

(2008) points out, when importing a concept, 

tends to perform a transforming operation, re-

moving and adding new meanings. Considering 

this transition, when applied to the research on 

electronic literature and digital art, transduction 

gains a metaphorical character, if one considers 

a thematic macro setting, and a pragmatic char-

acter, if one considers the formal and functional 

micro setting of specific artworks.

In recent years, there have been several theoreti-

cal models that tried to systematize a field of re-

search. The works of Joyce (1995), Aarseth (1997), 

Kittler (1999), Manovich (2001), Zielinski (2006), 

Galloway (2006), Hansen (2006), Jana & Tribe 

(2006), Paul (2008) and Hayles (2008) have all 

attempted to establish a set of features and criti-

cal viewpoints, respectively, in hyperfiction, cyber-

textuality, media, new media, media archeology, 

game studies, new media philosophy, new media 

art, digital art and electronic literature. Although 

all these models are useful, their scope tends to 

be universal, defining each field in their specific-

ity. However, since the purpose of this essay is 

not to confront and explain each of these models, 

neither to exploit the flaws or the unclassifiable 
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cases, I can say that its aim is rather to diagnose 

similar processes and mechanisms in many works 

of electronic literature and digital art.

2.2 TRANSFER PROCESSES AND FuNCTIONS

In order to investigate and register these transfer 

and conversion processes I applied a migration of 

valences from other areas based on the charac-

teristics of transduction presented in the previous 

section. If I had built a universal theory of trans-

duction, I would inevitably conclude its failure, as it

occurs, for instance, in the theory of intermediation 

by Hayles (2008), or the theory of embodiment by 

Hansen (2006). Therefore, I elaborated the trans-
ducer function, which, absorbing the features men-

tioned, does not aspire to constitute itself as the 

only possibility in the wider spectrum of theories 

in the context of digital culture and technologies. 

Its aim is to become a typology, a constellation of

observable processes that are recurring. In this 

sense, this typology underpins itself through dif-

ferent transfer processes and functions:

a) The zeitgeber function. In the set of nonlinear

dynamic systems, one finds the oscillatory one 

such as biological clocks. Within this field of 

chronobiology, there are circadian clocks, i.e. 

the biological rhythms with the length of a day 

(24 hours), which bisect and create a distinction 

between endogenous and exogenous rhythms. 

Whereas the circadian rhythm endogenous, there 

are other rhythmic changes on organisms caused 

by external agents, such as light and temperature 

variations, which are known as exogenous. The 

circadian clocks, as well as cells and all organ-

isms, receive these exogenous signals, or inputs, 

and synchronize them, to which Rensing (1972) 

and Rensing, Meyer-Grahle, and Ruoff, (2001), 

following Jürgen Aschoff (1960), calls zeitgeber: 

In the last decades, the intracellular pacemaker(s) 

that drives the numerous circadian rhythms is 

more commonly referred to as the circadian clock 
(1–3,100). This clock metaphor suggests that the 

oscillation has evolved to function as a clock (see 

definition and significance of clocks above). The 

functions of the circadian clock require that the 

clock mechanism can be reset (or synchronized) 

by means of external signals (“zeitgeber”) and 

that it be able to produce internal signals to time 

the numerous driven processes (“hands”). Since 

circadian clocks act to synchronize organismic 

processes with the daily astrophysical changes, 

they also developed a mechanism that makes 

the clock rather independent of environmental 

temperature conditions (temperature compensa-

tion), although the molecular mechanisms of such 

compensations are still unclear (76,101,102). The 

clock mechanism has recently been unraveled, at 

least partly, in organisms as diverse as a cyano-

bacterium (Synechococcus) (103,104), a fungus 

(Neurospora) (4,105), an insect (Drosophila) (106), 

and a mammal (mouse) (107–109). (Rensing, 

Meyer-Grahle, & Ruoff 2001, pp. 341-42)

This process of induction and transduction gives 

us valuable data for the analysis of transfer, 

synchronization and transformation processes 

operated in digital artworks. Through exogenous 

signals, or zeitgeber, an organism converts and 

synchronizes its endogenous mechanisms. In this 

way, the concept of zeitgeber comprises a group 

of notions that are conducive to literary and 

artistic theoretical analysis.

b) The I/O (Input/Output) function. In physics 

and the control theory of mathematics and 

computer systems, any system, especially those 

mediated by a transducer, has a transfer function 

with regard to the control relationship between 

its input and output. As a summary, this is the 

elementary process of transduction already 

described in several disciplines.

c) The author function. On the philosophical and 

literary level, it is important to mention the author 

function, coined by Michel Foucault (1969 [1997]) 

as a function of textual discourses. The author 

function is part of the world of discursiveness and 

designates any legitimating, legal, institutional, 

cultural and literary system, which transfers, clas-

sifies and transforms the plurality of foundation-

al subjects of discursivity, acting as a deviation 

from the traditional concept and weight of ‘au-

thor’ that has been conceived since Romanticism. 

Like the transducer function, the author function 

‘is not universally and constantly exercised on all 

discourses’ (Foucault, 1997, p. 48), nor ‘in all ages 

and in all forms of civilization’ (ibid., p. 56). 

Although the position advocated here does 

not directly derive from the chronobiological, 

mathematical or poststructuralist method, nor 

from any other methods already presented 

and developed in this essay, all the collected 

principles serve to characterize the transducer 

function as a recognizable system in the works 

of electronic literature and digital art.

3 | THE TRANSDUCER FUNCTION IN ELECTRONIC 
LITERATURE AND DIGITAL ART
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What distinguishes one general domain from 

another? What distinguishes electronic literature 

from digital art? One could say that, for instance, a 

net.art work or a playable environment with char-

acteristics remarkably pictorial differs from a work 

whose main focus is narrative. One could get into a 

confrontation of definitions, by correctly mapping 

each division, according to our disciplinary stra-

tegic interest! However, what about a playable 

environment with pictorial features and a literary 

and narrative focus? Or what about a generative 

poem or fiction with visual and sound concerns? 

Or, from another perspective, what about a liter-

ary or artistic work crossing ludology?

Once again, critics define categories so that 

creators can transgress them. It does not matter 

to define a set of categories as a stamped seal, 

taking into account even more, the increasing 

intensity of the hybridization flow of literary and 

artistic genres since the 1960s.

Therefore, assuming these two domains in their 

distinguishing specificity, while at the same time 

recording the similarity and intersection of their 

themes and processes, it is necessary to create 

points of connection between electronic literature 

and digital art. This viewpoint allows us to dilute 

the boundaries between disciplines and genres, 

firstly benefiting the analysis of individual works 

and, secondly, the comparative analysis of works.

Categories are partially or fully diluted – that is no 

novelty within the artistic community, whether in 

literature or art; now, within the theoretical and 

academic community, this finding, combined with 

a desire to embrace and extend this phenomenon, 

has just recently been felt. In my opinion, one of 

the main efforts in this regard was Joan Campàs’s 

“The Frontiers Between Digital Literature and Net.

Art” (2004), published at the ‘journal für digitale 

ästhetik’ [1] dichtung-digital, founded by Roberto 

Simanowski in 1999. According to Campàs, the 

digital universe has catalyzed a gradual fading of 

disciplinary boundaries, given the fact that the 

creators use the same tools, e.g. software. In this 

sense, there is a cleavage and a shifting paradigm 

from the static to the dynamic image and the 

shared presence of the machine, opening the 

phenomena of simulation and interactivity. At the 

core of this change, generated by techné, there is a 

shared vision of the same system of coordinates for 

FIGURE 1 | R. Luke DuBois, Hard Data (2009). Online, open-source artwork. Computer loaded with kioskware, screen 

display, speakers. Courtesy R. Luke DuBois and bitforms gallery, New York.
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the creation and dissemination of visual and textual 

forms, using the same technology, enabling the 

dawn of an unprecedented moment in the history 

of mankind:

These two characteristics – calculation and intera-

ctivity – configure the irrefutable technical novelty 

of the digital image and give it qualities that no 

image has ever had up to now. For the first time 

in the history of figurative techniques, the mor-

phogenesis of texts and images (the creation of 

forms) and their distribution (diffusion, conserva-

tion, reproduction and socialization) depends on 

the same technology, which profoundly modifies 

the traditional status of text and image and has 

direct repercussions for the fields of literature and 

art. (Campàs, 2004) 

Faced with such verification, I must applaud and 

rejoice since my understanding is based precisely 

on this assumption. Indeed, by simultaneously gath-

ering and dealing with both fields from multiple 

flanks, one is able to discover the best input for the 

transducer function.

4 | CASE STUDIES

In my main essay “Transduction: Transfer Processes 

in Digital Literature and Art” (Seiça, 2011), I applied 

the transducer function as a reading typology to 

several works, such as Mark Z. Danielewski’s House 
of Leaves (2000); Stuart Moulthrop’s Victory Garden 

(1991); R. Luke DuBois’s Billboard (2006), Hindsight 
is Always 20/20 (2008), SSB (2008), Hard Data 
(2009), Kiss (2010) and A More Perfect Union 

(2011); and to André Sier’s k. series (2007-2011), CsO 

(2008), Non-Newtonian (2011), 32-bit Wind Machine 

(2011) and 32-bit Difference Machine (2011). 

In the critical approach to these works, certain 

media, themes, mechanisms, languages and com-

mon grounds became explicit: authorship, user, 

cybertext, surface, hypertext, infoduct, interactiv-

ity, pixel, algorithm, code, programming, network,

software and data. Part of that survey, “Anti-Spam: 

Reinventing Data” (Seiça, 2012), considers the way 

data is collected, transferred, converted and recre-

ated nowadays by artists.  

Four artworks analyzed within the scope of data 

mining and data visualization were R. Luke DuBois’s 

Hard Data (2009) and A More Perfect Union (2011), 

and André Sier’s CsO (2008) and 32-bit Wind 
Machine (2011).

DuBois’s Hard Data (Figure 1), a Flash net.art work, 

transforms statistical data (2003-2009) from 

uSA’s military invasion of Iraq into a new virtual 

environment where text, image and sound overlap, 

creating a disturbing perspective on war. More 

recently, with A More Perfect Union (Figures 2 and 

3), a transmedia work, DuBois managed to gather 

the online dating profiles of more than 19 million 

single Americans in order to reinvent a possible 

American census that reacts according to emo-

tional states, that is, self-attributed adjectives that 

form keywords. These keywords were afterwards 

applied on national maps, according to female or 

male usage, and state and city maps, according 

to their recurrence in a city and town. The result 

is an overwhelming visualization that shows how 

effective, socially remarkable and aesthetically 

interesting a conversion of data can become. 

Sier’s video CsO (Figure 4), or BwO (Body without 

Organs), does also generate a new visualization 

of textual data, in this case, the full-length text of 

Deleuze & Guattari’s “Comment se faire un Corps 

FIGURE 3 | R. Luke DuBois, A More Perfect Union, New York 

State (2011). Pigment-ink on photo rag. 24x36”/61 x 91.5 cm. 

Courtesy R. Luke DuBois and bitforms gallery, New York.

FIGURE 2 | R. Luke DuBois, A More Perfect Union: Lonely 

(2011). Pigment-ink on photo rag. 18x24”/46x61cm. Cour-

tesy R. Luke DuBois and bitforms gallery, New York.
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sans Organes” (1980). The video speeds up human 

reading on a cybernetic level, recreating a new 3D 

dataspace that highlights the interval between 

words and the gap triggered between human rea-

ding and machine execution. On the other hand, 32-
bit Wind Machine (Figure 5), a digital installation, 

uses real-time site-specific data from the wind in 

order to convert it into a game between machine 

and nature, which recalls the zeitgeber function of 

an organism. This real-time arithmetic game crea-

tes a new visualization that can be simply seen as 

an aesthetic result but, otherwise, if taken more 

deeply, as a black hole that collapses and resets 

the machine each time the operations reach a limit.  

Whether one could be experiencing these digital 

artworks, or reading electronic literature works, one 

perceives a constant and recurrent assemblage, 

transfer and transformation of a certain kind of raw 

data into a creative one. Scott Rettberg’s Frequency 
Poems (2009), a set of digital kinetic poems creat-

ed with a poetry generator, is a fine example of this 

paradigm. In these dynamic poems (Figure 6), the 

authorship is attributed to both Scott Rettberg and 

the machine, which settles the built-in environ-

ment for an interaction and readjustment between 

writer and machine, afterwards experienced by 

the reader through the programmed source code 

and its converted visualization. 

By using only two hundred of the most common 

English words selected from Web tags, Rettberg 

wrote a program with two thousand possible 

lines, which in turn the machine manipulates, 

generating new rearranged poems that are con-

strained by syllable count, character count, and 

rhyme scheme. 

By selecting a fixed number of words and a fixed 

number of old and new rhyme schemes in or-

der to compose his poems, Rettberg accom-

FIGURE 4 | André Sier, CsO (2008). Code + HD video, colour, 1 min. + 2:43 h. Courtesy André Sier.

FIGURE 5 | André Sier, 32-bit Wind Machine (2011). 

Computer, projector, wind sensor. Courtesy André Sier.
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plishes a maximization of his poetic production,

as the creators of OuLiPo did. There are several 

poetic constraints applied to the programmed 

parameters: the maintenance of certain fre-

quencies, or traditional poetic typologies, such 

as the Petrarchan, the Spenserian and the 

Shakespearean rhyme schemes, the haiku or the 

OuLiPian snowball, amongst others, which make 

us think that this could be the classical poetry 

machine envisioned by Italo Calvino: the tradi-

tional poetry generator. However, the flexibility 

of the combinations, the new poetic typologies 

created by Rettberg, intertwining form/content, 

image/word, and the source material, bring us to 

a different conclusion: the construction of poetic 

language, even aided by the programming lan-

guage Ruby, takes place without the use of a 

vocabulary commonly associated with poetry, 

but rather with the vocabulary of everyday life. 

The fact that the source material sprang from 

the most common English words represents 

an entropic analysis on the “state of the art” of 

American life style. On the one hand, this point 

of view regarding a nation, dealing with its more 

basic values and expressed by the more frequent 
words, somehow shows a trivialization of lan-

guage itself, a lack of the sublime developed 

by mass media and the contemporary world. 

On the other hand, a critical position about the 

obligation of that same sublime in poetry may 

also state that the creative act can stem from 

frequency: from the banal.

5 | CONCLUSION

underlying this essay, I took into special conside-

ration the principle of transfer and conversion 

between data and media, as many writers and 

artists have recently put their emphasis on working 

with data of a certain nature to subsequently trans-

FIGURE 6 | Scott Rettberg, Frequency Poems (2009). Online, open-source artwork (Detail: “One Can Be Mean”. Fre-

quency: Snowball by character). Code, computer and screen display. Courtesy Scott Rettberg.
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form and recreate it. In this sense, the concept 

of transducer has proven to be relevant when 

intersected with the fields of literary and artistic 

studies, specifically the theory of electronic 

literature and digital art, since one of the basic 

devices of the virtual environment is the file, with 

its consequent specification of storage, transfer 

and data con-version. A file always transforms a 

certain type of data into another (e.g. converting 

code into sound).

Hence, I developed the transducer function as 

a set of transfer and conversion processes of 

various patterns, given its recurrence in several 

artworks, thus constituting a critical substrate for 

my approach.

As it seems to me, the transducer function is pre-

sent in several works of electronic literature and 

digital art. As an introduction to a theoretical 

typology, I hope this essay opens up the doors for 

its validation, allowing us to deduce that it is effec-

tive, resistant and responds not only to different 

works in different genres, but also to future works, 

expan-ding the analyses of literary and artistic 

production in the context of digital culture.

ENDNOTES

[1] The forty-one issues of dichtung-digital and 

the quality of its essays testify its importance and 

influence. The journal can be accessed at http://

dichtung-digital.de.
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META MAUS BY ART SPIEGELMAN
Maus I: A survivor’s tale - My 
Father bleeds History and Maus 
II: A Survivor’s Tale - And Here 
My Troubles Began are graphic 

novels created by American author 

and publisher of Raw magazine 

Art Spiegelman (1948). He was 

awarded the Pulitzer Prize for this 

work in 1992. 

They tell his father, Vladek 

Spiegelman’s, story of survival 

during the second World War, and 

of his time in the concentration 

camps of Auschwitz and Dachau. 

They are drawn in a stark black and 

white line style, and the characters 

are represented as human figures 

with animal heads. The Jews are 

mice, the Germans are cats, the 

Poles are swine, the Americans 

are dogs, and so forth. This mode 

of representation is especially 

poignant as it allows for an interplay 

of subtle tensions between the 

perceived inter-species relations 

(cats hunt mice, dogs hunt cats, etc.).

The moments set in the past are 

intertwined with present time 

moments when Art Spiegelman 

visited and interviewed his father 

in order to obtain his story. These 

moments reveal the tensions and 

misunderstandings that arise 

between men from generations so 

diverse in their experiences.

It is sometimes hard to convey 

to someone who hasn’t read any 

of the Maus books, the peculiar 

feeling they evoke. The images of 

humans with mouse heads make 

them somehow more fragile, 

more relatable than if they were 

portrayed as actual human beings.

I first read a translated version 

of Maus I: A survivor’s tale - My 
Father bleeds History in 1992. I 

read it in one sitting, at a café 

in Oporto – what a sight I must 

have been, sitting alone with a 

book and alternately laughing 

out loud and wiping tears from 

my eyes (I’m pretty sure this is a 

common reaction to this book). 

until then, my perception of the 

comic book medium was limited 

to the understanding that the 

topics it covered could be funny or 

shocking, but never have the scope 

and depth this book had. Maus is 

generally considered a seminal 

work in the comic book medium, 

and led to the publication of other 

extremely important biographical 

works such as Marjane Satrapi’s 

Persepolis in 2000. Before its 

publication, comic books were 

considered a type of entertainment, 

mainly geared towards children and 

teenagers, and it helped define a 

new, adult audience as well as the 

genre of the Graphic Novel.

As soon as Maus II: A Survivor’s 
Tale - And Here My Troubles Began 

came out in Portuguese in 1995, I 

rushed to buy it, and the experience 

was exactly the same as with the 

previous book.

I thought I had understood the full 

scope of this work in reading these 

translated versions, but I recently 

acquired a copy of The Complete 
Maus in English. What a difference! 

Although reading it probably for the 

tenth time, entirely new nuances in 

the text emerged. Vladek’s speech 

changes completely, his broken 

English is both endearing and 

exasperating, as is his relationship 

with his comic book author son, Art.

Finally, this monumental and 

ground-breaking work was joined 

by a third title – Meta Maus: A look 
inside a Modern Classic, which 

provides the reader with an insight 

into the creative process behind the 

Maus books. It is accompanied by 

a CD-ROM containing most of the 

drafts and original boards for the 

graphic novels, and an immense 

amount of extra material. Reading 

it, and browsing through the vast 

image archives makes it clear what 

a gargantuan task Art Spiegelman 

undertook in writing and drawing 

Maus I and II.

The written part of Meta Maus 

includes several subsections, and is 

mostly based on taped interviews 

with Art Spiegelman conducted by 

FIGURE 2 | Pages in Meta Maus – A Look Inside a Modern Classic by Art Spiegelman.
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English Literature Professor Hillary 

Chute. In the first chapter (Why the 
Holocaust?) the author explains 

how his interest in the subject 

emerged, and how he conducted 

his research leading up to the 

creation of Maus.That chapter is 

followed by a small section (Family 
Album) which records the reaction 

of Spiegelman’s family to Maus (His 

children Nadja and Dash, and his 

wife Françoise).

This is followed by the chapter 

Why Mice?, where Art Spiegelman 

proceeds to explain how the idea 

to represent Jews as mice came 

about. He speaks of his reaction 

to Nazi propaganda found during 

research: “The most shockingly 
relevant anti-Semitic work I found 
was The Eternal Jew, a 1940 German 
‘documentary’ that portrayed 
Jews in a ghetto swarming in 
tight quarters, bearded caftaned 
creatures, and then cut to Jews as 
mice - or rather rats - swarming in 
a sewer, with a title card that said 
‘Jews are the rats’ or the ‘vermin of 
mankind.’ This made it clear to me 
that this dehumanization was at the 
very heart of the killing project.” He 

also proceeds to explain how the 

other nationalities were transformed 

into different types of animals for 

the books, and how the overall 

visual style of Maus came to be. 

Although he repeatedly states 

that he cannot draw, it is hard not 

to admire his concise and simple 

graphic style, truly the mark of a 

great draftsman.

In the chapter Why Comics? 

Spiegelman justifies how he came 

to realize that the comics medium 

was the only way to tell the story 

he wanted to tell. He also explains 

his process extensively, from the 

first ideas up to the final drawings: 

“I decided to work the same size 
as publication: the drawings that 
you see in the book are exactly 
in a one-to-one ratio to the size 
they’re drawn (...) Drawing large 
and reducing the art for publication FIGURE 3 | Pages in Meta Maus – A Look Inside a Modern Classic by Art Spiegelman.

tightens it up, makes the art look 
more crisp and ‘professional’. 
Reproducing one’s mark - offering 
up a facsimile of one’s own 
handwriting - makes it more like 
looking into an actual journal, like 
Anne Frank’s or maybe Alfred 
Kantor’s notebook drawings of 
Auschwitz.” Finally, he widely 

discusses his influences as a comic 

book author, influences ranging 

from Harvey Kurtzman’s MAD 

magazine to Little Nemo in 
Slumberland by Winsor McCay 

(1905-1914), as well as other relevant 

works such as Will Eisner’s Spirit 

(1940) or George Herriman’s Krazy 
Kat (1913-1944).

One of the more touching 

testimonies found in Meta Maus 

is the graphic representation of 

the Spiegelman’s family tree. On 

pages 228 through 231 he presents 

us with two versions of this family 

tree. The first, charting family 

members at the start of World 

War II counts more than sixty 

people. In the second one, at the 

end of World War II, only thirteen 

people remain alive. This visual 

representation brings home the 

notion of how extensive the losses 

were for this family (as undoubtedly 

for countless others).

The book goes on to present 

a transcript of the interviews 

conducted with Vladek 

Spiegelman, the author’s father, 

based on his recollections of his 

time before and during World War 

II. It concludes with interviews of 

people who knew Art’s mother 

Anja Spiegelman during the War 

and in the concentration camps. 

While Vladek spent his time in 

Auschwitz and Dachau, Anja was 

imprisoned in Birkenau (a part of 

the larger Auschwitz camp).

It also broaches the tense subject 

of Anja Spiegelman’s notebooks. 

She committed suicide in 1968, and 

Vladek threw them away because 

they reminded him too much of her. 

This moment is depicted on the 

final page of Maus I (page 161). Art 

asks his father: “Did you ever read 
any of them?... Can you remember 
what she wrote?” to which Vladek 

replies “No. I looked in but I don’t 
remember...Only I know that she 
said, ‘I wish my son, when he grows 
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up, he will be interested by this”. 
Art walks away calling his father a 

murderer.

The documental work of the book 

is complemented by a massive 

amount of visual information that 

can be found on the CD-ROM that 

accompanies it.

Part 1 comprises the complete 

final boards from Maus I and 

Maus II, and each square is linked 

to the preliminary sketches the 

author created. This allows for 

an incredibly comprehensive 

understanding of the development 

process for these two books. 

Part 2 contains a vast amount of 

research material for the books, 

including the audio versions 

and unedited transcripts of the 

interviews with Vladek; facsimiles 

of the notebooks that eventually 

lead to Maus; a collection of post-

war Polish pamphlets assembled by 

Anja Spiegelman; more than 7500 

panel sketches and drafts; and a 

few diverse essays on the subject, 

both by Art Spiegelman and other 

authors.

This work is not only monumental 

as far as the insight it permits into 

the creation of Maus I and II goes, 

but also because it offers a look 

into the mind and working methods 

of one of the world’s most relevant 

contemporary comic book artists. 

A casual reader that starts his 

acquaintance of Spiegelman’s work 

with the reading of Meta Maus is 

bound to turn to his other works 

relatively quickly, as the mind 

revealed by this companion volume 

is a complex and fascinating one.

Maus I: A survivor’s tale - My Father 

Bleeds History - first published by 

Pantheon Books in 1986

Maus II: A Survivor’s Tale - And Here 

My Troubles Began - first published 

by Pantheon Books in 1992

The Complete Maus - first published 

by Pantheon Books in 1996

Meta Maus - first published by 

Pantheon Books in 2011
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Ori Gersht has always been inter-

ested in World War II and postwar 

conflicts so it is not surprising that 

his new series of works is focused 

on three war situations. The three 

works in this exhibition refer to fear 

and violence but they do so through 

seductive and poetic imagery. As 

a metaphor of this sufferance, the 

subjects have in common, human 

suffering and landscape. 

Chasing Good Fortune is a series 

of photographs that examines the 

symbolism of Japanese cherry 

blossom in relation to Kamikaze 

soldiers during World War II. This 

photographic work is the result of 

Gersht’s visit to Japan where at 

memorials to Kamikaze soldiers, he 

photographed Hiroshima mountains 

and cherry blossom. The cherry 

blossom appears unexpectedly and 

after two or three days, when the 

wind blows, it falls and disappears. 

The Japanese have planted cherry 

trees in their gardens, since ancient 

times, along rivers and in temples. 

When Japan began its modernization 

and colonial expansion in the nine-

teenth century, at the beginning 

of the Meji era, the cherry blossom 

started to be seen as an emblem 

of nationhood and was adopted 

by the military forces. So when the 

Japanese saw their soldiers killing 

themselves for the homeland, 

they associated the act of bravery 

with the cherry blossom. Many 

of Gersht’s images were taken at 

night using a digital camera, which 

explains the grainy texture.

The two-screen film Evaders focuses 
on Walter Benjamin’s escape from 

Nazi-occupied France to Francoist 

Spain through the risky path of the 

Lister Route. Benjamin succeeded 

in crossing into Spain but when he 

tried to continue his journey, he was 

questioned by border officials. As 

he was afraid of being sent back to 

France he committed suicide at Port 

Bou, Girona. Benjamin is not only 

the main character in this video but 

his words also give the exhibition 

its title, This Storm Is What We Call 
Progress [1].

This reference is not casual, as 

Gersht uses Benjamin’s history and 

words at the beginning of the video 

to raise questions about history and 

progress. We can see Benjamin’s 

struggle not only to live but also to 

go beyond his own and nature’s 

limits in traversing the Lister route. 

This route is seen as a symbolic 

place of transition, suspended 

between past and future. It is also 

an historic symbol of migration due 

to political and economic reasons. 

Gersht places Benjamin’s figure in 

photographs taken in the Pyrenees. 

The snow and windy images 

remind one of another German, 

Caspar David Friedrich and his 

monumental landscape paintings. 

It can be argued that Gersht’s use 

of landscape is one of evoking 

a sublime beauty reminding the 

viewer of the romanticism of the 

nineteenth century.

Yehudit Arnon also went beyond 

nature and her proper limits when 

she refused to dance at an SS 

Christmas party at Auschwitz. She 

was punished by being ordered to 

stand barefoot in the snow without 

being told for how long. She promised 

herself that if she survived she would 

dedicate her life to dance. In fact, she 

survived and created her own dance 

company. 

Today she is eighty-five-years-old 

and can barely move, rocking back 

and forth in a chair. 

This video has the aim of evoking 

this memory:

“It has to do with a childhood 

memory that I had. When I was 

young and wandering the streets 

of Tel Aviv, I used to see many 

people with numbers tattooed on 

FIGURE 1 | Ori Gersht, Evaders, 2010, Still from DVD projection, Image courtesy of 

Mummery + Schnelle.
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their arms and it was very much 

integral to the demographic land-

scape. I still visit Israel frequently 

and I became aware that all these 

people are just fading away and 

disappearing” [3].

The two-screen video shows us 

Arnon trying to dance again, but 

this time in her chair, performing 

slow movements in an attempt to 

rebel against circumstances as she 

did so many years ago even though 

she now seems to be suffering. 

Accompanied by delicate piano 

music, we see Arnon coming towards 

and moving away from us at the 

same time as we see heavy snow 

falling on the other screen.

This exhibition is about memory, time 

and melancholia but disguised in a 

poetic manner. These subjects are 

not new for Gersht as his Afterwars: 
Sarajevo (1998) series of cityscapes 

from postwar Bosnia and landscapes 

of the Judean Desert demonstrate. 

We must not forget that Ori Gersht 

was born in Israel and for many Israeli 

people, knowing and understanding 

twentieth-century history and the 

Holocaust is a normal fact of life. As 

he recently stated:

“Scars created by wars on 

our collective and personal 

memories are at the essence 

of my practice. In my work I 

often explore the dialectics 

of destruction and creation, 

and the relationships between 

violence and aesthetics” [2].

Gersht is very interested in the 

difficulty of representing violent his-

tories through film and photography 

but he has found a way to deal with 

this difficult subject by presenting 

it from a melancholic and poetic 

viewpoint. His nuanced use of the 

medium is highlighted in the still life 

series where Gersht investigates the 

relationship between photography 

and digital technology. For instance,

in Pomegranate (2006) Gersht takes, 

as his reference, Juan Sánchez 

Cotán’s seventeenth-century still 

life (Quince, Cabbage, Melon 
and Cucumber, 1602) and Harold 

Edgerton’s stroboscopic photographs 

Bullets passing through fruit to 

subvert the genre and transform a 

peaceful still life into a violent one; a 

high-speed bullet is shot through the 

suspended pomegranate, bursting it 

open and freezing the moment when 

it explodes.

It could be seen as an awkward 

choice to hold the exhibition at 

the Imperial War Museum, as the 

museum tends to explain World 

War I and II in a very didactic way, 

Gersht, on the other hand, explores 

the recovery of the historical 

memory of people who lived and 

fought during those wars. Today, 

most of these people have died, 

so it is important at this time to 

remember what happened. Gersht’s 

exhibition offers an alternative to the 

museum’s instructive practice.

The exhibition is accompanied by a 

catalogue in the form of an artist’s 

book produced by Photoworks. The 

book is beautifully and originally 

presented and is composed of three 

volumes, each taking a separate 

film as its subject; Evaders, Will You 
Dance For Me and Offering. The 

small and intimate books reflect on 

the creative thought process behind 

the making of each film. Together, 

they create a seamless visual narra-

tive and an insight into the mind of 

the artist. Each volume combines 

sources that have influenced Gersht 

including film stills, screen grabs, 

music videos and historical art 

paintings. These are combined with 

Gersht’s own drawings, sketches, 

photographs and works from his 

wider oeuvre which he considers 

relevant to these recent films. All of 

the images are treated equally and 

have been edited into sequences by 

the artist. The relationships between 

the images are not intended to be 

didactic but attempt to create a new 

experience of Gersht’s ideas and to 

contextualize his working process.

[1] Walter Benjamin, ‘Theses on 

the Philosophy of History’, in 

Illuminations, Knopf, New York, 1969, 

pp 257–258

[2] See the Press Release from the 

exhibition.

[3] http://www.thejc.com/arts/

arts-features/63639/we-have-a-

responsibility-hold-dark-memories, 

accessed on 5th March 2012

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-

Ori Gersht, This Storm Is What We 

Call Progress, Imperial War Museum, 

25 January – 29 April 2012

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Filipe Pais is a Portuguese artist and 
a student interested in the ways 
technologies affect human behavior 
and society. Currently, he’s a PhD 
student in the Digital Media UT Austin-
Portugal Program at the University of 
Porto, a researcher at DRII (Dispositifs 
Relationnels: Installations Interactives) at 
ENSAD (National School of Decorative 
Arts – Paris) and a member of LCD 
(Digital Creation Laboratory – Porto).

From 2010 to 2011 he was a student of 
SPEAP, an experimental program in 
Arts and Politics conducted by Bruno 
Latour at Sciences Po in Paris. 

His artistic practice explores the 
use of new media technologies as a 
medium and as a subject and his work 
has been presented in the context of 
several festivals and events in different 
countries.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

During Guimarães 2012 - European 

Capital of Culture, the LCD LAB 

from Porto (Laboratory for Digital 

Creation) invited me to prepare 

an artistic residency, applying an 

unusual and experimental model of 

work. The residency lasted a week, 

the first two days spent between 

theoretical seminars and discussion 

while the other days were dedicated 

to prototyping.

The departing direction was a 

theoretical exploration on the 

concept of hyperlink, using a 

strategy of Media Displacement. 
At the end of three days of 

intense discussion and reflection, 

the four groups, made up of 12 

individuals with backgrounds in 

fine arts, design, architecture and 

engineering, came up with four 

ideas which were then prototyped. 

At the end of the week, four 

prototypes were presented: “Join”, 

“I”, “AHA! – A Human Approach”, 

and “3.000.000 Views”.

2 | CONCEPT, STRUCTURE AND 
ORGANIZATION

The conceptual direction of 

this residency, dedicated to 

the exploration of the concept 

of hyperlink using the strategy 

of Media Displacement, was a 

consequence of my theoretical 

and practical research and was 

discussed and refined by the 

organization committee made 

up of Ricardo Lobo, Pedro Ângelo, 

Sérgio Ferreira and myself.

The residency took place over 

6 days, from the 12th to the 17th 

March of 2012 at the CAAA (Centro 

Assuntos Arte e Arquitectura) in 

Guimarães. During the first two 

days, four theoretical sessions 

were presented and intertwined 

by discussion and brainstorming 

with the coordinators and the 

groups of residents. The first 

theoretical session by Ricardo 

Lobo, presented us the history 

and theory of hypertext in a social 

and political perspective using the 

authors Vannevar Bush, Douglas 

Engelbart and Ted Nelson as main 

references. The second session 

was presented by Sérgio Ferreira, 

which brought us a critical insight 

into the use of technologies and on 

the cognitive and social influences 

of Internet and Googlization. On 

the second day, Pedro Ângelo 

approached the concept of Hyperlink 

as the structural element in the 

information flow, analyzing the 

theory of graphs and the concept 

of digital dataflow, referring to 

some examples of applications in 

the physical world. I made the last 

presentation, where the strategy of 

Media Displacement was introduced, 

supporting it with the theoretical 

work of Jay Bolter and Richard 

Grusin, Martin Heidegger, Marshal 

McLuhan and Bertolt Brecht. After 

the presentation, the 12 participants 

were divided into four groups. Their 

selection took into account their 

interests but also the diversity of 

their backgrounds, in order to form 

groups with different points of 

view and to find a balance between 

conceptual and technical resources.

3 | THE STRATEGY OF MEDIA 
DISPLACEMENT

Today, media are omnipresent in 

all the manifestations of human life. 

We are surrounded by thousands 

of invisible waves and by all kinds of 

gizmos and appliances that share our 

space and time, connecting us with 

others. This strategy is connected 

to Marshal McLuhan’s famous ‘The 

medium is the message’ by regarding 

the medium not just as a vessel for 

content and message transmission, 

but also as a powerful, consequent 

actor, which is able to transform the 

way we communicate, live in society 

and define ourselves. [1]

The long history of art tells us that 

media have been the subject of 

artists’ inspiration, research and 

statement for centuries, although 

this practice seems to be of 

increasing importance today, in a 

society saturated by information 

and under strong media influence. 

The complexity of the times that 

we live is not only revealed in the 

amount of new codes, signs and 

symbols which ‘naturally’ infiltrate 

in our daily routines but in the quick 

overlapping and combination of 

paradigms – the digital, physical, 

online and offline have become 

interdependent and impossible 

to separate. As Jay Bolter and 

Richard Grusin observe, the design 

process and the construction of 

virtual and online digital worlds 

is characterized by a strategy 

of remediation, which allows an 

easier adaption to media users 

[2]. In this process of refashioning, 

old concepts are imported from 

previous paradigms but as soon as 

new functions and characteristics 

appear, new medium-specific 

concepts fulfill our routines, 

although they are designed to 

integrate our lives in natural ways 

rather than to provoke reflection 

or disruption.

In a digital paradigm, the 

representation of metaphors like 

‘window’, ‘friend’ or ‘recycle bin’ 

are certainly familiar to most of 

us, although what happens if we 

displace concepts like ‘pause’, 

‘undo’, ‘pixel’, ‘ftp’ or ‘hyperlink’ to 

a physical non-electrical paradigm? 

Is this displacement capable of 

highlighting incompatibilities 

between these paradigms? Is 

it meaningful to us as human 

beings, constantly mediated and 

surrounded by media? Can this 

strategy render visible the workings 

of media, breaking the spell of 

transparency and make us aware of 

how media shapes our perception?

These are some of the questions 

which triggered the reflection 

and the discussions during the 

residency. This process was 

also intertwined with the close 
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observation and analysis of a body 

of artwork developed by Aram 

Bartholl, Christopher Baker and Jens 

Wunderling. The strategy of Media 
Displacement contradicts the flow of 

remediation and breaks the logic of 

transparency in order to expose the 

mechanisms and the 

effects that media have in society 

and in human behavior. 

4 | WORKS DEVELOPED

After the third day, the residents 

started to project their concepts, 

exchanging their knowledge and 

collaborating between groups. 

On the last day, the 17th March, 

the prototypes were presented in 

a public session at CAAA. 

‘Join’ is a performance developed by 

Ana Palma, Diana Combo and Tiago 

Serra exploring the transposition of 

actions between online and offline 

social contexts. Each person that 

joins the Facebook event, which 

corresponds to the performance, 

has someone waiting for them in 

the offline event (the performance 

itself), hanging a sign with that 

person’s name. This confrontation 

aims at introducing a critical distance 

to our use of the medium and to 

our notion of privacy, inclusion and 

exclusion in the transition from 

online to offline.

‘I’, an installation by Pedro Ângelo, 

Rebecca Moradalizadeh and Sónia 

Ralha remind us that the physical 

space we inhabit is imperceptibly 

changed and fulfilled by thousands 

of invisible waves coming from all 

the technologies and media that 

surround us. By entering the 

installation space, the visitor 

becomes an involuntary participant 

in the soundscape composition, 

which emerges from the 

interferences provoked by the 

visitor’s mobile phones. When 

approaching one of the seven 

copper-cables vertically placed 

between the ceiling and the ground, 

the electromagnetic field of the 

participant is transformed into a 

noisy sound mass, which grows and 

becomes chaotic when more visitors 

enter the space. 

‘AHA! (A Human Approach)’, is an 

interactive installation by Gil Ferreira, 

Mónica Mendes and Victor Diaz 

which explores the mechanisms of 

online research. A fake Google search 

page presents the results in the form 

of videos, instead of the usual list of 

links. In these videos we see a group 

of three operator-researchers, who

search in books, go out into nature 

or discuss in between them to find 

the best answer. ‘AHA!’ turns the 

transparent process of online search 

into the content of the installation, 

breaking our expectations and show-

ing how automatized we become 

by technology. In a moment marked 

by optical fiber speed and world 

Googlization, this project inverts the 

logic of transparency, objective and 

immediate, by slowing down the 

research process in an attempt to r

eflect on the impact of mediation 

and on the contemporary search-

engine paradigm. ‘3.000.000 

Views’ is a public installation and 

performance developed by Raquel 

Carteiro, Sandra Araújo and Sérgio 

Ferreira that uses a popular strategy 

for online marketing. 

On different muppies spread around 

the city one can read ‘3.000.000 

Views’ in black letters over a white 

background, with a QR code just 

under the text. By reading the QR 

code with their mobile phone the 

passersby become involuntary 

participants of this installation and 

performance. They see an image of 

someone looking through a 

wall somewhere, and then a map 

appears indicating this location. If 

everything goes as expected, the 

participants will reach the gallery 

where the hole is located and when 

looking through the hole, they will 

see a man seated at a desk, who 

stands up when he realizes he is 

being watched. Then he draws a 

line on the wall with a piece of chalk, 

which corresponds to another ‘view.’ 

A second phase of the residency is 

planned with the aim of transforming 

the prototypes into finalized works, 

ready to be presented and experi-

enced in a public venue. 

ENDNOTE

[1] MCLuHAN, M. 2007. 

understanding Media. Routeledge 

Classics

[2] BOLTER, J. D., GRuSIN, 

R. (2000). Remediation: 

understanding New Media. MIT 

Press.

FIGURE 1 | Poster for performance ‘Join’.
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The title of this documentary alludes 

to Nome de Guerra by Almada 

Negreiros, one of the Orpheu poets, 

a novel as strange in its time as it is 

today about a poet that navigates, 

like Junqueiro, all routes in the 

Portuguese aesthetic tradition; in 

Almada’s eyes, as in Junqueiro’s, art 

and religion, although they constitute 

different spheres, do not stand in 

natural opposition. Fluorescence 

in one of the mother lodes of 

Portuguese temperament, Guerra 

Junqueiro provides a mould and 

inspiration for Portuguese culture in 

the twenty-first century as he did in 

the late nineteenth and early twenti-

eth centuries, despite a few histrionic 

and reckless statements in early 

works that he regretted later.

To make a film of patent documental 

value about one of the matricial 

figures of Portuguese culture, a film 

whose scope extends even beyond 

that value, is in itself an event; more-

over, by demarcating Junqueiro’s 

heritage, it prospects the future for 

the spiritual aspects of the configu-

ration it may take in the second 

millennium. Encompassing the three 

major phases of the poet’s life, that 

is, the final period of the monarchy, 

the foundation of the Republic and 

his relative disappointment with it, 

and the period of his greatest poetic 

and philosophic maturity, the film is 

likewise structured, it seems, along 

three fundamental vectors:

As it investigates the poet’s life and 

work, it anchors the research on 

the direct testimonies of living Portu-

guese thinkers and philosophers of 

the highest quality, to which it adds 

statements by Junqueiro’s relatives 

and persons in whose memories his 

figure and works still reverberate.

A second vector rests on the gather-

ing and inclusion of images of the 

time, whose trail was meticulously 

researched by Henrique Manuel 

Pereira. A contemporary press report 

led to a film record of the transfer on 

July 13th, 1923 of the urn containing 

the poet’s mortal remains. 

In 2011, there was also the lucky 

find of negatives, on glass, of some 

photographs of the poet, which 

could thus be reproduced, one 

being the penultimate photograph 

shown in the documentary. In this 

regard it is befitting to emphasise 

once more the exhaustive investiga-

tion carried out at home and abroad, 

resulting in thirty hours of recorded 

interviews and one hundred hours 

of film footage, which necessitated 

painstaking selection and editing for 

the final cut. All this is related in the 

book containing the script, the indis-

pensable tool that complements a 

full feature film.

There is yet another sustaining vec-

tor apparent in the documentary, in 

which at times it attains a delicate 

beauty: it consists in the attempt to 

go beyond an illustration of the nucleii

of Junqueiro’s work. Particularly with 

regard to its poetical-philosophical 

expression, the attempt is to recreate

it through pictures that may present 

it to us in its “primal virginity.” In this 

context, the attempt stands out to 

convey or translate the theological 

and artistic value of light – most 

relevant in Christian tradition, and 

which Junqueiro assimilates and 

re presents in his work – by means of

a take of the sunlight reverberating 

on a tree’s branches while the sun 

disk seemingly dissolves into the 

tree... The arid path, harrowed into 

the ground and leading inescapably 

to heaven, which it seeks and will 

reparate, is an equally intense cin-

ematographic moment in the film. 

Such moments translate best that 

other mode of making cinema, in 

which the image becomes idea, or 

symbol, therewith translating what 

words and their memory express 

in a different way, in different con-

texts. In this regard, the editing of 

the multiple images often falls into 

a rhythm whose cadence seems at 

times to spring from the charmingly 

simple, lyrical sound of Junqueiro’s 

poetry, notwithstanding the occa-

sional impression that the cadence 

drags a little, albeit not excessively, 

due to the sudden introduction of 

some of the testimonies. It is curious 

to realise that, not a few times, the 

spirituality of Junqueiro’s work calls 

for the kind of religious setting that 

painting – particularly the “vanitas” 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries – can give us, and which 

Visconti skillfully invoked in some of 

his films.

This documentary attempts at a 

polyhedral vision of Junqueiro’s 

work. Such an approach is required 

and imposed by the work itself – 

hence, we often pass from politics to 

religion, from art to collectibles, from 

diplomacy to ethnographic fieldwork, 

from poetry to poetics, from family 

memoirs to the nostalgic invocation 

of the descendants of the “simple 

folk” of yore.[1] Yet, a feeling remains

that it lacks some binding element 

that might sew it all up together, over 

and above the fact that those various 

dimensions characterise and are con-

joined in the same historical person.

It is important to remember that, in 

his life, Junqueiro was the opposite 

of what he is in death – for now, at 

least, someone almost forgotten. 

And perhaps the testimonial voice 

may obscure the theistic, even pan-

theistic setting that the aesthetic 

captation of nature can still translate 

in a matchless way. Indeed, this is 

the “ideal” in which God appears 

revealed in a canticle – in music –, in 

Nature, that cosmic art that the poet 

translates as Love, as a perfect state 

of beauty, which this film does have 

but does not contain fully. There 

are some very beautiful images, 

ocasionally very unexpected takes; 

yet, a certain – albeit praiseworthy 

– paedagogic-didactic dimension 

seems to seep into places where 

even the music, entirely composed 

with the poetic work as its basis, 

apparently wishes to marry another 

art form, a different plasticity. 

Invoking Junqueiro’s ironic facet is 

not enough to obviate the required 

synthetical harmony.
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Imperfection is a sign of the presence 

of divinity, in Junqueiro’s eyes, because 

the divine condition is also fulfilled 

there – it is a reintegration of what 

is multiple into the One. This is the 

metaphysical vision he defends, 

which is not free of some contami-

nation by evolutionism. Therefore, 

the documentary might have included 

a few recorded images of scientific 

phenomena, and that might draw 

the staunchest sceptics and rational-

ists to Junqueiro’s own prophetic, 

ethical, and metaphysical universe.

Akin to moonlight, which seemingly 

trembles as it shimmers on gentle 

waves, this film, in our view, would 

deserve a continuation if it were 

possible – a second, more leisurely 

visit to the work itself, looking into 

its forms, on the one hand and, on 

the other, into its metaphysical and 

transcendental contents; somewhat 

like a follow-up lesson, turning now 

to aesthetics and metaphysics rather 

than history or politics, so that 

Junqueiro’s legacy might attain a 

visibility in the cinema that it has not 

enjoyed in bookstore windows or in 

the everyday reading habits of the 

Portuguese. Inserted into a vaster 

program, this film must be regarded, 

nonetheless, as one more piece 

in the Junqueiro universe, which 

Director Henrique Manuel Pereira 

now tries to illuminate, based on a 

wide-ranging aesthetic, historical 

and scientific project combining 

music, literature and cinema.

 

José Carlos Pereira (FBAuL)

[1] Translator’s note: Allusion to one 

of Junqueiro’s best-known poems, 

“Os Simples”, in the book with the 

same title.
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JANUARY

JORNADAS DE DIDÁTICA DA MÚSICA

EXIBIÇÃO DO DOCUMENTÁRIO “NOME DE GUER-

RA, A VIAGEM DE JUNQUEIRO” EM BRAGANÇA 

DOCENTES DE SOM E IMAGEM PARTICIPAM NA 

EXPOSIÇÃO “DIE HEIMAT”

-----

FEBRUARY

CATÓLICA PORTO APRESENTA PUBLICAMENTE O 

SEU CREATIVE SPIN

SESSÃO “ESTRATÉGIAS DE NEGÓCIOS NO SETOR 

CULTURAL E CRIATIVO”

RECITAL FINAL DE SUSANA VALE | MESTRADO 

ENSINO DA MÚSICA

APRESENTAÇÃO DO LIVRO “PEDAGOGIA E 

DIDÁTICAS DA MÚSICA INTERCULTURAL”

RECITAL DE MÚSICA DE CÂMARA

----- 

MARCH

LANÇAMENTO DA OBRA “GLOSSÁRIO DO USO 

DO OURO NO NORTE DE PORTUGAL”

SPINEXPO 2012

ESCOLA DAS ARTES VENCE PRÉMIO DE MELHOR 

ESCOLA DE CINEMA NO FANTASPORTO

1ª JORNADAS DO PATRIMÓNIO DA SANTA CASA 

DA MISERICÓRDIA DO PORTO

DOCENTE DA ESCOLA DAS ARTES PARTICIPA NA 

INTERNACIONAL CONFERENCE ON ACOUSTICS, 

SPEECH, AND SIGNAL PROCESSING | KYOTO

KEN DANCYGER - MASTERCLASS NA ESCOLA 

DAS ARTES - SOM E IMAGEM

----- 

APRIL

MERGING’ 12

FESTIVAL BLACK&WHITE | 9ª EDIÇÃO

DIA ABERTO DA ESCOLA DAS ARTES

APRESENTAÇÃO DO LIVRO “AS DOUTRINAS 

ESTÉTICAS EM PORTUGAL. DO ROMANTISMO À 

PRESENÇA”

----- 

MAY

PRIMEIRA EXTENSÃO DO BLACK&WHITE LEVA 

FILMES PREMIADOS ATÉ VIANA DO CASTELO

SESSÃO DE APRESENTAÇÃO DAS “ACTAS DO 1º 

CONGRESSO O PORTO ROMÂNTICO”

ALUNOS DE SOM & IMAGEM PARTICIPAM NO CIN 

RE-MAKE 12

AULA ABERTA COM ÁLVARO COSTA - RADIO 2.1... 

PISTAS E IDEIAS SOBRE O FUTURO, PRESENTE E 

PASSADO

LANÇAMENTO DO LIVRO “TESOUROS PRIVADOS: 

A JOALHARIA NA REGIÃO DO PORTO (1865-1879)”

EXPOSIÇÃO DE TRABALHOS DOS ALUNOS DA 

PÓS-GRADUAÇÃO EM FOTOGRAFIA

----- 

JUNE

O CENTRO DE CRIATIVIDADE DIGITAL DA 

CATÓLICA DO PORTO

RECITAIS DE CANTO DO MESTRADO EM ENSINO 

DA MÚSICA

RECITAL DE CANTO DO MESTRADO EM PER-

FORMANCE MUSICAL

RECITAL FINAL DA LICENCIATURA DE CANTO
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----- 

JULY

RECITAL DE MÚSICA DE CÂMARA

CURTAS DE VILA DO CONDE - ESCOLA DAS 

ARTES | SOM E IMAGEM

PROVAS DE DOUTORAMENTO EM CIÊNCIA E 

TECNOLOGIA DAS ARTES

“MENINA GOTINHA DE ÁGUA” VENCEDORA

DA CATEGORIA “ARTE E CULTURA”

CURTA-METRAGEM DA ESCOLA DAS ARTES 

VENCEDORA DO NY PORTUGUESE FILM 

FESTIVAL

----- 

SEPTEMBER

SEMANA DA CONSERVAÇÃO E RESTAURO 

NA CATÓLICA

VIII JORNADAS DE ARTE E CIÊNCIA

WORKSHOP: PLANOS DE CONTROLO 

DE PRAGAS NA INDÚSTRIA ALIMENTAR 

E RESTAURAÇÃO

APRESENTAÇÃO DOS CADERNOS DE TEORIA 

DAS ARTES “ARTE & SIGNO”

----- 

OCTOBER

DOCENTE DA ESCOLA DAS ARTES PARTICIPA 

NA TERTÚLIA “IMAGEM, PATRIMÓNIO E TURISMO”
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